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I

Article IV, paragraph 3 of the Potsdam Agreement1 provides:
"The reparation claims of the United States, the United Kingdom and

other countries entitled to reparations shall be met from the western zones

and from appropriate German external assets."2

In his report to the nation on the Berlin (Potsdam) Conference,
President Truman appropriately remarked:

"No one can foresee what another war would mean to our cities and to our

own people. What we are doing to Japan now�even with the new atomic
bomb�is only a small fraction of what would happen to the world in a third
world war."3

So much law has gone by the board because of the hysteria engendered
by the so-called second World War that it is impossible to say that any
legal institution, no matter how well fortified, will resist the impact of
belligerent action. That self-restraint, which is the mark of civilization,
has been dissipated under the stress of modern war, John Bassett Moore4
has remarked:

*Dr. Edwin Borchard, Justus S. Hotchkiss Professor of Law, Yale Law School. Inter

nationally known authority in the field of international law. Author and contributor
to many American and European legal periodicals.
1(194S) 13 Dep't. of State Bull. 157.

show the curious ideas which were entertained on the subject of making peace,
we find under the head of "Political Principles" the following paragraph: "To convince
the German people that they have suffered a total military defeat and that they cannot

escape responsibility for what they have brought upon themselves, since their own ruth
less warfare and the fanatical Nazi resistance have destroyed German economy and made
chaos and suffering inevitable." Id. at 1SS. The knowledge that these conditions might
spread to all Europe increases enormously the American burden, jeopardizes the safety
of every intergovernmental loan made, and does not promote the hope of a restoration
of trade or lifting of trade barriers.
"Id. at 208.

*Moore, International Law and Some Current Illusions (New York, 1924) 24.
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"Of all the illusions a people can cherish, the most extravagant and illogical
is the supposition that, along with the progressive degradation of its standards
of conduct, there is to go a progressive increase in respect for law and morality."

War is increasing its pace as well as its devastation, until all modern
civilization is now definitely under a threat of destruction. It is there
fore quite consistent with current trends that many rationalizations
should be afforded for doing away with the well established rule that

private property of the enemy shall be protected against confiscation.
The Treaty of Versailles, Article 297, left confiscation optional; the
Potsdam declaration seems to make it somewhat more obligatory. The

change, it is to be feared, marks the deterioration in legal and moral

conceptions between the two wars.

Mr. Seymour J. Rubin, United States representative in the Allied-
neutral negotiations on the subject of German external assets and related

problems,5 believing Alexander Hamilton to have been quite wrong in his
opinion on alien property, furnishes a number of reasons or rationali
zations in his article entitled " 'Inviolability' of Enemy Private Prop
erty,"6 as to why it is now proper to confiscate private property.7 It is
probably true that the Nazi government employed much private property
for public purposes, and there would be a justification for withholding
that property, if proved to be Nazi-owned, from return. But the bulk
of the private property in this country was doubtless invested for the
same reason that private property exists, namely, as a source of wealth
and income to the owner.

John Bassett Moore, tracing the administration of the Trading with
the Enemy Act in the first war from that of trusteeship to that of
occasional spoliation, remarked:8

"In the original statute the function of the alien property custodian was

defined as that of a trustee. Subsequently, however, there came a special reve
lation, marvelously brilliant but perhaps not divinely inspired, of the staggering
discovery that the foreign traders and manufacturers whose property had been

sMr. Rubin has been appointed as successor to Mr. Randolph Paul and will presumably
have charge of the negotiations with neutral countries to effect an expropriation of the

private property of Axis nationals.

"Rubin, "Inviolability" of Enemy Private Property (1945) 11 Law & Contemp. Prob.

166.

"Mr. Rubin does not like the word "confiscation,'' though no other word so well de
scribes the expropriation without compensation of private resources, nor does he like

the words "private property." No more do the Soviets like this term, and they have

shown their contempt for the institution by wholesale expropriation.
"Moore, op. cit. supra note 4, at 22.
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taken over had made their investments in the United States not from ordinary
motives of profit but in pursuance of a hostile design, so stealthily pursued
that it had never before been detected or even suspected, but so deadly in its
effects that the American traders and manufacturers were eventually to be

engulfed in their own homes and the alien plotters left in grinning possession
of the ground. Under the spell engendered by this agitating apparition, and
its patriotic call to a retributive but profitable war on the malefactors' property,
substantial departures were made from the principle of trusteeship."

We are now informed that the established rule of 19th century law

guaranteeing the immunity of alien private property ought to disappear
�presumably with other rules of law�and that it is now proper to

expropriate the property, thus impoverishing further the unlucky owner

and leading to results which are not thought through. It is admitted that
the rule of immunity grew with international trade, but the conclusion
is not drawn that the abrogation of the rule of immunity will stifle
international trade. In fact, it seems to be overlooked that rules of
international law were based on their economic foundation, and that
with the violation of the rule will also go those economic purposes
which it was designed to safeguard. If it becomes an established fact
that the safety of private property depends upon a preponderance of
force alone, and can no longer rely upon law for its protection, the fi
nancial community must prepare itself for further wars, for an end of
all talk of disarmament, for the axiom that it is safer to invest in a

weak than in a strong country, and for the uncompensated encroach
ment upon 11 billions of American property abroad. Economic are

stronger than political enmities, and one can never tell what will happen
to a foreign investment that no longer enjoys legal protection. Besides,
the Eastern peoples who are being taught the lesson of confiscation by
the West, will profit by the example and are not likely to draw those
fine distinctions between nationalities upon which the West has prided
itself. Whether anything will be recovered depends entirely upon acci
dent. I have before me a resolution of the National Foreign Trade
Council objecting to the seizure of American property abroad as war

booty or reparations and for other purposes�a practice in which the
Russian Government seems to have indulged rather promiscuously and
freely. It is said:9

"At the close of hostilities, there existed in Europe considerable property

8N. Y. Times, May 29, 1946, p. 29, col. 2. Resolution on the Protection of American
Foreign Property adopted by the Board of Directors of the National Foreign Trade
Council, Inc., May, 1946, p. 2.
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owned by American citizens and corporations, a substantial amount of which
was located in Germany and in Eastern and Southeastern European countries

generally. ... In some cases the property has been seized as 'war booty' or

reparations. In other cases, nationalization programs have engulfed American

properties, while in still other instances, repossession or use has been prevented
or impaired through stultifying regulations and controls.
"The loss or prospective loss of this American property is of direct interest

to the American taxpayer because of the result, both immediate and long-range,
which such loss may produce. . . . Apart from the problem of individual fi
nancial loss, the long-range position and prestige of the United States in the
areas concerned will be impaired by the loss of the properties in question.
Moreover, should American property rights abroad be subordinated to tem

porary political considerations, the impact upon the flow of private investments

abroad, both as to volume and direction, may be serious."

II

It is true that in ancient times distinctions between combatants and
non-combatants were not made, and private and other property was

confiscated just as the enemy nationals were either killed or enslaved.
Not much property was found abroad. But we had assumed that we

had advanced beyond ancient times, whereas the Potsdam declaration
has implications indicating that the progress of civilization has come

to an end, and that under the passions aroused by war we must return

to ancient times. Even in Magna Carta, 1215, the interests of trade
had prohibited an outright confiscation of the enemy property, for the

enemy merchant was to be dealt with on a basis of reciprocity. In
later years the rule of immunity in the interests of trade was more com

pletely observed until it finally established itself as international law,
first by treaty, then by custom, throughout the 19th century. The old

practice of confiscation was denounced everywhere as a relic of bar
barism. It was not thought possible that the human race would so far

forget itself as to recur to the practices of ancient times. Yet that is
the situation we confront and rationalizations are afforded as to why
the new practice of confiscation is most desirable. John Bassett Moore
has wisely remarked:10

"The world never will be rid of the problem of preserving its elementary
virtues. Three hundred years ago Grotius declared that, as he who violated
the laws of his country for the sake of some present advantage to himself,
'sapped the foundation of his own perpetual interest, and at the same time
that of his posterity,' so the people that 'violated the laws of nature and
nations' broke down 'the bulwarks of its future happiness and tranquillity.' "

10Moore, loc. cit. supra note 4.
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Mr. Moore adds, quoting Alexander Hamilton:11
"No less pertinent is the confession of Alexander Hamilton, made a century-

and-a-quarter ago, that, serious as the evil of war had appeared to him to be,
yet the manner in which it might be carried on was in his eyes 'still more
formidable.' It was, said Hamilton, 'to be feared that, in the fermentation
of certain wild opinions, those wise, just, and temperate maxims, which will
forever constitute the true security and felicity of a state, would be over

ruled,' and that, one violation of justice succeeding another, measures would be

adopted which even might 'aggravate and embitter the ordinary calamities of

foreign war.' "

This deterioration has gone so far as to compel neutral countries to

surrender property which the belligerents regard as belonging to enemy
nationals.12
We are informed, first, that the admitted rule of immunity is not

clear, since American courts during the 19th century have uttered dicta

supporting the ancient practice of confiscation. It is not observed, how
ever, that practically no case of confiscation is known in the 19th cen

tury, that Congress has carefully avoided such implication, and that
the Supreme Court has condemned it in ratio decidendi.13 Utterances
of uncertain tenor would doubtless be made of any rule which has been
in process of evolution during the centuries. Courts ought to be at

least as careful as Congress in observing the obligations of statesmanship.
We are next informed "that the private property of nationals abroad

is subject to requisition by the nation and the example is cited of British

expropriation against compensation of part of the property of their
nationals in the United States. The difference lies in a confiscation by
the country in which the investment is made and a requisition against
compensation by the alien's own country. Besides, the British requi-
nId. at 24-25.

"Agreement with Switzerland providing for surrender of 50 percent (250 million Swiss

francs) of the German property belonging to non-residents, plus $58,140,000 in gold,
signed May 26, 1946. It is understood that the gold is considered Nazi loot acquired
from France. Why the United States should assume the onus of undertaking this dis
tasteful business for all the Allies, for the benefit of a reparation pool ((1946) 14 Dep't

of State Bull. 114) is not known. Switzerland is to retain 250,000,000 francs and
about 32 million dollars in gold to liquidate its own debts frozen in Germany. The
owner is to receive German marks, presumably at the official exchange rate, for his Swiss
franc assets. Why German nationals are still prohibited from trading with Sweden and

Switzerland, and why the neutral blacklists are still kept in force�over a year after VE

Day�is unknown. The financial injury to neutrals must be considerable.
"Brown v. United States, 8 Cranch 110 (U. S. 1814) ; United States v. Percheman,

7 Pet. 51 (U. S. 1833).
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sitions took place in few places only, for British subjects still possess
large investments in the United States, Canada, Argentina and else
where which have not been impaired by the British Government. In
the few cases where the requisition did occur, the owners received
British pounds to an amount fully compensating them for the property
requisitioned. It is needless to add that the pounds were the bonds
or currency of a government then solvent, and that the owners have
thus been protected against confiscation.
The only reason Axis nationals were not exposed to the expropriation

of their own government was doubtless the fact that the United States
and other Allied governments by "freezing" and sequestration did not

permit such requisition. One might even say that the owners were the
beneficiaries of a happy accident. But this is no ground for following
the freezing by confiscation which would do damage to all foreign in
vestments and perhaps put a quietus on foreign business. It will be
noted that the National Foreign Trade Council, protesting against the
use of American property for Russian and other reparations, resolved:14
"... in certain of these foreign countries they are being totally deprived of
these properties through various forms of confiscation or sequestration or other
measures having a like result."

If confiscation in any form is a risk that the trader must run, both
trade and investment will suffer a fatal blow. The 19th century seems

to have realized this consequence.

Ill

We may now address ourselves to a few of the considerations ad
vanced in the clever article of Mr. Rubin. What had heretofore been
considered the unanswerable arguments of Alexander Hamilton in favor
of immunity,15 nowbecome merely a "notion" of Hamilton,16 whereas
the true gospel is presumably to be found in the proposal for confis
cation advanced by Mr. Rubin. If there is no promise of immunity
against confiscation attending a foreign investment, and if, as Mr. Rubin
says, the alien has been warned by the previous American practices�
there is no such practice�that he is in danger of losing his property
completely, very little foreign property will find its way into the country.
Some countries needing foreign capital may thus be greatly handicapped.

^Resolution, op. cit. supra note 9, at 4.

�Infra, part VI of this article, cited to footnotes 38 and 39.

"Rubin, op. cit. supra note 6, at 175.
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It is recalled that down to 1861 American railroads were largely built

by foreign money, and a certain reputation for probity was built up

by the United States. This investment would not have taken place had
confiscation been considered a legal possibility. Neither the South nor

the North could have prosecuted the Civil War without the aid of for

eign commercial transactions which would doubtless not have been under
taken had such a risk as confiscation been implied. The State Depart
ment, it is believed, still proceeds under the theory that confiscation is

dangerous in many respects,17 but we are now informed that the alien
trader should take that risk into account in entering into a foreign
transaction. The borrower would doubtless have to pay for the lender's
risk.
We may in addition take up some of the other arguments that are

advanced to justify confiscation. In earlier articles I have ventured to

point out that the rule of immunity for foreign property grew in large
measure as the result of a desire to permit the owner to resume the thread
of life and continue to earn his living. We are already discovering that
too great a deprivation of livelihood of the vanquished merely imposes
on the United States and its taxpayers the burden of sustaining and

supporting the victim. This practice will not leave the psychology of
the vanquished untouched, for the beneficiary is not likely to feel that

gratitude which might be thought to replace resentment. If the assets
of foreign nationals were confiscated as a regular practice, it would en

hance the reparation bill sufficiently to include these assets. The Crimea
conference made the bill against Germany alone�not to speak of other
Axis Powers�20 billion dollars.18 How that is to be produced is of
course a mystery, but it is not a sacred sum which implies that in all

peace treaties with the other Axis nations, Austria, Hungary, Rumania,
Bulgaria, the foreign assets of nationals must go by the board. If this
should prove to be the case we are, it is to be feared, nearing the end
of the capitalist system. Why the United States should support such
a principle is curious.
It is further argued that if the business community realizes the dan

gers involved it will use its influence for peace.19 This assumes that
the investment would already have been made, which under the risks

"Infra, part VI of this article, cited to footnotes 40 and 41.
"See note 1 supra, at 210. The sum was proposed at the Crimea conference. At the

Potsdam conference no figure was mentioned.

"Rubin, op. cit. supra note 6, at 176.
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implied seems like a bold assumption. It is in fact doubtful how much
individual nationals have to do with the decision made by administrators
to enter or not to enter a particular war.
In this connection an assertion frequently heard should be dissipated.

That is that property accompanied by its owner is entitled to more

treaty protection than property not so accompanied. Justice Van De-
vanter undertook to make this distinction in Stoehr v. Wallace.20 It has
been the general assumption that foreign property is entitled to pro
tection regardless of the domicile of the owner. It would be most un

fortunate if only that property were protected which is accompanied
by its owner.

The article under discussion makes a sensible suggestion that all
Parties must keep the peace. If there could be a way of accomplishing
this result it would doubtless be most desirable. Unfortunately, though
the human race has at hand the instruments of self-destruction, it shows
little tendency to avoid occasions for conflict. Indeed, some of the poor
arrangements recently made, which postpone tranquillity indefinitely,
make it seem likely that short-tempered statesmen will reach for the

gun on slightest provocation. So far as is now apparent, the new devices
for bringing nations into harmony have not achieved their anticipated
result.
The article under discussion in the name of a just distribution of the

burdens maintains that if the expropriated owner is relegated to his
own government, even bankrupt, for compensation, the obligations of
the victor have been performed. It is strange that such an argument
was unheard of before the 20th century dawned. The argument would
be more plausible if the victim's nation were solvent, but even so, the

relegation of the victim to his own nation for compensation is what
the Frenchman de Lapradelle calls "transparent hypocrisy." No refer
ence will be made to the destruction of economic values involved in

compulsory sale.
IV

This argument was used to a considerable extent after the first war,
and deserves consideration because of the frequency of utterance. By
the Treaty of Peace, Article 297 (i), Germany undertook "to compensate
her nationals in respect of the sale or retention of their property, rights
or interests in Allied or Associated States."21 This provision is regarded
"255 U. S. 239, 251 (1921).
a3 Malloy, Treaties, Conventions, International Acts, Protocols, and Agreements
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by some as mitigating or relieving the onus of the charge of confis
cation. My own belief is that such a provision, while unnecessary to

accomplish reimbursement, where that is possible, may be deemed to

evidence the guilty conscience of the draftsmen of the treaty stipulation,
since it would always enable a responsible appropriator of the private
property to relegate the victim back to an irresponsible debtor, not to
speak of the destruction of the fabric of foreign investment.
At this point it might be said that a Republican Congress from 1921

to 193322 resisted firmly this supposedly persuasive argument and de
clined to consider it a mitigation of confiscation. This country, there
fore, has never done what Mr. Rubin advocates it should now do. The
British Trading with the Enemy Act of September 5, 1939, states,
with a view to "preserving enemy property in contemplation of arrange
ments to be made at the conclusion of peace, the Board of Trade may
appoint Custodians of Enemy Property." Some countries, like Italy,
have not even sequestrated. Germany has undertaken to follow a policy
of reciprocity, doing to foreign property of the nationals of a particular
country what is being done by that country to German-owned private
property. The principles of the National Foreign Trade Council re

quire the Axis countries to restore any property beneficially owned by
a national of the United Nations.23
The United States, by the First War Powers Act, seems to have gone

further than any other country in authorizing the seizure or use of the

property "in the interest of and for the benefit of the United States."24
There is some difference of view as to what this means. The Custodian's

existing practice in the licensing of patents has been considerably
criticized.
The nearest ostensible, though not actual, support in any authoritative

between the United States of America and Other Powers, 1910-1923 (Washington,
1923), 3329, 3464.
nli Representative Gearhart had examined more closely the page from which he quoted,

making an unwarranted charge, he would doubtless have refrained from making the

charge. Hearings before a Subcommittee of the Committee on Ways and Means, Sitting
in Conjunction with a Subcommittee of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com

merce, on H. R. 10820 [a bill to provide for the payment of the awards of the Mixed
Claims Commission (1926)], 69th Cong., 1st Sess. (1926) 374. See also Hearings before
the Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee on H. R. 13496, 67th Cong., 4th Sess.

(1923) 195-235. On page 195 the speaker stated his interest in claims of the 1914-18

war.

"Resolution, loc. cit. supra note 9.

M55 Stat. 838, 840 (1941); SO U. S. C. � 616 (1) (Supp. IV 1941-1945).
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work for the views expressed by Mr. Rubin may be found in Hyde,
International Law. Professor Hyde says:25

"It has been observed that the treaty of Versailles of June 28, 1919, per
mitted the utilization of the property of German nationals within the territory
of any of the Allied and Associated Powers for the purpose of satisfying war

claims against the German Government. Technically such action was not con

fiscatory in character because of the undertaking of that Government to re

imburse its nationals whose property was thus taken. Inasmuch, however, as

the actual value of that undertaking was necessarily slight by reason of the
fiscal burden imposed upon the German territorial sovereign, the agreement
signified consent to what amounted to a practical confiscation of private
property by its enemies."

My own belief is that the practice amounts to an actual confiscation,
since relegation of the expropriated owner to any one else than the
taker merely recognizes that he seizes private property but does not

absolve the taker in any way. The principle of international law is
violated with or without such relegation. A principal witness for this
view is the draftsman of the clause, Mr. Fred K. Nielsen, formerly
Solicitor for the Department of State and American Representative on

the Peace Conference Committee which wrote the clause. In comment

upon the paper of Mr. Lutz at the 1933 Annual Meeting of the American

Society of International Law, Mr. Nielsen made the following comment

upon the clause or stipulation in .question:26
"The stipulation was inserted there through the effort of a very insignificant

member of the Peace Conference who had nothing to do with the provisions
with regard to confiscation which have been denounced as obsolete and as

relics of barbarism�and very properly so denounced, I think. It was because
those stipulations seemed to be a blot on the record of the Allied and Associ
ated Powers, that some feeble and, I might say, crude, attempts were made
to afford a little remedy. The author had this in mind: that the Allied and
Associated Powers could never defend this feature of their own record. They
could not ground their action on international law.
"And now the next confession I might make is not a very satisfactory one,

because one idea in putting that stipulation into the treaty was that it might
give a little defense to the act of confiscation. I do not think it is much of
a defense, if I knock down a man and take his money away from him illegally,
to impose upon him the obligation to pay himself. So thaf there is not much

x2 Hyde, International Law, Chiefly as Interpreted and applied by the United
States (Boston, 1922) 240-241. In the Second Revised Edition (Boston, 194S) only the
first sentence of this extract is printed. 3 Hyde, International Law (Boston, 194S) 1737.

20Twenty-Seventh Annual Meeting of the American Society of International Law held
at Washington, D. C, April 27-29, 1933. (1933) 27 Proc. Am. Soc. Int. L. 120-121, 121-122.
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defense in the contention that there can be no confiscation if Germany fails
to pay.

* * *

"I think the principal speaker, whom I heard only in part, analyzed the evi
dence of international law and showed that we had, as far as we can generally
get in any case, the general assent of the nations of the world to that rule
of law and a principle of civilization safeguarding private property. Our gov
ernment did not take a firm stand at the conference in line with its traditional

position in opposing this confiscatory provision. In any event, I think we

should stop talking about that little subterfuge concerning which I have both
a good conscience and also a guilty conscience. It is not of any value now

when Germany cannot carry out the stipulation and when German courts will
not give effect to it."

Answering the doubt raised by Mr. Charles Henry Butler as to how
much the expropriated German nationals might have received and
whether inflation was not the cause of their misfortune, Mr. Lutz
remarked:27

"... in fact they did not receive compensation, and it was not due to

merely the inflation. They received only a very small percentage of the
amount in some cases and in other cases they received practically nothing."

Professor A. H. Feller, now General Counsel of the UN, at the same

meeting, referring to the stipulation for reimbursement, made the fol

lowing remarks:28
"As I see it, ladies and gentlemen, and particularly Mr. Butler, the great

defect of that provision in the Treaty of Versailles was that while it provided
that Germany received credit against reparations payments for the compensation
which she undertook to pay to her own citizens, the fact that reparations sums

were not fixed made that credit entirely fictitious, and Germany did not know
at the time of signing the Treaty of Versailles how much she was to pay in

reparations and then be credited with the amount which could be fixed. She
had no idea at all what she was to pay her citizens, it meant absolutely nothing
at all. As to the subsequent events in Germany which led to, one might almost
say, the defrauding of the persons whose property was actually confiscated,
I have, of course, nothing to say, but I do not think the provisions of the

Treaty of Versailles could be said to have in any way canceled the blot against
the practice of the Allied and Associated Powers."

The late Jackson H. Ralston, umpire in various claims commissions,
also took part in the discussion. He deprecated the practice here under
comment in picturesque language that I should prefer not to quote.
It can be read at page 120 of the Proceedings under reference.

"Id. at 119.

wId. at 119-120.
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I also participated in the discussion. I stated:29
"Of course, substitution of a bad debtor for a good debtor under Article 297

(i) is a mere subterfuge, doing no credit to the integrity of modern times.
It is the tribute vice pays to virtue. It was a subterfuge to avoid the inevitable

charge of confiscation."

Dr. Sterling E. Edmunds, author of a monograph which he entitled
The Lawless Law of Nations,30 calls it a "disreputable practice, suited
to the Dark Ages with which it disappeared."
Mr. A. G. Hays, in his book, Enemy Property in America, says:31

"To substitute the German Government as a debtor to her nationals for
the American Government which has taken their property is not in accord
with moral principle. To shift a debtor in such manner is taking away property
and, as a practical matter, is confiscating it."

One other fact deserves mention. After the adoption of the Dawes
Plan of 1924, the German Government maintained that since this Plan
determined her ultimate obligations under the Treaty of Versailles, she
had the right to deduct from the total amount to be paid, whatever sums
she was obliged by Article 297 (i) to pay her expropriated nationals
This claim was arbitrated before the Dawes Plan Arbitral Tribunal,
and Germany lost. We may infer, without endorsing the view of several
writers to the effect that obstacles were thrown in Germany's way,
that the Allies were little concerned about Germany's ability to dis

charge her treaty obligations to her own nationals.32

V

The rules which civilization has developed, as already observed, are

little but cautions of self-restraint. If experience should prove that the
human being is incapable of self-restraint in time of stress, the veneer

of civilization will readily wash away. Rules of law, contrary to Mr.

Rubin, represent far greater restraints than mere hopes. They are the
result of hard experience as to what is soundest for the preservation
of the race. It is unfortunately true that the restraints both of law and
of civilization are often thrown off in time of stress. That merely shows

aW. at 123.

""Edmunds, The Lawless Law of Nations (Washington, 192S) 27S-276.

""Hays, Enemy Property in America (Albany, 1923) 68.

^Report of the Agent General for Reparation Payments, June 10, 1927, p. 11. Ibid.,
June 7, 1928, p. IS. Award, No. 2, January 29, 1927, Die Entscheidungen des Inter
national Schiedsgerichts zur Auslegung des Dawes-Plans, 2d Sess. 1927, p. 220.
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how close to primitive man the human being still is and what dangers
he incurs. If the rule of no confiscation were based on reciprocity,
such reciprocity is in fact afforded by the requirement of the Potsdam
declaration that the Axis governments make good all losses sustained

by the Allies, including, presumably, restoration of Allied property.33
A rule which works only in favor of the victors is not likely to command
the respect it deserves.
The mere fact that the Axis Powers practiced confiscation and would

have practiced it after the war had they won, affords no ground for
the Allies following in their footsteps. Mr. Rubin speaks of the vicis
situdes attending sequestration, which he regards as a permitted prac
tice. It is true that we have found no way to avoid sequestration, since
the property could be used for warlike purposes by the government of
the owner. The very fact that sequestration is permitted may make
return more difficult, but by no means impairs the principle. To use

the property as a means of making war upon the enemy or to make
sales for the purpose of "Americanization," is a retrogression in the

purposes for which sequestration is permitted. The very use of the
word "vested" is a foreignism which should be eradicated from American

public law, since it adds nothing of value. The property is not "cap
tured," as several courts have thought,34 since capture assumes hostile
intent heretofore absent from sequestration. It is not for nothing that
chambers of commerce and persons interested in foreign trade seem

to have united in their condemnation of the practice of confiscation.

They realize the effect of this practice upon the business in which they
are engaged.35
The article under discussion regards the private property as the

"assets of the nation"36 of which the owner is a national. If this is so

it goes a long way toward sustaining the Soviet theory of wiping out

the distinction between private and public property and regarding all

private property as the assets of the nation. In a sense it is of course

""See note 1 supra; Resolution, loc. cit. supra note 9.

"Miller v. Rouse, 276 Fed. 71S, 716 (S. D. N. Y. 1921).
^Resolution, loc. cit. supra note 9; Chamber of Commerce of the United States,

Treatment of United States Property in Enemy Countries (September, 1943). [Cited
by Mr. Rubin] See also Dickinson, Enemy Owned Property: Restitution or Confiscation
(1943) 22 Foreign Affairs 126; National Foreign Trade Council, War Claims, Report
of the Law Committee (New York, 1944) ; Council on Foreign Relations, The

Postwar Settlement of Property Rights (New York, 194S).
""Rubin, op. cit. supra note 6, at 178.
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true that the nation has the power of requisition and a certain control
over foreign exchange, and that even the property of its citizens at home
is subject to national controls. But we had heretofore drawn a line
between private property and police power control. If that line is now

to be wiped out we might as well adopt the theory of state socialism
and no longer concern ourselves about private property. However, the
mere power to requisition or exert control over private property, even

abroad, by no means converts the private into public property. An

argument designed to accomplish that result does not serve the purposes
of the western system of life. We had heretofore come to the conclusion
that the distinction between private and public property was funda
mental and that private property could not be taken to discharge public
claims. If we have been mistaken in this assumption and private prop
erty is now a national asset to be used for the discharge of national

claims, the end of the capitalist system is foreshadowed. Private prop
erty, if sustained at all, is a mere loan by the state which is the ultimate
owner and controller of the asset. Heretofore we have thought that
only the Soviets could make this argument, but we find that we are

mistaken.
The Potsdam declaration has gone further than the mere confiscation

of foreign assets. It requires neutrals to turn over to the victors the
assets of the private nationals of the vanquished. It thus disregards the

obligations attaching to their sovereignty and neutrality, requires them
to violate their own law and international law, and imposes Axis obli

gations upon neutral Powers. This is done by threatening the neutral
Powers with sanctions, a new form of pressure available only to the

few, a form of coercion which threatens the very foundations of inter
national law.37 Where this practice will lead is exceedingly dubious.
Finally, it is argued that the rule of immunity is futile because the

owner would be expropriated anyway by his own government. Apart
from the fact that it is quite possible to safeguard against this possi
bility by an appropriate provision of the peace treaty, it is not the
concern of the host to govern his actions by the dangers from his own

government that the guest might incur. If we must sustain a break
down of the institution of private property it would be better than to

impose confiscation to assess an obligation upon the vanquished country
to find the assets necessary to meet its reparation obligations from

"F. X. Peter, Shall Switzerland Surrender Its German-Owned Property? (Privately
printed, 1946).
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whatever source derived. It may be impossible to avoid such an out

come, which would indicate a western disregard of the institution of

private property which has not heretofore disgraced modern western

civilization. If victors must proceed in this fashion, the consequences
cannot be escaped. Should the vanquished Powers contain nothing but

poverty-stricken Helots, the life of Europe and Asia and of the West
will be in constant turmoil and jeopardy. Heretofore statesmen have
had some regard for the continuance of western civilization. If now

they show that that consideration means little, the necessary conse

quences must be drawn.

VI

To show that the confiscation of private property had for the strongest
of economic reasons become a rule of law in the 19th century, and had
established itself as part of the mores of western civilization, we may
quote from a few of those who have given the matter thought. If there
were any doubt as to the law on the subject, it would be dissipated
by the fact that even as to foreign enemy territory private property
was to be immune and untouched by the military occupant. Articles
46 and S3 of the Annex to Convention IV of The Hague Regulations
definitely assured the immunity of private property even in occupied
territory. Looting was definitely taboo. A fortiori, was property in one's
own territory to be definitely immune. So natural did this seem to the
Brussels codifiers of 1874 and The Hague draftsmen of 1899 and 1907,
that they did not even think it necessary to mention so elementary a

rule. The very fact that confiscation can today be advocated as desirable
�no personal aspersion is intended�is an indication of the retrogression
in public morality which has taken place.
To show that the rule of immunity has strong support in the liter

ature, we may quote the following from Alexander Hamilton:38
"The right of holding or having property in a country always implies a duty

on the part of its government to protect that property, and to secure to the
owner the full enjoyment of it. Whenever, therefore, a government grants
permission to foreigners to acquire property within its territories, or to bring
and deposit it there, it tacitly promises protection and security.

"The property of a foreigner placed in another country, by permission of

"5 Works of Alexander Hamilton (Lodge's ed.), 414, 415, 416-418. See the extended

quotations from Hamilton and the references to the treaties concluded by the United
States in Moore, op. cit. supra note 4, at 14 et seq.
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its laws, may justly be regarded as a deposit, of which the society is the
trustee. How can it be reconciled with the idea of a trust, to take the property
from its owner, when he has personally given no cause for the deprivation?

* * *

"There is no parity between the case of the persons and goods of enemies
found in our country and that of the persons and goods of enemies found
elsewhere. In the former there is a reliance upon our hospitality and justice;
there is an express or implied safe conduct; the individuals and their property
are in the custody of our faith; they have no power to resist our will; they
can lawfully make no defence against our violence; they are deemed to owe a

temporary allegiance; and for endeavoring resistance would be punished as

criminals, a character inconsistent with that of an enemy. To make them a

prey is, therefore, to infringe every rule of generosity and equity; it is to add
cowardice to treachery.

* * *

"Moreover, the property of the foreigner within our country may be regarded
as having paid a valuable consideration for its protection and exemption from
forfeiture; that which is brought in commonly enriches the revenue by a duty
of entry. All that is within our territory, whether acquired there or brought
there, is liable to contributions to the treasury, in common with other similar

property. Does there not result an obligation to protect that which contributes
to the expense of its protection? Will justice sanction, upon the breaking out

of a war, the confiscation of a property, which, during peace, serves to augment
the resources and nourish the prosperity of a state?"

In his Camillas Letter XVIII, Mr. Hamilton stated:39
"No powers of language at my command can express the abhorrence I feel

at the idea of violating the property of individuals, which, in an authorized
intercourse, in time of peace, has been confided to the faith of our Government
and laws, on account of controversies between nation and nation. In my view,
every moral and every political sentiment unite to consign it to execration."

Said Secretary Hughes in his address at Philadelphia November 23,
1923 :40

"A confiscatory policy strikes not only at the interests of particular indi
viduals but at the foundations of international intercourse, for it is only on

the basis of the security of property, validly possessed under the laws existing
at the time of its acquisition, that the conduct of activities in helpful cooper
ation, is possible. . . . Rights acquired under its laws by citizens of another
State, [a State] is under an international obligation appropriately to recognize.
It is the policy of the United States to support these fundamental principles."

As recently as May 27, 1935, Secretary Hull stated in a letter to Senator
Capper:41

WS Works of Alexander Hamilton, op. cit. supra note 38, at 405-406.
"Borchard, Enemy Private Property (1924), 18 Am. J. Int. L. 523, 531.
"Borchard, Confiscations: Extraterritorial and Domestic, (1937) 31 Am. J. Int. L.

675, 680.
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"Such action would not be in keeping with international practice and would

undoubtedly subject this Government to severe criticism. Moreover, the con

fiscation of these private funds by this Government and their distribution to

American nationals would react against the property interests (some very large)
of American nationals in other countries. It would be an incentive to other

governments to hold American private property to satisfy claims of their na

tionals against this Government and to pass upon such claims in their own way.
It is important from my point of view, therefore, that the United States should
not depart in any degree from its traditional attitude with respect to the sanctity
of private property within our territory whether such property belongs to na

tionals of former enemy powers or to those of friendly powers. A departure
from that policy and the taking over of such property, except for a public
purpose and coupled with the assumption of liability to make just compensation,
would be fraught with disastrous results."

Mr. John P. Bullington of Texas, later chairman of a committee dealing
with a related subject, remarked in 1943 :42

"With modern business organizations and the increasing volume and com

plexity of international economic relations the problem is admittedly a difficult
one not to be solved in twenty-minute papers. Broad principles of policy may,
however, be formulated and the details of carrying them out, whether by
treaty, codification, or practice,43 made the subject of further study. The prin
ciple of non-confiscation of enemy-owned private property within our country
should in fact, as well as in form, be recognized as a binding rule of inter
national law. On the other hand, we are entitled, under established principles
of that law, to take measures designed to prevent the effective use of such
property by our enemies during the war. There is no incompatibility between
these two principles, and I do not believe that American ingenuity would be
greatly taxed to discover means for sterilizing without destroying or confiscating
enemy property within our domain. ... I submit that the practice of making
the outbreak of war an excuse for seizing the industrial property of people
who have made_ greater progress in certain fields than we is a sign of national
weakness, an invitation to further wars, and, however much of immediate ma

terial advantage, contrary to our interests in the long run. We are a great
and powerful nation, strong enough and great enough, I hope, to resist the
temptation to expand our material well-being through appropriating the property
of others without compensation. Indeed our present world predominance should
make us the more scrupulous in our observance of international probity and
fair dealing. A world where only the weak can be honest and only the strong
can have rights is not the kind of a world for which we say we are fighting
today.

Thirty-Seventh Annual Meeting of the American Society of International Law held
at Washington, D. C, April 30-May 1, 1943, (1943) 37 Proc Am. Soc. Int. L. 66-67.
"Mr. Bullington's footnote: "If confiscatory practices be continued during the present

war, it may be necessary to buttress the formerly accepted rule of nonconfiscation by
treaties. It is to be hoped, however, that alien enemy property will not be so treated
as to make this retrogression necessary."
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"It is most difficult, in the heat and passions engendered by war, to maintain
the calmness of intellect and spirit necessary for the maintenance of those

elementary standards of right and decency which have been established through
hundreds of years of gradual evolution. The temptation is great, particularly
when at war with a people whose leaders have done so much violence to those

standards, to yield to the not unnatural impulse to subordinate all other con

siderations to the desire to inflict damage on the enemy. If we, as lawyers,
yield to such impulses, we do a disservice to our profession and, in my judg
ment, to the long term best interests of our nation. I earnestly hope that
we will not do so."

The Treaty of Versailles was so incompatible with peace that Mr.

Herridge, Minister of Canada to the United States a few years ago,
characterized it as "a declaration of war."44 Compared with the Pots
dam declaration, the Treaty of Versailles may be characterized as a

charter of benign benevolence. If the prospect of peace is to be found
within its terms it has escaped the cognizance of the writer.
The amount of assets held by the Alien Property Custodian on behalf

of German, Japanese, possibly Italian, Austrian, Rumanian, Hungarian,
and Bulgarian nationals is about 200 million dollars, which by com

pulsory sale would doubtless shrink by half. The Treasury holds under
its "freezing" orders some 300 million dollars in cash belonging to these
nationals. Thus, for the paltry sum of approximately 400 million dollars
a fundamental principle of Western civilization would be violated with

consequences amounting to billions of dollars. It seems a rather short

sighted procedure for the United States to indulge.
Somehow, the result of the ripe experience and knowledge of human

affairs of the statesmen quoted above, seems more weighty than the per
suasive arguments of a modern writer even though he have charge of
the Government policy of effecting the confiscation of enemy property
in neutral territories.

"Herridge, Which Kind of Revolution? (Boston, 1943) 23; see also Bullitt, The

Tragedy of Versailles, Life', March 21, 1944, p. 99; the late Senator Robert M. La Follette's

contemporary characterization of the "peacemakers" of Versailles as "war makers," re

printed in The Progressive, June 26, 1944, p. 1, col. 3; and Mrs. Clare Booth Luce's
statement: "This war began at Versailles . . .

" N. Y. Times, June 25, 1944, sec. 1,
p. 23, col. S. John Bassett Moore remarked that: "In a current volume on China, a Chi
nese sage is reported to have declared that the Versailles Treaty was 'the most un

civilized paper written since men knew how to record thought' and to have prophesied
that it would 'not only upset the economic balance of the world but lead to more wars.' "

6 Collected Papers of John Bassett Moore (New Haven, 1944) 432.
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in accordance with the law and the evidence, the impartial conferring
of authorized benefits or privileges, and the effectuation of the declared

policies of Congress in full."2 In reality, what the law does is to over

turn the established system of federal administration and administrative

law, and to cripple administrative action. To read it is to learn that
such is not only its effect but its purpose.
How does the new statute accomplish this purpose?
I. By so changing the administrative system of the federal govern

ment, through comprehensive definitions and statements, that adminis
trators will be uncertain of their powers and duties under law.
II. By requiring unnecessary, burdensome and expensive procedures

in respect to many types of administrative action.
III. By requiring a separation of functions where no such separation

is necessary or advisable.
IV. By requiring that the proponents of a rule or order, that is,

normally the administration, shall have the burden of proof.
V. By requiring a judicialized procedure for the granting of licenses

of every nature.

VI. By greatly weakening the sanctioning power of administrative
authorities.
VII. By making unnecessary requirements as to public information.
VIII. By subjecting to judicial review hundreds of acts not pres

ently and not logically reviewable.
IX. By greatly extending the scope of judicial review.

I. Changes in the Administrative System Through Definitions
And Statements

The basic principles of federal administrative law are overturned by
this law, and new bases are established, chiefly through definitions and
statements in respect to rules, orders, reviewable acts, rules of evidence
and fact finding, declaratory orders and interim relief.

(a) Rules

At present, some two thousand statutory provisions require special
types of administrative action to be taken in accordance with rules
and regulations established by the agencies themselves. In not more

than ten instances has Congress required any procedure for the formu
lation of such rules and regulations, and in only a very few circumstances

2H. R. Rep. No. 1980, 79th Cong., 2d Sess. (1946) 18.
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has it provided for judicial review. It has been the theory of Congress
and the courts that the function of making rules to implement and

carry out the law is legislative and discretionary in nature, and that
the administrative authorities, acting under delegated legislative power,
should therefore have much freedom in the matter. The courts, how
ever, will intervene to keep the administrative authorities within their

jurisdiction or to prevent abuses of power or the issuance of clearly
unreasonable regulations.
In the past, rules and regulations have been divided into two large

categories :

Those which implement and supplement the law, and those which
are concerned with procedure. The Act under discussion radically
changes this system. In the first place, it classifies as rules a wide mis

cellany of statements and administrative actions which are dissimilar in
nature and in legal significance. In addition to the implementation and

interpretation of law, it defines as rules- actions to prescribe law or policy
or to describe the organization, procedure or practice requirements of

any agency, as well as many actions of a legislative nature which are

now handled by the statutory administrative order.3 The significance
of this classification can only be appreciated by an analysis of the other

provisions of the Act, which govern "public information", procedures,
and judicial control.
In respect to "public information", the law requires the publication

of: descriptions of the central and field organizations; of the established

places at which, and the methods whereby the public may secure in
formation or make submittals or requests; statements as to procedures;
substantive rules and statements of general policy; and interpretations
formulated and adopted by the agency. The paragraph in respect to
"public information" ends with the astounding provision: "No person
shall in any manner be required to resort to organization or procedure

3According to the Act: "... 'Rule' means the whole or any part of any agency
statement of general or particular applicability and future effect designed to implement,
interpret, or prescribe law or policy or to describe the organization, procedure, or practice
requirements of any agency and includes the approval or prescription for the future of

rates, wages, corporate or financial structures or reorganizations thereof, prices, facilities,
appliances, services or allowances therefor or of valuations, costs, or accounting, or prac
tices bearing upon any of the foregoing. 'Rule making' means agency process for the

formulation, amendment, or repeal of a rule." Sec. 2 (c). For functions that are handled
at present by the administrative order, see Blachly and Oatman, Federal Regulatory
Action and Control (1940) 276; and also by the same authors, Federal Statutory Ad
ministrative Orders (1940) 2S Iowa L. Rev. 582.
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not so published."4 Most of such information is desirable and is at

present contained in the Federal Register; but it might place an in
tolerable burden upon the administrative authorities to keep all of this
information up to date to the last minute, upon pain of not being able
to bring an offending person before them or to decide an administrative

controversy. This sacrifice of substantive law to adjective law, where
no question of due process is involved cannot be defended on any grounds.
As far as procedures are concerned, "rules" fall into two classes;

( 1 ) rules in respect to which the statutes make no provision for a hear

ing, and (2) rules for which the statutes do provide for a hearing. In

respect to the former, irrespective of their nature, there must be a

rather elaborate administrative procedure, which includes notice, state
ment of the time and place and nature of the public rule making pro
ceedings, reference to the authority under which the rule is proposed,
and the terms or substance of the proposed rule or description of the

subjects and issues involved. After notice, the agency must afford in
terested persons an opportunity to participate in the rule making through
submission of written data, views or arguments, with or without oppor
tunity to present the same orally in any manner. After consideration
of all relevant matters presented, the agency shall incorporate into any
rules made, a concise general statement of their basis and purpose. The

required publication or service of any substantive rule must be made
not less than 30 days prior to their effective date, except as otherwise

provided by the agency and upon good cause found and published with
the rule.5
While in many instances public participation in the rule making

process is desirable, and has been so recognized by most of the admin
istrative authorities (which encourage conferences, receive letters, often
give those chiefly affected a chance to present evidence, and frequently
send out tentative drafts of proposed rules for criticism and advice),
a general blanket requirement in respect to popular participation seems

highly undesirable. The making of rules and regulations involves hun
dreds of different economic situations,6 different legal situations,7 and

4Sec. 3 (a). "Rules" addressed to and served upon named persons in accordance with
law do not have to be published. Ibid.

6Sec. 4 (c).
eA detailed analysis by the authors shows that there are about three hundred different

kinds of subjects regarding which Congress has required the making of rules and regu
lations. These include for example, the alienation of Indians lands, the granting of

benefits, subsidies and reliefs, the settlement of claims, the establishment of accounting
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differences in the number of persons involved.8 To require popular par
ticipation where none is needed or advisable is simply to overburden
administrative authorities, cause a large and unnecessary expense and

do little real good. It seems much more advisable to let the adminis
trative authorities continue the practices which they have adopted in

the past, of giving information to those chiefly concerned and requiring
no set type of procedure, except where definite rights or important spe
cific interests are involved. These special instances may be, and now

are, protected by law. In other instances the administrative authorities

may be trusted to exercise a sound discretion.
The second class of "rules" defined by the law embraces those situ

ations in which Congress has especially provided for a notice and hear

ing.9 Here the procedure in the formulation of the so-called "rule"
is a modification of the regular adjudicatory procedure which Congress
and the courts have always required in respect to orders affecting rights.10
It must be assumed that in respect to all of the procedures hitherto
established by Congress or by the administrative bodies, the procedural
rules of the law will govern, and control where in conflict. For this
class of rules, the judicial control provided is the same as for orders.
While there is some logic in separating actions that are legislative

in nature, from those which are administrative or adjudicatory in nature,
to call the former "rules" and apply to them the same provisions as

to procedure and judicial review which govern injunctive and command

and reporting rules and regulations, the classification of agricultural products, the marketing
of farm products, the branding and labeling of products, rules and regulations regarding
the manufacture and sale of liquor, the collection of revenues, regulations regarding the

postal service, quarantine regulations, the treatment of aliens, shipping and maritime

regulations, radio, other communications, and a host of others. See Blachly, Work Ma

terials on Administrative Law and Procedure (1940) (Manuscript in The Law Division,
Library of Congress) Rules and Regulations.
'For instance, where rights are involved, where the action is benefactory in nature,

where summary action of a police nature is present, where the effect of the rule is only
indirect, where sovereign action is involved, etc.

'Where only a few persons are involved, no publication may be necessary; merely a

letter to them suffices. Where millions are involved, as in respect to taxation, customs,
quarantine, etc., there can be no such thing as allowing all interested persons to participate.
"Where the statute expressly provides for a notice and hearing in respect to rule

making, as in respect to standards of identity, safety appliances on railroads, wage

determinations, etc. See note 3, supra.
10It should be noted that this list of activities called rules by the new law embraces,

or is intended to embrace, practically all the great regulatory activities of the Federal
Government of a legislative nature.
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orders, penalty orders and disciplinary orders, appears highly illogical.
In most cases these actions of a legislative nature involve a great
amount of discretion, demand the application of considerations of public
policy in addition to legal norms, and require the balancing of compli
cated economic interests. The cases cannot be settled upon black and
white facts. This is becoming more and more evident in respect to rates,
where dozens of factors other than mere reasonableness must be taken
into consideration�for example, competition or monopoly, subsidies,
the furnishing of services to the government, or the existence of usable

wave-frequencies. In determinations as to wages the process may not

have much of a judicial flavor, due to the give and take of the bargain
ing process by which the various interests seek to reach adjustment.
The same is true in respect to marketing agreements, where there are

no adverse parties as such, but many different and conflicting interests.

Accounting procedures, which are important to the administration as

a means of information and comparison, should not be established by
a judicialized process in which the rule as to preponderance of evidence
controls. While Congress itself, and even the administrative bodies, may
have failed to see these differences clearly in certain instances, any re

organization of procedures and controls should take them into consider
ation. Failure to do so will result (and in the Act under discussion has

resulted) in a system that is unworkable to the extent to which it is
divorced from reality.
(b) Orders

The second fundamental way in which the present administrative
law system is overthrown by this bill is the treatment of orders. As
can be seen by examining the two hundred or so existing statutory
authorizations or requirements to take action by order, and by study
ing the numerous judicial decisions on the point, an order has the nature

of prescription, a command, an injunction, a restraint, a withholding,
or a refusal. It commands the taking of action; it refuses to permit
action to be taken; it grants or withholds; it determines rights and

obligations; it declares the status of persons and things.11 In other words,
many types of orders affect rights; hence they may logically be sub

jected to definite procedural requirements and rather strict judicial re
view. Since these safeguards are not necessary for administrative actions
which do not affect rights, the law does not usually provide them.

"Blachly and Oatman, Federal Statutory Administrative Orders (1940) 25 Iowa L. Rev.

582.
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This situation is fundamentally changed by the Administrative Pro

cedure Act, which defines an order as
"

. . . the whole or any part of
the final disposition (whether affirmative, negative, injunctive, or de

claratory in form) of any agency in any matter other than rule making
but including licensing."12 This very broad definition must be considered
in connection with other definitions which amplify its meaning. The

word "license" includes the whole or part of any agency permit, certifi
cate, approval, registration, charter, membership, statutory exemption
or other form of permission.

"(e)... 'Licensing' includes agency process respecting the grant, renewal,
denial, revocation, suspension, annulment, withdrawal, limitation amendment,
modification, or conditioning of a license.
" (f) . . . 'Sanction' includes the whole or part of any agency (1) prohibition,

requirement, limitation, or other condition affecting the freedom of any person;
(2) withholding of relief; (3) imposition of any form of penalty or fine;
(4) destruction, taking, seizure, or withholding of property; (5) assessment
of damages, reimbursement, restitution, compensation, costs, charges, or fees;
(6) requirement, revocation, or suspension of a license; or (7) taking of other

compulsory or restrictive action. 'Relief includes the whole or part of any
agency (1) grant of money, assistance, license, authority, exemption, exception,
privilege, or remedy; (2) recognition of any claim, right, immunity, privilege,
exemption, or exception; or (3) taking of any other action upon the appli
cation or petition of, and beneficial to, any person.
" (g) . . . 'Agency proceeding' means any agency process as defined in sub

sections (c), (d), and (e) of this section. 'Agency action' includes the whole
or part of every agency rule, order, license, sanction, relief, or the equivalent
or denial thereof, or failure to act."13

These definitions, particularly the definitions of sanction and relief,
have a profound influence upon questions of procedure and judicial re
view. As Mr. Walters said, in the debate upon the bill in the House of

Representatives: "The definition of 'sanction' or 'relief in section 2 (f)
is included mainly for the purpose of simplifying the language of sec

tions 9 and 10. As they show on their face, those terms are meant to
be all embracing."14 They are indeed all embracing, since tens of thou
sands of routine administrative actions are brought under them. Accord-

MSec. 2 (d).
MSec. 2 (e), (f), (g).
"92 Cong. Rec. May 24, 1946, at S7S5. In respect to the definition of the word

license, Mr. Walters said: "The definition of 'license' in section 2 (e) is included in
order to embrace every form of operation where a private party is required to take
the initiative in securing the official permission of a governmental agency." Ibid.
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ing to the later terms of the bill, all of these acts would involve publi
cation, notice, due process of law procedure, and judicial review. Such
a sweeping definition of order fails to take account of some two thousand

statutory provisions which only provide for a decision. It fails to make

any distinctions for very distinct situations�for example, to consider
whether or not a case or controversy exists, whether the action is or

is not justiciable on other grounds, what limitations the courts have

placed upon themselves (particularly in respect to administrative dis

cretion), and what Congress has done in the past in respect to certain
matters on the ground of simplicity, ease and speed of settlement, ex

pediency, or other lines of policy. It seemingly takes no account of
whether the Government is granting a favor, or a benefit. Thus, one

who had been denied a subsidy, an insurance policy for war damage,
a marine or war risk insurance policy, the grant of a subsidy for ship
ping, an agricultural subsidy, a loan from the R.F.C., a grazing permit,
or a patent to public lands, would have a right to bring suit against
the administration.
It seems that this definition will give rise to serious difficulties in

connection with the licensing activities of the Government. Licenses or

similar authorizations to act often involve a favor on the part of the
Government, or at least the exercise of informed discretion. Where
this is true, can there well be a "case" or "controversy"? Many licenses
are given to persons who are serving as quasi-agents of the Government
in such capacities as grain, fruit, or vegetable inspectors, classifiers,
weighers, etc. They receive licenses after passing an examination or

presenting evidence of fitness. The present statutes in no case provide
for a judicialized procedure for the granting, suspension or revocation
of these licenses, or for a judicial review. Such a license is of statutory
origin, and no constitutional or common law rights are involved. Could
any sane person imagine that there should be an elaborate procedure
before such a license is refused, not renewed, suspended or revoked?
In view of the large number of such licenses, the provisions of the Act
will lay a great and unnecessary burden upon agencies granting them.
In another type of licensing activity, such as the granting of cer

tificates of public interest, convenience and necessity, the administrative
authorities must, by the very nature of the subject matter, exercise a

high degree of discretion. In examining the decisions of the I.C.C. in

respect to this type of license for motor carriers, one is impressed with
the fact that almost every decision concerns questions of policy and
not questions of law. In respect to radio licensing, not only is the
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license in the nature of a favor, but the number which can be granted
is very limited. Since all applicants cannot have them, there must be
discretion in selecting the recipients.
By placing all administrative action under only two forms�rules and

orders�the bill does away with one of the most important and necessary
forms of administrative action, the administrative decision. This form,
which is provided for in over 1,500 statutes, is not only logical but is
necessary for sound administration. Whereas the rule is the standard
form for sublegislative action which is general in nature and of future

applicability, and the order is in the nature of a command, a refusal,
etc., directed against a particular individual or group of individuals,
the decision differs from both. It is not a general rule, and is not used
in regulatory action, but is chiefly used in political or sovereign, revenue,
promotional, benefactory, mediatory, arbitral, or police action. In other

words, the decision is chiefly used to perform old and historically estab
lished types of governmental functions, or acts which do not invade con

stitutional and common law rights, rather than to accomplish the newer

types of economic regulation which have developed within the past fifty
years. No administrative legislation or adjudication is involved. A very
frequent use of the administrative decision is the taking of actions of
a police nature, relating to the protection of public health, safety and

morals, public lands, navigable waters, shipping, highways, and so on.

Because of the nature of the decision, Congress, in working out step
by step the administrative law system of the United States, has generally
deemed it unnecessary to require formal procedures for the making of
such a determination or to provide for judicial control over it. Here the
rules of the common law in respect to legal remedies are largely con

trolling.
With a stroke of the pen, the bill abolishes this form of action and

places all such determinations within the form of the order. By such

action, Congress has discarded not only its own sound judgment used
in hundreds of particular situations, but all of the common law in respect
to control over determinations built up by thousands of court decisions.
As has been pointed out before, to place all decisions and determinations
under the definition of order, and thus to impose upon many of them
a due process of law procedure and judicial control, will throw an extra

ordinary burden upon the administration and also upon the courts. It
will take years of judicial decisions to straighten out the mess thus
created. The fact that the courts will certainly be compelled to refuse
jurisdiction in many instances because of the absence of the elements
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of a case or controversy, will merely add to the uncertainties and con

fusions caused by this radical departure from the established principles
of administrative law.

(c) Reviewable Acts

By the definition of "reviewable acts" the clear intent is shown of

subordinating all actions except those where a particular exception is
made to judicial review,15 for the law provides:
"... Every agency action made reviewable by statute and every final

agency action for which there is no other adequate remedy in any court shall
be subject to judicial review. Any preliminary, procedural, or intermediate

agency action or ruling not directly reviewable shall be subject to review upon
the review of the final agency action. . . .

"16

This broad provision covers hundreds of actions for which Congress,
in working out the administrative system step by step, has seen fit to

provide no review. Such a provision pays no attention to whether an

action is in the nature of a "case" or "controversy", to whether Congress
has in the past exempted such actions from judicial review, or to the
settled jurisprudence of the courts in the matter.

(d) Rules of Evidence
The bill vastly changes the rules of evidence as to administrative acts.

No rules of evidence in the past have governed ordinary sublegislative
activity, or the making of rules and regulations. According to both
law and jurisprudence, orders have been valid if supported by proper
evidence. The present bill provides: "... Except as statutes other
wise provide, the proponent of a rule or order shall have the burden
of proof. . . .

"17 In other words, an agency must prove that a rule
which it seeks to make is�what? That it is the best conceivable rule
which could be formulated? That it will achieve results? That it is

^Certain actions are excluded because of the nature of the parties. "... Except
as to the requirements of section 3, there shall be excluded from the operations of this
Act (1) agencies composed of representatives of the parties or of representatives of

organizations of the parties to the disputes determined by them, (2) courts martial and

military commissions, (3) military or naval authority exercised in the field in time of
war or in occupied territory, or (4) functions which by law expire on the termination
of present hostilities, within any fixed period thereafter, or before July 1, 1947, and
the functions conferred by the following statutes: Selective Training and Service Act
of 1940; Contract Settlement Act of 1944; Surplus Property Act of 1944." Sec. 2 (a).
"Sec. 10 (c).
"Sec. 7 (c).
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within the discretion of the agency? That it pleases all sides? This
burden of proof rule will give lawyers hundreds of opportunities to hin

der, block and prevent proper rule making and the taking of necessary
orders. It places the Government in a position inferior to that of any
one private individual who wishes to oppose administrative action. The
burden of proof concept makes no sense whatever when applied to the

majority of administrative acts. Since the few instances in which it
could be made applicable are already cared for by requirements as to

evidence, this borrowed phrase is entirely out of place. Its only use

is to place the administration in a false and impossible position. Again
what happens to discretionary action under this rule of evidence?

(e) Fact Finding
By throwing all types of administrative action except rules, within

the form of the order, a judicialized fact finding procedure is now re

quired in the case of hundreds of determinations not previously sub
jected thereto. This will place an enormous amount of extra work upon
the administrative agencies and will greatly increase the expense of

government.

(f) Declaratory Orders

A serious and fundamental change in administrative law is brought
about by the provision in the bill for the issuance of declaratory orders

by administrative authorities:

"... The agency is authorized in its sound discretion, with like effect as

in the case of other orders, to issue a declaratory order to terminate a con

troversy or remove uncertainty."18

The words "controversy" and "uncertainty" are filled with ambiguities.
Does the word "controversy" apply only to controversies between private
individuals which the administrative authority is settling by an adminis
trative process, as in the case of reparation orders, the settlement of
longshoremen's and harbor workers' claims, orders for the payment of
money for violation of the shipping act, or for damages under the
Perishable Agricultural Commodities Act; does it apply only to con

troversies between the government and the individual, as in respect to
cease and desist orders, certain orders suspending or revoking licenses,
orders refusing the privilege of the mails, fraud orders, or orders with

holding the privilege of trading in a contract market; or does it apply

'Sec. 5 (d).
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to both types of disputes? In cases between private individuals which
are to be settled by an administrative adjudicatory procedure, it is
difficult to see how a mere declaration of rights, without a formal hear

ing, would protect both parties. In contests between the Government
and private individuals, because of the superior power of the Govern
ment a declaratory order would seem undesirable, and in many instances

highly dangerous. After a case has started, a declaration settling it
seems highly illogical, for the very purpose of such an order is to pre
vent a controversy from arising. The declaratory order, then, seems

inapplicable to all controversies settled by administrative action, whether
between private individuals, or between the Government and a private
individual.
It appears on first sight that the chief use of the declaratory order

might be to remove uncertainty, so that private individuals would know
how to act without coming into conflict with the Government. Many
persons think that such a declaration might be useful as to questions
of status, such, for instance, as the question whether a railroad line is
interstate and so subject to the provisions of law governing such lines;
whether a company is or is not a holding company; whether certain

types of advertising would be in violation of law; whether certain mail
matter might be considered as obscene; whether certain types of services
or practices would meet the requirements of the I.C.C.; whether an action
would be an unfair trade or labor practice. It sounds to such persons
perfectly reasonable that these questions should be answered by the
administration in advance of individual action, thus saving the individual
from being placed in the position of being a law breaker, and saving
the Government the time and expense of prosecution. Actually, the

declaratory order would be fraught with many dangers:
1. The answers to such question might be made upon a hypothetical

set of facts, and yet when action was taken by the individual it might
be somewhat or considerably different from the hypothetical situation
approved by the administrative agency, which has been given the force
of law.

2. In many cases, as in respect to unfair competition or trade prac
tices, the authority would actually be legislating, and legislating in respect
to a particular individual, without the benefit of a wide discussion. The
determination made for one individual would in reality be a general
determination, since the declaratory order is to have "like effect as in
the case of other orders," that is, the force of law. Once such an order
were made, many other persons with similar cases might believe that
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they would come under the order and act accordingly, only to find that

special circumstances made their situation so different that their actions
had been illegal.

3. Again, where the administration is in the position of prosecuting
for violations of law, it cannot use its powers of declaratory judgment
as a court would, to pass upon disputes as to the respective rights of
individuals. In such a case the administration is in the position of mak

ing a detailed pronouncement as to the meaning or application of legis
lative or administrative policy. In a significant way, such pronouncements
in respect to policy might well constitute special legislation. It would
seem that such policy, in the great majority of instances, should be
enunciated in the form of general regulations, rather than by a specific
order applying to a particular individual.
The courts, in the application of the declaratory judgment, have

strictly limited themselves to questions of rights, and will not make
decisions as to questions of policy. By the very nature of the questions
that would come before them, the administrative authorities would have
to determine upon questions of policy. Unlike the courts, they would
not be backed up by a long tradition of hesitancy in giving advisory
opinions. The same reasons which have prevented the courts from

giving advisory opinions apply with equal and even greater force to an

advisory opinion by an administrative body. It cannot be too strongly
emphasized that while courts are only adjudicating, the administrative

agencies, in most of the instances where such powers would be used,
are also administering. If the agencies limited themselves in the use

of such powers, as the courts have done, to questions of rights where
the decision is necessary to resolve uncertainties as to such rights, the
power would be of little use to individuals affected by administrative
action.
4. The administrative authorities might well be so beset with re

quests for declarations as to seriously interfere with their work. This
is particularly true, since the making of such declaratory orders could
not well be left to trial examiners or subordinates, as in most instances

questions of policy are involved.
The proponents of the Act liken the declaratory order of administrative

authorities to the declaratory judgments of the courts, made possible
by the Declaratory Judgment Act of 1934.19 They say:

"... Since agencies exercise judicial functions, it has been deemed wise,

'48 Stat. 955 (1934), as amended, 49 Stat. 1027 (1935), 28 U. S. C. � 400 (1940).
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for the benefit of the public and people subject to administrative adjudications,
to confer upon them authority by this subsection to do the same things that

courts do under the Declaratory Judgment Act. In other words, administrative
agencies should at least be as free to act irrespective of the technical rules of

case or controversy as courts are. Indeed, without this provision, in cases

involving administrative powers, there is a blind spot in our law�for parties
can neither secure a declaratory judgment from the courts nor a declaratory
order from the administrative agency. Parties faced with a situation in which

they desire a declaratory adjudication would under this provision be authorized
to ask an agency to rule upon the situation; and the ruling of the agency
would be subject to judicial review and all other requirements as in other
cases. . . .

"20

But there is a vast difference between the two types of action: (1)
in respect to the powers given by statute; (2) in respect to the limi

tations placed upon the respective agencies; (3) in respect to the nature

of the agencies issuing the declaration; and (4) in respect to the type
of situation handled.
The Administrative Procedures Act gives a blanket authorization to

administrative agencies,21 whereas the Declaratory Judgment Act gives
no such unlimited authority. It limits the use of such judgment to

actual controversies where rights and other legal relations are concerned.22
It was the intention of Congress and has been the practice of the

courts to place great limitations upon the use of the declaratory judg
ment. The Senate Report on the Declaratory Judgment Bill said:

"The 1,200 American decisions have established that the proceeding must

be adversary, all interested parties must be cited, the issue must be real,
the question practical and not academic, and the decision must finally settle
and determine the controversy."23

"92 Cong. Rec, May 24, 1946, at S7S7, Statement of Mr. Walter.
mThe agency is authorized in its sound discretion, with like effect as in the case of

other orders, to issue a declaratory order to terminate the controversy or to remove

uncertainty. See note 18, supra.
^"In cases of actual controversy (except with respect to Federal taxes) the Courts

of the United States shall have power upon petition, declaration, complaint, or other

appropriate pleadings to declare rights and other legal relations of any interested party
petitioning for such declaration, whether or not further relief is or could be prayed,
and such declaration shall have the force and effect of a final judgment or decree and

be reviewable as such." See note 19, supra.
^Sen. Rep. No. 100S, 73d Cong., 2d Sess. (1934) 6. Professor Borchard, the father

of the bill, says: "... the conditions of the usual action, procedural and substantive,
must always be present, namely, the competence or jurisdiction of the court over parties
and subject matter, the capacities of the parties to sue and be sued, the adoption of
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To summarize, the proceedings must be adversary, the issues must

be real, the questions must be practical and not academic, the pre
requisites of justiciability must be present, and the opinion must not

be advisory. Further, the declaratory judgment has been held inappli
cable where its effect would controvert a legislative policy.24
There is a great difference between the courts and the agencies making

the declaration. The courts are not administering, but are merely de

ciding controversies which come before them. On the other hand, except
in those cases where the administrative authority is deciding cases in

volving reparations, or disputes between two individuals, it is administer
ing, though often by a judicialized procedure. It cannot be pointed
out too strongly that many types of administrative adjudication are

in reality not adjudication at all, but merely acts of administration with
a judicialized procedure.
There is also a vast difference between the declarations of the courts

and those of the administrative agencies, as to the subject matter han
dled. The declaratory judgment has been used chiefly in private law
rather than public law controversies, such as suits in respect to marriage,
contracts, deeds, covenants, assignments, mortgages, leases, insurance

policies, wills, and titles to property. In public matters it has been

largely confined to patents, taxation, administrative powers and disability,
and has been used very little in other vast fields of substantive law.
The field for the use of the declaratory order is or should be rather

limited. It might be useful at times to clear up uncertainty as to status,25
but even here it would seem as a rule that a judicial declaratory judg
ment might be more effective and nearly as cheap.

the usual forms for conducting judicial proceedings (including process, pleadings, and

evidence), the existence of operative facts justifying the judicial declaration of the legal
consequences . . . and a sufficient legal interest in the moving party to entitle him to

invoke a judgment in his behalf. ..." Borchard, Declaratory Judgments, (2d ed.

1941) 26; see also Aetna Life Insurance Co. v. Haworth, 300 U. S. 22-7 (1937); Nash
ville C. & St. L. Ry. v. Wallace, 288 U. S. 249 (1933) ; Scarsdale Supply Co. v. Pearce,
1S3 Misc. 296, 274 N. Y. Supp. 77 (Sup. Ct. 1934).
^Washington Terminal Co. v. Boswell, 75 U. S. App. D. C. 1, 124 F. (2d) 235 (1941).
26
a. Whether a railroad line is interstate.

b. Whether a company should be classified as a holding company.
c. Whether or not a person is a citizen.
d. Marital status in respect to insurance, pensions, or benefits.

e., Legitimacy.
f. Pensions.
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(g) Interim Relief
In respect to interim relief the Act provides:
"... Pending judicial review any agency is authorized, where it finds that

justice so requires, to postpone the effective date of any action taken by it.

Upon such conditions as may be required and to the extent necessary to

prevent irreparable injury, every reviewing court (including every court to
which a case may be taken on appeal from or upon application for certiorari
or other writ to a reviewing court) is authorized to issue all necessary and

appropriate process to postpone the effective date of any agency action or to

preserve status or rights pending conclusion of the review proceedings."26

This is not the usual type of injunction, which asks that the action
of the administrative authority be modified or set aside in whole or in

part, but is a request that the effective date of the action be postponed.
It is all inclusive in its terms, providing that "any agency action" may
be thus postponed.

Since the word "agency", according to the Act, "means each

authority (whether or not within or subject to review by another agency)
of the Government of the United States other than Congress, the courts,
or the governments of the possessions, Territories, or the District of
Columbia",27 not even the President would be beyond the reach
of such provision. Thus, the President might be stopped short in de
claring a bank holiday when banks were failing, and he might not be
able to close the stock exchanges rapidly during a panic, as he now

has the right to do, without what would practically amount to the consent
of the courts. The courts could postpone the going into effect of a quar
antine order, although it were deemed necessary to prevent the spread
of hoof and mouth disease, anthrax, or Bubonic plague. The "stop or

ders" of the Securities and Exchange Commission would be postponed,
and so might the seizure and destruction of harmful importations such
as opium, marihuana, etc.
The opinion of the responsible administrative officer that immediate

action was necessary would be subordinated to the opinion of the court.
However devoted to the public welfare judges may be, it cannot be

expected that their beliefs as to the advisability or the consequences
of administrative action, outside the purely legal sphere, will be more

likely to be correct than will the views of experienced administrators.
Many specious claims of "irreparable injury" can and undoubtedly will

"Sec. 10 (d).
"Sec. 2 (a).
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be made, under this clause, with the basic purpose of embarrassing the

administration. Judicial postponement of agency action, merely upon
the request of a private individual, may result in the weakening of

governmental authority, and in many cases will seriously injure the

public in whose behalf the agencies seek to act.

II. Unnecessary, Burdensome and Expensive Procedures

The procedural provisions of the bill do not in any way constitute
a well thought out code, in which different procedures are made applicable
to different types of administrative action. They cover only a few of
some fifty to one hundred factors of procedure which have been devel

oped by law and by the regulatory authorities.28 These procedural pro
visions have to do with two different types of action: (1) procedures in

respect to rule making, where rules are not required by statute to be
made after a notice and hearing; and (2) procedures where rules and
orders are required by statute to be made after opportunity for agency
hearing.29
The administrative procedure provided for in respect to the first class

is far too complex to be practical, and is unnecessary in respect to
many kinds of rules. The judicialized procedure provided for in respect
to the second class standardizes a few of the factors which are now

almost always present in rules of administrative procedure, though with
varieties of content and wording. In view of the differences in subject
matter that are handled by administrative adjudication, it is impossible
to say without a great deal of research, whether such standardization
is desirable. For instance, in a cease and desist order case, the burden
of proof might with some degree of plausibility be placed upon the
Government. But to require the burden of proof to be placed upon an

agency under circumstances where that agency must of necessity exercise
a wide discretion, as in the granting of a certificate of public interest,
convenience and necessity, or even in the establishment of a rate, would
seem to be wholly inapplicable. There is great room for argument as to
whether the decision procedure established by Section 8 of the law
is the best for all agencies and for all types of action. There is great
disagreement among agencies as to how decisions should be made. Where
the determination includes questions of policy, as in respect to general

^or what these many factors are, see Blachly and Oatman, A New Approach to the
Reform of Regulatory Procedure (1944) 32 Georgetown L. J. 325.
"Sees. 4 and 5.
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rate increases, or the granting of certificates of public interest, con

venience and necessity, there is far greater need for close cooperation
between the hearing officer and the authority, than there is in respect
to such an act as the cease and desist order, where there are rather
well established standards as to what is an unfair method of competition
and the only question is to whether the facts constitute such an unfair
method. In the latter case, it is hard to see why the decision of the
administrative authority should not, except for appeal to the agency
itself, be final in nature.

III. Unnecessary Separation of Functions

The doctrine of the separation of functions, as expressed in the bill,
apparently goes on the theory that most governmental action is of a

prosecutory or at least adversary type, and that consequently those
who prosecute should not participate in a decision or be in a position
to assist in the presentation of a case. Actually many, if not most, in
stances of administrative action in no way involve this undesirable

complex. This is true in respect to the granting of licenses, the granting
of certificates of public interest, convenience and necessity, the making
of rates, the setting of prices, the adjusting of corporate or financial

structures, and many similar actions. Only a few situations, such as

the issuance of a cease and desist order, the denial, suspension or revo

cation of a license for cause, or the declaration that there has been fraud
in respect to pension claims, really place the administration in the po
sition of an adversary. In all reparation and damage claims, the ad
ministration acts merely in the capacity of a judge just as any court

might. This general provision, therefore, would place an unnecessary
burden and expense upon the administration, by requiring more men

for the carrying out of its activities. The Act fails to recognize these
basic differences.

Misapplication of the doctrine of the separation of powers is also
indicated by the provision for the independence of examiners. The bill
goes on the theory that all examiners are always exercising a purely
judicial function in respect to actions in which the Government is always
acting in a prosecuting or adversary capacity. This is not true.

IV. The Burden of Proof

We have discussed above some of the effects of the provisions regarding
the burden of proof. The other rules as to relevant, probative and sub
stantial evidence, and the requirement that the agency must examine
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and consider the whole of the evidence presented and must decide in

accordance with the evidence, are perfectly justifiable where a strictly
judicial problem is involved. Where, however, the agency is acting upon
large questions of economic or social policy as when it is asked to grant
a general rate increase, to grant a certificate for the extension of a

pipe line into new territory, or to permit a railroad to abandon a certain

portion of its tracks, the decision cannot and should not be made merely
upon the particular bits of evidence presented at a hearing. In such

cases, the commission has to consider the general interest, and is not

acting in a purely judicial capacity. This has been recognized in many
regulatory statutes which provide that the determination of the ad
ministrative authority is conclusive if supported by evidence.

V. The Requirement of a Judicialized Procedure for the
Licensing Process.

A judicialized process for the granting of licenses is usually both un

necessary and expensive. Such a procedure and review would be par
ticularly harmful to the Department of Agriculture, and would lead to

no desirable results that are not now accomplished by the numerous

review committees and boards. Since the courts will never compel the
granting of a license, according to settled doctrine from time immemorial,
it is difficult to see what the law intends to achieve by this provision.

VI. The Weakened Sanctioning Power.

The agencies of the Federal Government have a good many methods
of enforcing the laws which they administer. Among these are: The
withdrawal of a privilege; the suspension or revocation of acts of au

thorization, or refusal to renew such acts; the levying of fines (as
where a shipping company has violated regulations as to the trans

portation of aliens) ; the assessing of a penalty for the failure of a

national banking institution to make a report; the seizure of contraband
goods or goods brought illegally into this country; the refusal of a

benefit or loan for non-conformity to statutes or rules and regulations;
and the making of decisions to decrease benefits under the Social Se
curity Act if children fail to attend school regularly. Evidently the

application of every such sanction is subjected to a judicialized pro
cedure and a judicial review, under the new law. No attention is paid
to the extremely different situations involved, particularly to the cir
cumstances where summary action has always been considered necessary
to safeguard public health and safety, to protect the revenues, to prevent
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smuggling, to control the use of explosives or fire arms, and so on.

In practically all such cases, Congress has not hitherto provided for
a formal hearing or for judicial review, since these actions have almost

universally been recognized as being in a special category. Unless such

summary action is possible the administrative authorities are in an al
most helpless position in respect to criminals and law breakers. Hence,
it appears that the provisions of the new law are unwise when applied
to this field.

VII. Unnecessary Requirements as to Public Information

While much of the information which the law requires to be published
in the Federal Register is necessary, if the public is to know what

agencies there are, how they are organized, how to secure information
from them, and what are their procedures, it is a mistake to make va

lidity depend upon publication of general information (which should
not be confused, as the law seems to have done, with service of notice
or summons). As the requirements stand, they go too far, and will
cause the administrative authorities an endless amount of trouble in
providing for absolutely current publication. The provision that no

person shall in any way be required to resort to organization or pro
cedure not so published,30 places the burden upon the administration
of publishing every individual small change, on the penalty of not being
able to deal with a person who may be breaking the law. Does it really
make sense to render an agency powerless to enforce the law because
it has set up three divisions instead of four, and the Federal Register
has not yet published that fact?

VIII. Subjection of Many Additional Acts to Judicial Review
Practically every definition and statement in the bill has the purpose

of throwing under judicial control a great number of administrative
determinations not now subject thereto. This can readily be seen from
the definitions of "agency", "rules", "rule making", "orders", "licens
ing", etc. It can also be seen from the provision subjecting to review
every agency action reviewable by statute, and every final agency action
for which there is no other adequate remedy.31 It is true that there are

a few exceptions. These are: (1) where a statute, as it does in | very
few instances (as in respect to veterans' pensions) expressly prohibits

""See note 4, supra.
"See note 16, supra.
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judicial review and (2) where by law agency action is committed to

agency discretion.32 The expression, "is by law committed to agency
discretion", is highly ambiguous. Does it mean that the agency is to

use discretion only where there is an express statutory statement, as

sometimes occurs? Or does it mean that discretion is implied from the
nature of the action? Evidently, from the whole content of the law
itself and from its evident intention, it means only the former, and in
vites the courts to depart from their rule of non-interference with
administrative discretion in other instances.
The provisions regarding review seem to take no account of whether

or not a right is involved, whether there are present the factors necessary
to constitute a "case" or "controversy",33 or whether as a matter of

public policy Congress has provided only for administrative review in
order to save time and expense because the amounts involved are small.
The law applies the "big black bottle" of judicial review to almost all
administrative determinations, no matter what their nature. It pays no

attention to judicial opinions as to what is or what is not reviewable.
Its review provisions will lead to innumerable suits, thus not only in

creasing confusion in administration but also causing a great amount
of time and expense to be lost in defending them. Until the courts,
over a long period of time, have decided dozens of cases there will be

uncertainty and confusion in the field of judicial review. It is highly
probable that the courts, in applying their doctrines of rights, cases

and controversies, the relationships that should exist between the ad

ministration and the courts, and the numerous other distinctions that

they have drawn and limitations that they have placed upon themselves,
will return the subject of judicial review to much the same place where

it stands today. But in the meantime there will be confusion, uncer
tainty, and great expense to both litigants and the Government.

IX. Extension of the Scope of Judicial Review

The law greatly widens the scope of judicial review, in several different

ways. It specifies every possible reason for declaring an administrative
act invalid, including failure to comply with its requirements as to

hearings and decisions. The courts are required to take all of these

reasons into consideration. Very little attention is paid to the limi-

^Sec. 10.

""See Blachly and Oatman, Federal Regulatory Action and Control (1940) 333

et. seq.
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tations which Congress has placed upon the scope of judicial review in
specific statutes, or the limitations which the courts have placed on

themselves. The courts are directed to review the whole record, or any
and all portions of the record which any party may wish to have re

viewed, the Act particularly extends the scope of review over those
regulatory actions formerly taken by the order, and in the future to
be taken by the rule.
These provisions in respect to the scope of review would force upon

the courts an intolerable burden, if they accepted the law at its face
value. Since, however, in the final analysis, the courts themselves may
be expected to exercise their best judgment in the matter, as they have
done in the past, and to refuse jurisdiction where there is no case or

controversy or where no rights are involved, this bill will merely result
in years of immeasurable confusion and uncertainty. Many adminis
trative acts are not now and should not be reviewable. Many cannot

be reviewed by constitutional courts, despite the provisions of the new

law. In cases suitable for review, the modern statutory provisions limit
ing court review to questions of law and providing that the findings
of the administrative body shall be conclusive if supported by evidence,
constitute a much better method of handling the subject than the

sweeping provisions of the act under discussion. Since the courts al

ready take jurisdiction where constitutional rights are involved, where
there is an abuse of power, where the administrative authority lacked

jurisdiction to Act, and where matters committed to them by statute

come before them in the form of a justiciable case or controversy, it
will be hard to find a single added protection to justify or counter

balance the disadvantages of the Act.
It has already been shown how radically the Act changes the present

system of federal administration and administrative law. The present
bill was endorsed and urged upon Congress by the American Bar As
sociation. This organization prepared the soil for such a bill by years
of hard work and propaganda, and by making incessant attacks upon
administrative agencies, which it accused of "administrative absolutism".

Quite recently many of its members have made charges of absolutism

particularly against the war agencies, which, by the way are exempted
from the provisions of the bill. The charges of the Bar Association

are refuted by careful studies of the administrative system as it func

tions today. Studies made by the Attorney General's Committee and

by Professor Fuchs, as well as by the present writers, show that these

charges are without foundation. In connection with the formulation of
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rules and regulations, even when mere interests rather than rights are

concerned, if such interests are important and sufficiently specific, the
administrative authorities usually provide for the participation of those
who might be chiefly affected by sending them tentative drafts of pro
posed rules for their advice and criticism, by asking opinions, by holding
hearings, or otherwise.

Rights already receive protection which mere interests cannot claim.
An exhaustive study of the rules of procedure of some twenty-five au

thorities which act in a regulatory capacity34 shows that in all cases

where rights are involved, the agencies have established and published
rules, often going far beyond statutory requirements, providing for
notice and for hearings in which all the essentials of a fair trial are

preserved: rules covering the initiation of proceedings; answers to

complaints; the rights of the parties to make requests, petitions, and

motions; the definition of parties; intervention; the subpoena of wit
nesses by all interested parties; the conduct of hearings; the powers
of the hearing officers; rules of evidence; oral arguments, briefs, etc.
The parties are usually permitted to suggest or recommend points for
the report of the trial examiner, or to take exceptions to its contents.

They usually have the right or the opportunity to obtain a rehearing.
In fact, the procedures before these regulatory bodies are quite as ade

quate to protect rights as are those before the courts, insofar as the

agencies have power to act. The courts themselves have repeatedly
recognized this fact.35
The chief difficulties in respect to such administrative procedures are:

that they are not uniform among the respective authorities for the same

type of subject matter, and that in some instances the procedure does
not vary sufficiently with the various legal situations involved. But
these difficulties are not remedied by the Act, since it leaves to each

authority the power to establish its own procedures, except in respect
to a few factors. In other words, the bill does not provide a code of
administrative procedure, but merely introduces changes which will
throw the administrative system into utter confusion.
The writers have made a detailed study of the some 3,500 statutory

provisions authorizing the taking of action by federal administrative

MSee note 28, supra.
*A. T. & T. Co. v. United States, 299 U. S. 232 (1936) ; Keller v. Potomac Electric Power

Co. 261 U. S. 428, 444 (1923).
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authorities,36 which shows that in nearly all situations where rights are

involved, Congress has provided for judicial review. Where it has
not done so, the courts have assumed power to review if cases come

before them in justiciable form, since the final word on questions of
law belongs to the courts.

It is true that there are a number of situations where, because of
the doctrine of sovereignty, that of the separation of powers, or the
fact that constitutional and common-law rights are not involved, Con

gress has neither given the courts jurisdiction nor have they assumed
it. This is true where an action concerns a favorable exemption or

exception, a benefit, a grant of relief, an act of sovereignty, and the
like. In many such instances, the courts have refused to take juris
diction, on the ground that there is no "case" or "controversy". In
all instances where the Congress has expressly provided that there shall
not be judicial review, if the grant or benefit concerned is purely of

legislative origin, the courts have followed the statute.

In most instances where judicial review is not provided, as in respect
to civil servants, pensions, aliens, standardization and grading of agri
cultural products, public lands, and so on, provision has been made
for administrative review, either by Congress or by the administrative
authorities themselves.37 Nearly two hundred administrative review
authorities exist in the Federal Government today. This entire system
is thrown into dire confusion by the new law.

Conclusions

The Act in question greatly adds to the difficulties of federal ad

ministration, without in any way curing its major faults. It funda

mentally changes the system of federal administrative law without tak

ing into consideration all of the complex legal, social and economic
situations involved, thus causing uncertainty and confusion. The law
will result in thousands of disputes which will have to be taken to the
courts. Even though many of these disputes will doubtless be rejected
as non-justiciable, they will mean unnecessary delay in administrative
action, and much expense not only to the litigants but to the Govern
ment. The many unnecessary publications and procedures required by
the law will also burden the administrative authorities, will prevent
them from carrying on their functions effectively and expeditiously, and

"Blackly, Work Materials on Administrative Law and Procedure (1940) (Manu
script in the Law Division, Library of Congress).
"For a list of such authorities, made several years ago, and therefore incomplete as

of today, see Blachly, Working Papers on Administrative Adjudication (1938).
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will cause a great increase in the costs of Government. The requirement
that the proponent of a rule or order shall have the burden of proof,
places the Government in a position inferior to that of a private
individual.
Perhaps the greatest fault of the Act is that it extends the same kind

of judicial review to practically all administrative determinations. It
fails to take into consideration the constitutional and legal differences
between different types of action, the various relationship between the
Government and the individual, or the differences of control made

necessary or expedient because of questions of public policy, such as

the small amounts involved, the necessity for speedy settlement or the

desirability of little or no expense.
The widened scope of judicial review goes contrary to the settled

judicial doctrine that so long as the administrative bodies remain within
their statutory powers and do not act capriciously or arbitrarily, it is
not the function of the courts to interfere with administrative action;
and that undue interference will lead the courts into the position of car

rying on administrative activities themselves, which is contrary to the
constitutional separation of powers. If the courts should attempt to
follow the law, they would find themselves staggering under an intoler
able burden, for merely to read all of the millions of pages of records
made by agencies in administrative hearings would make it impossible
for them to carry out their other work. Fortunately, it is not likely
that the courts will depart from the Constitution in this way.
The bill does not cure, or even alleviate, the chief difficulties in

respect to administrative legislation and adjudication. These are: (1)
the lack of a comprehensive administrative code; and (2) the need
for a high administrative court to pass upon administrative appeals,
instead of nearly a hundred district courts, circuit courts, and special
courts and tribunals which so act at present.38 Such changes would
bring about a true', logical, and useful uniformity and simplicity in

administration, by contrast with the artificial unreasonable and harmful
effects of the attempt made by this law to force all the many and diverse
acts of all administrative authorities into the bed of Procrustes, though
limbs and even life must be lost in the process. When a unified and
simplified system of administrative legislation and adjudication is
adopted, this should be done by a governmental agency (such as the
Budget Bureau) on the basis of objective investigations, rather than
on the basis of recommendation made by private groups with axes to

grind.

"Blachly and Oatman, A United States Court of Appeals for Administration (1942)
221 Annals 170.



THE ARMOR OF THE JURIDICAL CONCEPTION
Maurice J. Drx*

HPHE myriads of corporations through which modern industry, com

merce and finance function, pose the question: How strong is
the armor of the juridical conception of each entity in a group of

corporations?
Gone are the horse and buggy days of a single horsepower and a

single corporation. In these jet-propelled plane days, there has been
a tremendous increase of horsepower and a large increase in the number
of corporations utilized to reach a destination. Have these changes
wrought changes also in "lifting the corporate veil," about which so

much has been so ably written?1 Whether the grounds for disregarding
separate corporate existence have been diminished or enlarged in recent

years is the subject of our inquiry here. It requires not only an exami
nation of the relationship of the corporations within an "empire" and
the purpose of each of them, but more particularly, an understanding
of the rationale of judicial decisions which insulate or which infect
with liability those connected with corporations. We shall consider here
the rationale of decision and analyze the theory of jurisprudence which
is applicable.
Chief Justice Marshall described the corporation as "that invisible,

intangible, and artificial being, that mere legal entity".2 Woodrow Wil
son said, thirty-six years ago: "A corporation is merely a convenient
instrument of business".3 Neither Marshall nor Wilson envisioned a

League of Corporations such as are common today, related either by
financial interest, by purpose of activity, or otherwise.

*LL.B., 1910, New York University, School of Law; Member of the Bar of the State of
New York ; Author of Requests for Admissions Under Rule 36 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure (1941) 10 Fordham L. Rev. 74; Decrees and Judgments Under Section S of the
Clayton Antitrust Law (1942) 30 Georgetown L. J. 331.

Douglas and Shanks, Insulation From Liability Through Subsidiary Corporations (1929)
39 Yale L. J. 193 ; Ballentine Separate Entity of Parent and Subsidiary Corporations (192S)
14 Calif. L. Rev. 12 ; Welch, Lifting the Corporate Veil of Public 'Service Corporations^
(1931) 19 Georgetown L. J. 280; Wormser, Piercing the Veil of Corporate Identity (1912)
12 Col. L. Rev. 496; Powell, Parent and Subsidiary Corporations (1931).
aBank of the United States v. Deveaux, S Cranch 61, 86 (U. S. 1809).
sAddress before American Bar Association, Chattanooga, Tennessee (1910) 35 A. B. A.

Rep. 419, 433.
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The Empire

Blackstone, in the 18th Chapter of his Commentaries, says: "... with
us in England, the King's consent is absolutely necessary to the creation
of any corporation".4 In principle, that is true of the modern cor

poration. It derives its life from the king or sovereign state, that is,
though the medium of a charter granted by the sovereignty under its

general rules for the creation of a corporation or, sometimes, as a result
of a special statute. Its domicile and its residence are those of the

sovereignty which gave it the breath of artificial life. However, it can
not migrate except as permitted by statute.
An Empire of corporations is a group of corporations. Each has a

charter. Each has separate by-laws. Each has its own governing body
commonly called a Board of Directors or a Board of Trustees. Each
is created separate and distinct from the other. Sometimes, all are cre

ations of the same sovereignty. At other times, there are as many dif
ferent states of incorporation as there are corporations. The relationship
of one to the other stems from stock ownership or from unity of purpose.
Where two or more corporations have common parents or common pur
pose, such corporations are affiliates. Where one corporation owns the
stock in the other corporation, the former is a parent and the latter
is a subsidiary. The natural person is either a parent or a child. The
artificial person�the corporation�likewise is either a parent or a child.

Thus, where two corporations have stock in each other, each is a parent
of the other. It is common for corporations to have more than one

parent. Collectively, such corporations with common stock ownership
or common purpose constitute an Empire of Corporations.
The term "holding company" is generally understood to mean one

of the following: a super-corporation which owns or at least controls
such a dominant interest in one or more corporations that it is en

abled to dictate their policies and activities through voting power; a

corporation organized to hold stock of other corporations; any company,
incorporated or unincorporated, which is in a position to control or ma
terially influence the management of one or more companies, by virtue,
in part at least, of its ownership of securities in such other company
or companies.5
Parent corporations may be divided into three classes:

*1 Bl. Comm. *472.
sCities Service Co. v. Koenecke, 137 Kan. 7, 23, 20 P. (2d) 460, 468 (1933); Kelley,

Glover & Vale, v. Heitman, 220 Ind. 62S, 634, 44 N. E. (2d) 981, 985 (1942).
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(a) Those that hold securities;
(b) Those whose ownership of securities enables them to control

or materially influence the management of the other companies
in which they own securities; and

(c) Those that actually dictate the policies or exercise control over
the other companies.

Thomas A. Edison, Incorporated, as its name indicates, is a corpo
ration. It conducts the business founded by the famous inventor as

an individual enterprise. Its expansion had reached the point where
the investable overhead charges offset the gains made through massed
distribution. It had become so huge that administration costs ate into
the profits. It produced such diverse and unrelated things as Portland

cement, phonographs, motion pictures, nursery furniture, magnetos,
aircraft engines, medical cases, and other dissimilar products. Said the

president, Mr. Charles Edison:

"In 1915 I analyzed our own company, which was then 'centralized', to

find out why it was in such poor health . . . Out of all this was bom what
we called the divisional policy. We merely applied to business the idea behind
a republic of sovereign states of limited territory, governed by competent
governors and tied together for a common purpose through a Federal over-all

government. . . . The plan determined upon was to dismember Thomas A.

Edison, Incorporated, set up separate and complete 'states' or businesses with
a man at the head of each, competent to operate all phases of this particular
business, and to give this man as wide latitude as possible. Those of us who
direct the affairs of the over-all company tie in the efforts of all the managers
to the end that each divisional organization would in fact be going along the
road of general common purpose."6

Thus Mr. Edison gave a realistic definition of the modern empire of

corporations, for, as he points out so well, the division into separate
entities is one of economic preference. Each of the states or businesses
tied together for a common purpose is a division of the over-all com
pany or parent. Such an empire, however, differs from an association
where the parents hold stock in other adequately financed corporations
and, after exercising the right to vote for directors, depend for income
on legally paid dividends. The distinction, in character, of such an

association is important for in it the parent neither dictates policy nor

controls nor influences the management of those corporations in which
it has securities.

Intercorporate transactions are subjected to rigorous scrutiny upon

"Edison, The Case Against Big Government, American Mercury 283, 28S (Sept. 1944).
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the challenge of persons sustaining injury by reason of the recognition
of separate corporate existence.7

Rationale of Decision

When the authorities are examined, they disclose three theories of

jurisprudence upon which to rest the conclusion either to uphold or to

disregard separate corporate existence. These theories of jurisprudence
are:

(a) Rules of the law of agency where one is principal and the
other is an agent;

(b) Principles of equity which look through the form to the sub

stance, and view the realities of the situation;
(c) Doctrines of public policy�the community conscience�that

determines man's palpable duty to his fellows and to the law.

The courts give effect to the real purposes of an association of cor

porations in order "to promote square dealing and effectuate justice".8
There "is no divinity surrounding the term 'corporation' ".9 Some
courts rest their conclusions on all three theories of jurisprudence with
out attempting to classify the rationale of decision.

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. v. Minneapolis Civic and Com
merce Association10 lifted the corporate veil from a "corporate empire"
with two unrelated parents. That proceeding originated in a petition
by a public body known as Minneapolis Civic and Commerce Associ
ation. It was directed against the two parents and the common sub

sidiary. It alleged that the tracks of the Eastern Company�a carrier�

were mere switching and terminal facilities in the City of Minneapolis
for the parents, the Milwaukee company (the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul Railway Company) and the Omaha company (the Chicago,
St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Railway Company), each of which was

also a carrier separate and distinct from the other. It further alleged
that an unreasonable charge was being made for the receipt and de

livery of cars. The prayer for judgment was that the tracks of Eastern

Tepper v. Litton, 308 U. S. 295, 306 (1939) ; Consolidated Rock Products Co. v.

DuBois, 312 U. S. 510 (1941).
'Darling Stores Corp. v. Young Realty Co., 121 F. (2d) 112, 115 (C. C. A. 8th, 1941),

quoting from Wabash Ry. v. American Refrigerator Transit Co., 7 F. (2d) 335, 343 (C. C. A.
8th, 1925).
'Ibid.
10247 U. S. 490 (1918).
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be treated as if they were part of the terminal system of the other two

carriers, and for reasonable tariffs accordingly. The petition was

granted. The United States Supreme Court said:

"Thus, the question presented for our decision is whether the Eastern Com

pany, in form a corporate entity, separate and disinct from the Milwaukee
and Omaha companies, is in reality an independent carrier, exercising an inde

pendent control over the railroad to which it holds the legal title and over

the conduct of its business affairs . . .

"11

The Court answered the question thus:

"In such a case the courts will not permit themselves to be blinded or de
ceived by mere forms or law but, regardless of fictions, will deal with the
substance of the transaction involved as if the corporate agency did not exist
and as the justice of the case may require."12

This is simply a recognition of the equitable principle or maxim that

"equity looks to the substance and not to the form".13
The Court also asked this question:
"... whether it [the Eastern Company] is a mere agency or instrumentality

of the two corporations, which own all of its capital stock, through which
they collect an extra charge -from the public for rendering by indirection a

service which as common carriers they are legally required to render without
such charge under the conditions of operation which prevail at Minneapolis."14

In answer the Court said:

"... the evidence makes it very clear that all through its corporate life
the Eastern organization has been consistently used as a mere agency of the
two owning companies to accomplish their original purpose."15

With respect to the statement in various decisions that ownership
alone, of the capital stock in one corporation, by another, does not
create an identity of corporate interest between the corporations, the
Court made clear that such statements are inapplicable:

"... where stock ownership has been resorted to, not for the purpose of

participating in the affairs of a corporation in the normal and usual manner,
but for the purpose, as in this case, of controlling a subsidiary company so

that it may be used as a mere agency or instrumentality of the owning com

pany or companies."16

aId. at 493.

"/d. at 501.

"Young v. Higbee Co., 324 U. S. 204, 209 (1945).
"See note 10 supra, at 493.
"See note 10 supra, at 500.
"See note 10 supra, at 501.
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Matters of "agency" are determined under the application of the
rules of the law of agency.17
In Berkey v. Third Avenue Ry. Judge Cardozo, speaking for the

New York Court of Appeals, said:
"The logical consistency of a juridical conception will indeed be sacrificed

at times when the sacrifice is essential to the end that some accepted public
policy may be defended or upheld. This is so, for illustration, though agency
in any proper sense is lacking, where the attempted separation between parent
and subsidiary will work a fraud upon the law."18

It is to be noted that preservation of separate existence on one theory
of agency will not avoid disregard of separate existence under another

theory, where an injury results to the challenger.

Rules of The Law of Agency

The question whether the conception of separate corporate existence
is correctly described as a legal fiction or whether it is nothing more

than a metaphor, does not arise under the application of the rules of
the law of agency.19 In law, "... it leads nowhere to call a corporation
a fiction. If it is a fiction, it is a fiction created by law with intent
that it should be acted on as if true."20 A corporate charter creates a

legal entity separate and distinct from its members and associate cor

porations. The union of its members and their separation from the

corporate entity is not a fiction in the eyes of the law.21 The corporation,
in respect to corporate property and to corporate rights, is entirely

""From an examination of many decisions, we venture to say that no corporation acting
within its powers has been held liable for the debts of another corporation legally organized,
because it controlled such corporation by reason of ownership of its stock, or otherwise,
except by reason of contract, or on the grounds of agency, or of estoppel, or because the

controlled corporation has been used in such a way that the maintenance of its character

as a separate and distinct entity would work injustice." Hooper-Mankin Co. v. Matthew

Addy Co., 4 F. (2d) 187, 189 (C. C. A. 6th, 192S), quoting from New York Trust Co. v.

Carpenter, 250 Fed. 668, 674 (C. C. A. 6th, 1918).
18244 N. Y. 84, 95, 155 N. E. 58, 61 (1926).
le"A corporation exists as an objectively real entity ... the law merely recognizes and

gives effect to the existence of this entity." Machen, Corporate Personality (1911) 24 Harv.

L. Rev. 253, 261.

"But although corporate personality is a fiction, the entity which is personified is no

fiction. The union of the members is no fiction." Id. at 266.

"Klein v. Board of Tax Supervisors, 282 U. S. 19, 24 (1930).
aIn re Mt. Sinai Hospital, 250 N. Y. 103, 111, 164 N. E. 871, 874 (1928) ; Elenkrieg v.

Siebrecht, 238 N. Y. 254, 260-262, 144 N. E. 519, 521 (1924).
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separate and distinct from its stockholders. They are the ultimate
owners of the corporate assets.
The fact that one may own all or substantially all of the stock in

a corporation, and, in fact, be the dominant or controlling factor, or

the only manager of the corporation, is no evidence, in and of itself,
that in the eyes of the law the armor of separate existence is to be

disregarded. The question is, does the evidence establish the legal
relation of principal and agent? If it does, the parent will be infected
with the legal liability. If it does not, the parent will be insulated from

legal liability. Thus, where a corporation and its business are conducted
as a part, branch, department, section, segment or other similar form
of division of one or more other corporations, there exists evidence of
the legal relation of principal and agent. That is equally true whether
or not the corporations themselves are related to each other.
Where the dominion of one corporation over another i? complete

and interference so obtrusive that by the general rules of the law of

agency, one is the principal and the other is the agent, legal liability
will be determined by the application of the law of agency.22 That rule
has been applied to the operation of a transportation system where the

parent as operator, has been held legally liable for the torts of the

subsidiary.23
In the operation of a unified system of transportation, the law recog

nizes that each corporation is an agent of the other or, as it is sometimes

said, merely an instrumentality by which several railroad companies
are combined under one control. The judicial view is that "... a parent
corporation operating legally or illegally the business of a subsidiary,
assumes its liabilities or those growing out of what is done",24 if the
evidence establishes that the act of operation resulted in injury to the

challenger.
Referring to "adjunct", "alter ego", "corporate double", "tool", "seg

ment" and a multitude of similar designations, some courts and some

wSee note 18, supra.
'"'"Where one railroad company actually controls another and operates both as a single

system, the dominant company will be held liable for injuries due to the negligence of
the subsidiary company." Davis v. Alexander, 269 U. S. 114, 117 (192S). To the same

effect, see Lehigh Valley R. R. v. Dupont, 128 Fed. 840 (C. C. A. 2d, 1904) ; Lehigh
Valley R. R. v. Delachesa, 145 Fed. 617 (C. C. A. 2d, 1906); Ford v. Maryland, 219

Fed. 827 (C. C. A. 4th, 1914) ; The Willem Van Driel Sr., 252 Fed. 35 (C. C. A. 4th,
1918) ; Williams v. Cleveland, C, C. & St. L. Ry., 102 Mich. 537, 61 N. W. 52 (1894).
"Berkey v. Third Avenue Ry., on reargument, 244 N. Y. 602, 603, 155 N. E. 914, 915

(1927); see also Northern Securities Co. v. United States, 193 U. S. 197 (1904).
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commentators distinguish between "agency", "instrumentality", and

"identity" rationales in discussing the armor of separate corporate ex

istence. These are virtually interchangeable expressions based on the
law of agency. The law of agency requires at least two persons; one

is the principal, the other is an agent. One corporate entity thus be
comes the conduit to inflict legal liability on the other separate and
distinct corporate principal. A disclosed or partially disclosed principal
may be liable on a transaction, although it purports to be that of the

agent, unless expressly excluded.25
Resting on the law of agency, Detroit Motor Appliance v. General

Motors Corporation,2* held the parent corporation in contempt of a

decree enjoining patent infringement by a subsidiary.
The law of agency has been the most popular theory of jurisprudence

upon which to "lift the corporate veil" for it gives effect to the principal
and agent relation. Though the logical application of the law of agency
destroys the benefit sought to be obtained by separate existence, it
preserves rather than destroys the distinct entities.
A corporation exists as an entity separate and distinct from its stock

holders, so long as the stockholders treat with that corporation as a

separate and distinct person and do not use it to evade responsibility.27
However, the separateness of the person and of the corporation will
not be allowed to produce an inequitable result.28
Jurists and commentators have erroneously discussed piercing "the

corporate veil" under the "agency", "instrumentality" and "identity"
rationale as if it were a Molotov cocktail hurled at a tank and com

pletely destroying its armor.

Principles of Equity

Equity acts independently of the law of agency in treating with the

legal conception of the corporate entity. It proceeds on its equitable
maxim that substance rather than form shall control. To equity, it is
sufficient to disregard separate corporate existence where the transaction
in form was with one corporation but in fact was with another cor

poration, whether the latter corporation be parent or affiliate. Thus

""Restatement, Agency (1933) �� 141, 147, 149.

"5 F. Supp. 27 (E. D. 111. 1933).
"Holbrook, Cabot & Rollins Corp. v. Perkins, 147 Fed. 166, 169 (C. C. A. 1st, 1906).
^Grotheer v. Meyer Rosenberg, 11 Cal. App. Rep. (2d) 268, S3 P. (2d) 996 (1936). A

debtor organized a corporation a few days prior to the commencement of a creditor's suit.
The corporation was held liable for the individual debt.
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equity intervenes to prevent injustice; it penetrates the fiction of the

independent separate existence of a corporation. Equity recognizes the

separation of the corporation and of the stockholder, or of the different
entities of affiliates, only if no inequitable result would follow, but where
an inequitable result would follow, the two should be considered as one.

Testing the armor of separate corporate existence by the equitable maxim
is a more recent innovation. This is probably why this doctrine of

jurisprudence has not received from the commentators the same con

sideration as their discussions of the law of agency (instrumentality
or identity rule). It may be expected that as time goes on, the prin
ciples of equity will determine whether to uphold or to disregard the

separate entity concept, for the relief available in equity goes beyond
fastening liability on one corporation for the obligation of another. In

giving effect to substance, equity may treat with all the corporations
in the empire as a single enterprise and entity.
The seed for equitable remedies was planted centuries ago. It was

late bearing fruit in our jurisprudence. The Roman law, like the English
common law, shows, roughly speaking, four stages of development. In

the first stage�the archaic law�the State was so weak it did not under
take to work out justice. It merely tried to satisfy the desire for re

venge by buying peace. In the second stage�the strict law�the State
undertook to do justice by giving legal remedies to parties. As man's
sense of justice developed, there was brought about the third stage�
known in our system as equity, and in the Roman law system as the
natural law. This period infused morals into the law. In the fourth

stage, equity became more or less completely merged into the legal system.
In the Roman law, this was completed. In our system, the process is
still going on. The general ground for equitable relief in the English
Chancery Courts was then, as it is now, either the failure of the common-

law courts to recognize a right or their failure to enforce it. The primal
meaning of "equity" is either the idea of proportionate distribution, of
that of "leveling" in the sense of removing inequities.29 Equity's pillars
are its maxims. One is, equity regards substance rather than form.30
This is peculiarly applicable, where the question presented is: Shall the
court look beyond the corporate form to its purpose and to those iden
tified with that form? Shall it look to the realities of the situation and
deal with them as justice may require, disregarding the juridical con-

'Maine, Ancient Law (1861) 58, 59.
'See Zeiser v. Cohn, 207 N. Y. 407, 419, 101 N. E. 184, 187 (1913).
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ception of the separate corporate entity? The meaning of the maxim

is obvious.
Whether or not to disregard the separate corporate entity of each

corporation in an empire presents a question admirably framed for the

purpose of accomplishing the equitable amelioration of inflexible rules

of (agency) law, for the purpose of effecting remedial justice. One

wonders why the seed was so long in producing fruits so sorely needed.

Comparison of Doran v. New York City Interborough Ry.31 and

Berkey v. Third Ave. Ry.32 shows recognition of equitable principles in

treating with the related corporations of an empire of corporations. In

the Doran case, the empire sought to disregard the separate corporate
existence of the related corporations. In the Berkey case, the same em

pire defended the armor of separate corporate existence.
Doran was a motorman on a car operated by the Union Railway Com

pany of New York, which had run into a car operated by New York

City Interborough Railway Company. Both corporations were sub
sidiaries of the common parent�Third Avenue Railway Company�
which operated a unified system of surface transportation. Thus the
Union Company and the New York Company were affiliates. Doran
elected not to take statutory compensation from Union, his immediate

employer, under the State Workmen's Compensation Act. Instead, he
sued New York City Interborough for his injuries. New York City
Interborough claimed that motormen and conductors of the various cor

porations in the Third Avenue Railway Company's system should not
be regarded as specifically employed by the particular company upon
whose cars they were working at the time of the accident, but should
be considered in the general employment of all the corporations con

stituting the system.33 This would have relegated Doran to compen
sation under the Workmen's Compensation Act and barred the suit

against the subsidiary New York City Interborough. A contract of

employment with the empire�The Third Avenue Railway System�
was pleaded as a bar. Obviously, if under legal rules Doran were an

employee of every corporation in the system, then in a court of law
he would be bound, no matter how harsh it might be or how devastating
might be the result. Courts of equity are guardians of good conscience
and fair dealing. In allowing Doran's suit, Judge Cardozo speaking for
the New York Court of Appeals said, "We think the contract pleaded is

*239 N. Y. 448, 147 N. E. 62 (1925).
^See notes 18 and 24, supra.
^Construction and reformation of contracts are within the province of a court of equity.
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ineffective as a bar. . . . 'The relation cannot be thrust upon the servant

without knowledge or consent'. ... He was in the undivided employment
of the master to whom obedience was due."34 As justice required, that
court, exercising equitable powers, applied the rules of law and pre
served the separate corporate existence of each corporate entity in the

empire.
The Berkey case was an action in tort, against the "parent" Third

Avenue Railway Company. The plaintiff had sustained her injury
alighting from a street car of the wholly-owned subsidiary Forty Second
Street Railway, which was not a party defendant. She did not allege
recovery of judgment against the Forty Second Street Company.35 She
rested her claim against the parent company on the fact that the empire
had common directors, officers, agents, employees and facilities. The
court rejected liability under the rules of law, stating on reargument
that, "The difficulty with the plaintiff's argument now as before is the
failure to inform us what the act of operation means."36 The parent
Third Avenue Company recognized that upon equitable principles lia

bility could be imposed upon it, if Mary Bent Berkey, the plaintiff,
had boarded, "this car in reliance upon the fact that any particular
company Operated it".37 Third Avenue's brief leaned heavily on the
Doran case which the Court cited in its opinion.38 The brief argued that
the stock control held by the Third Avenue Railway Company did not
make it liable for the operation of the "subsidiary".39 With these con

tentions the court of appeals does not appear to be in accord. Judge
Cardozo there stated this rule:

"Dominion may be so complete, interference so obtrusive, that by the gen
eral rules of agency the parent will be a principal and the subsidiary an agent.

"See note 31 supra, at 4S0, 451.
"Cf. Quaid v. Ratkowsky, 183 App. Div. 428, 170 N. Y. Supp. 812 (1st Dep't 1918),

aff'd 224 N. Y. 624, 121 N. E. 887 (1918).
OTSee note 24, supra, Berkey v. Third Avenue Ry., on reargument, at 603. Third Avenue's

brief to the New York Court of Appeals said that it had no franchise to operate a street
railroad at the place of the accident or anywhere near it. p. 17.
On facts similar to the Berkey case, the United States Circuit Court of Appeals for

the Second Circuit imposed liability on a parent in Lehigh Valley R. R. v. Dupont and
in Lehigh Valley R. R. v. Delachesa (cited in note 23 supra). Though both of these
federal cases were decided before the doctrine of Erie R. R. v. Tompkins, the Second
Circuit has not indicated any retreat. Weisser v. Mursam Shoe Corp., 127 F. (2d) 344

(C. C. A. 2d, 1942).
The facts as outlined are taken from the Third Avenue Railway Company's brief, p. 4
"Ibid.
*Id. at 39.
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Where control is less than this, we are remitted to the tests of honesty and

justice (Ballentine, Parent and Subsidiary Corporations, 14 Calif. Law Review,
12, 18, 19, 20)."40

Judge Cardozo paused to point out that under similar facts the federal
courts fastened liability on the parent and treated the empire as a single
enterprise.
Luckenbach Steamship Co. v. W. R. Grace & Co.,*1 decided after

the Berkey case, fastened liability on the subsidiary and on the parent
which operated a fleet of steamships. The Luckenbach Company leased
the fleet to the Luckenbach Steamship Company. The latter conducted
the business. The operating subsidiary having defaulted on a freight
carriage contract with Grace & Co., the latter filed a libel in admiralty
against the parent Luckenbach Company and the subsidiary steamship
company. In allowing a judgment for over a million dollars against
both corporations, the circuit court of appeals said:

"Putting aside any inquiry into the motive for this arrangement, we think
it too plain for serious question that the facts here considered show such

identity of the two corporations, or at least give rise to such a strong pre
sumption of their identity, as warrants the conclusion that the Luckenbach
Company is equally responsible with the steamship company for the breach

by the latter of its contract with the appellee."42

Having broken down the insulation under the instrumentality (identity)
rationale under the legal rules of agency, the court was not required to

go further. It preferred, however, to rest its conclusion upon principles
of equity as well. The court said:

"... it would be unconscionable to allow the owner of a fleet of steamers,
with millions of dollars to escape liability because it had turned them over a

year before to a $10,000. corporation, which is simply itself in another form."43

This is just another way of saying "remitted to the tests of honesty
and justice",44 equity regards the substance rather than the form, and
will look beyond the corporate form to the purpose of it and those
identified with that form to the realities of the situation and deal with
them as justice requires, preserving or disregarding the armor of sep
arate corporate entity.
Courts of equity and courts of bankruptcy, which are essentially
mSee note 18, supra.
"267 Fed. 676 (C. C. A. 4th, 1920).
"Id. at 681.

"Ibid.
uSee note 18, supra.
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courts of equity, consider the juridical conception upon principles of

equity as justice requires.
In such cases as Trustees System Co. of Pennsylvania v. Payne,45 and

Commerce Trust Co. v. Woodbury46 the courts disregarded separate
corporate existence of subsidiaries and under the instrumentality rule
exercised jurisdiction over all the assets in the empire. The courts in
those cases tore asunder the maze of corporate fiction with which the

empires were enveloped, for the separate related entities were so closely
meshed that they all functioned together as if they were one. On the
other hand, in cases such as Greenbaum v. Lehrenkauss Corp.41 the
courts refused to treat with the assets of the empire in the reorganization
of the parent. There the defendant in a consent equity receivership
suit owned all the shares of a title company which had been taken for
rehabilitation or dissolution by the state officer under the state statute.

In declining to take away from the state officer the administration of
the assets of the subsidiary company for which the state officer was

statutory receiver, the circuit court of appeals, in the equity receivership
suit, said: "... there is no suggestion in the record that the two

corporations have not always transacted their business as separate and
distinct corporate entities".48
Consolidated Rock Products Co. v. Dubois49 involved a subsidiary that

had been under-capitalized by the parent. The Court recognized the

purpose and the use to which the parent had put the subsidiary. The

Court, in effect, pierced the corporate veil, in the subsidiary's reorgani
zation, where the Court held that a plan of reorganization was not fair
and equitable because it provided for the cancellation of a $5,000,000
debt owed by a parent to its subsidiary and thus permitted participation

"65 F. (2d) 103 (C. C. A. 3d, 1933).
"77 F. (2d) 478 (C. C. A. 8th, 1935).
"73 F. (2d) 285 (C. C. A. 2d, 1934).
KId. at 286. This must be read with the earlier decision of that court in Tolfree v.

New York Title & Mortgage Co., 72 F. (2d) 702 (C. C. A. 2d, 1934), cert, denied 293

U. S. 619 (1934); Depen v. Lawyers Title Co., 72 F. (2d) 70S (C. C. A. 2d, 1934).
It is more accurate to say that these cases gave effect to the rule that "a court of equity

. . . in its discretion may refuse to protect private rights when the exercise of jurisdiction
would be prejudicial to the public interest ..." (Pennsylvania v. Williams, 294 U. S.

176, 185 (1935)), and that the liquidation of corporations under the jurisdiction of a

state administrative officer should not be disturbed even though that corporation is part
of an empire custodia legis. See also Gordon v. Ominsky, 294 U. S. 186 (1935) ; Penn

sylvania General Casualty Co. v. Pennsylvania, 294 U. S. 189 (1935).
"312 U. S. 510 (1941).
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of junior interests before senior interests had been paid in full. The

Supreme Court said: "We are not dealing here with a situation where
other creditors of a parent are competing with creditors of its sub
sidiaries."50 In Centmont Corp. v. Marsch,51 a subsidiary of the Central
Vermont Railroad Company was in bankruptcy. The parent Central

Vermont, claiming to be a creditor, sought to be paid on a parity with
the subsidiary's other creditors. This the court declined to allow, and
subordinated the parent's claim to outside creditors upon equitable
considerations.52 In Pepper v. Litton,53 salary claims of officers and
directors of a "one man" corporation, reduced to judgment, were sub
ordinated to the simple claims of outside creditors in the corporation's
bankruptcy. Thus, when remitted to the tests of honesty and justice,
courts of equity, whether or not sitting in bankruptcy, apply the equi
table principles and maxims and consider the substance of the case,
as justice requires.

So also the equitable principles which influenced the court in Lucken
bach Steamship Co. v. W. R. Grace & Co.54 were given effect in Darling
Stores Corporation v. Young Realty Co.55 Darling Stores Corporation
operated a chain of ready-to-wear stores.58 Young Realty Company,
the lessor, sued the parent for rent due on a written lease with Adeline
Chain Stores, Incorporated, as tenant. This tenant, with the consent

of the lessor, assigned the lease to Darling Shops, Incorporated, of Del
aware, which assumed the lease and took possession. Subsequently,
Darling Shops, Incorporated, of Delaware vacated the leased store

building. The landlord sued Darling Shops Corporation, the parent, for
the full term of the lease. Plaintiff based its case on the ground that
it had been deceived as to the corporate entities of Darling Shops, In
corporated of Delaware and Darling Stores Corporation at the time
it consented to the assignment of the lease from Adeline Chain Stores,
Incorporated to Darling Shops, Incorporated of Delaware. The parent
argued that it was not in existence at that time and stressed that the
lessee was delinquent in its rent of the assignment. The landlord asked

"Id. at 524.
n68 F. (2d) 460 (C. C. A. 1st, 1933), cert, denied 291 U. S. 680 (1934).
aCf. Marsch v. Southern New England R. R., 230 Mass. 483, 120 N. E. 120 (1918).
ra308 U. S. 295 (1939), cited in note 7, supra.
"See note 41, supra.
re121 F. (2d) 112 (C. C. A. 8th, 1941).
"The facts as related and the argument and conclusions which are reviewed, are taken

from Darling's brief to the Circuit Court of Appeals, pp. 1-3, 14, IS.
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the court to disregard the entities of Darling Stores Corporation and

Darling Shops, Incorporated of Delaware, on the ground that the cor

porations had, by their acts, deceived and defrauded the plaintiff.
The district court had said in its conclusions of law that Darling

Shops, Incorporated of Delaware was the mere adjunct, agent, instru
mentality of Darling Stores Corporation, and Darling Stores Corporation
was directly liable to Young Realty Company on the lease, the obh>

gations of which were assumed by Darling Shops, Incorporated of Dela
ware. In affirming,57 the circuit court of appeals rested its conclusion
on principles of equity as well as on rules of law. It quoted58 from its
earlier decision in Wabash Ry. v. American Refrigerator Transit Co.,59
where it had paraphrased the maxim in equity thus:

"The Courts will look through the form to get at the real intent of the
association of individuals or corporations forming the organization and . . .

will give effect to the real purpose of the organization in order to promote
square dealing and effectuate justice."

This statement is preceded by an excerpt from the same case, to wit:

"If corporations carry on part of their business through subsidiary companies,
it makes little difference what such companies may be called; there is no

particular divinity surrounding the term 'corporation' ".

While at law the juridical conception is always preserved, in equity,
the separate entity is ignored, for equity regards substance rather than
form.
Most of the cases in which the courts have disregarded the separate

existence of the corporate entity involved a parent-subsidiary relation
ship. The guiding doctrines of jurisprudence are the same where affili
ates are involved,60 and where two or more own the stock of a corpo
ration and act in concert in the name of that corporation.61
Weisser v. Mursam Shoe Corp.,*2 struck down the insulation of an

mSee note SS, supra.
"Id. at 115.
M7 F. (2d) 335, 343 , 344 (C. C. A. 8th, 1925).
""Weisser v. Mursam Shoe Corp., cited in note 36, supra; Luckenbach Steamship Co. v.

Grace & Co., cited in note 41, supra, cert, denied, 254 U. S. 644 (1920) ; In re Eilers Music
House, 270 Fed. 915, 917 (C. C. A. 9th, 1921) ; Powell, Parent and Subsidiary Corpo
rations (1931) 37.

"United States v. Barwin Realty Co., 25 F. (2d) 1003, aff'd 29 F. (2d) 1019 (C. C. A.
2d, 1928) ; Stark Electric R. R. v. McGinty Contracting Co., 238 Fed. 657 (C. C. A. 6th,
1917) ; Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co. v. Allis-Chalmers Co., 176 Fed. 362, 367 (C. C. A.
3d, 1910); Clark v. Millsap, 197 Cal. 765, 782, 242 Pac. 918, 924 (1926).

aSee note 60, supra.
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empire operating a chain of retail shoe stores. The circuit court of

appeals held that a complaint stated facts sufficient to fasten liability
on subsidiary, affiliate and parents. The district court's summary judg
ment in favor of defendants63 was reversed.
That suit arose out of a lease which had been signed fourteen years

earlier and had about a year to run. In May, 1926, the plaintiff, as

lessor, had leased to the corporate defendant Mursam Shoe Corporation,
as tenant, the demised retail store premises, for a term of IS years.
Mursam agreed under seal to pay annual rent graduating from $10,000
to $12,000 and in addition, taxes, water charges and insurance.64 The
lease acknowledged the deposit of $5,000 by the tenant as security
for its performance. There were two modifications of the lease (in
January and in July, 1932) in respect to the rent. In each instance, all
the terms and provisions of the lease were reaffirmed. Both lease and
modifications were under seal. The two individual defendants Murray
Rosenberg and Samuel Rosenberg owned substantially all of the capital
stock of defendant Murray M. Rosenberg, Incorporated. That corporate
defendant operated a chain of retail shoe stores. These same individuals

organized defendant Miles Shoes Incorporated in 1928, owning all of
its stock. Later they reduced their stock ownership of Miles Shoes

Incorporated to 80% of the outstanding stock. Miles Shoes Incorpo
rated was created solely to protect the trademark "Miles" which was

the trade name of shoes sold by the defendant Murray M. Rosenberg,
Incorporated which did business as Miles Shoe Stores. The corporate
defendant Mursam Shoe Corporation was wholly owned by the same

two individual defendants. Its capital was normal. It paid some divi
dends and salaries.65
When, in 1926, possession was delivered by the landlord to Mursam

Corporation, it sublet the entire retail premises to the defendant Murray
M. Rosenberg, Incorporated. The tenancy of the latter was on a monthly
basis of unspecified duration. The original lease to Mursam permitted
assignment or sublease.66 For approximately 14 years, Mursam met its
obligations on the lease. It was able to do so because of the payments

"40 F. Supp. 1007 (S. D. N. Y. 1941).
"The Mursam Shoe Corporation was organized the day the lease was signed and sealed

by plaintiffs and two days later it signed and sealed the lease as tenant. See note 60,
supra, at 34S.
This factual statement is taken from defendant-appellees' Circuit Court of Appeals

brief at pp. 1-2.

The right to assign does not release liability, Shea v. Leonis, 85 P. (2d) 491, 493 (1939).
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which Murray M. Rosenberg, Incorporated had made to Mursam under
the sublease. In March 1940, Murray M. Rosenberg, Incorporated va

cated the leased premises. The suit followed to recover from the lessee

subsidiary Mursam Corporation, from the affiliate Miles Shoes, Incor
porated, from the top company in the empire, Murray M. Rosenberg,
Incorporated, and from the common individual parents Murray and
Samuel Rosenberg, natural persons, for breach of the lease obligation
to pay rent. Here was the empire of Murray M. Rosenberg, Incor
porated. This empire was owned by the individual defendants.
The landlord urged that the leasehold corporation (Mursam) was

fraudulently conceived for the purpose of executing the lease with a

leasing obligation of $165,000; that the $5,000 lease security was fur
nished by the individual defendants who contended it represented a

loan to Mursam, although Mursam's books did not record any such

loan; that for more than two years after its incorporation, Mursam
did not keep any books and for more than one year thereafter it did
not have a bank account.67 The plaintiff charged that: "Mursam was

generally represented as being an integral part of their chain store op
erations and as having the same business and financial responsibility
as the other defendants, so that the public was led to believe that deal

ing with Mursam was the same as dealing with them."68 The circuit
court of appeals concluded:

"We do not, of course, decide here that Mursam, was, in fact, a dummy;
we hold only that triable issues were created by plaintiffs' allegations and
affidavits that Mursam was a tool of the other defendants, and that the lease
was made because of representations, believed by plaintiffs, that its liabilities
were the obligations of the other defendants."69

Though not separately stated, four causes of action were embodied
in the complaint: (1) against Mursam Corporation for breach of the

lease; (2) against the individual defendants "based upon their fraudulent
acts in stripping Mursam of its assets for their benefit";70 (3) against
Murray M. Rosenberg, Incorporated and Miles Shoes, Incorporated,
"predicated upon the right to disregard the corporate entity and hold
affiliated corporations responsible for the obligations of a corporation�
organized and controlled and so conducted as to make it a mere instru-

mSee note 60 supra, at 345, 346.
"Id. at 346.

mId. at 349.
"This quotation and those which follow are taken from plaintiff-appellants' Circuit

Court of Appeals brief at pp. 2-3.
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mentality or mere adjunct to its affiliates"; and (4) against the indi
vidual defendants�the common parents� "predicated upon the right
to disregard the corporate entity and hold the stockholders of a corpo
ration when necessary to prevent injustice and circumvent fraud". The
landlord argued to the circuit court of appeals that liability be fastened
on all the defendants on the application of (a) the law of agency
(ground 3 supra) and (b) principles of equity (ground 4 supra).
Defendants other than Mursam Corporation unsuccessfully sought

to escape liability, contending that the landlord had not been misled
and was estopped from piercing the corporate veil of Mursam. In dis

posing of this contention, Judge Frank distinguished the case before
this court from Wagner v. Manufacturers Trust Co.,11 and said:

"For in that case, the Court laid stress on the landlord's knowledge that
it was accepting the subsidiary's signature on the lease; there was, the court

said, no concealment by the tenant. Here, however, a jury might well have
found a fraudulent concealment by the responsible individuals of the fact that
the ostensible tenant, although named 'Mursam Shoe Corporation', was only
a leasehold corporation, which contrary to representations, was never intended
to operate a shoe store. This alone would, in our opinion, create a triable
issue."72

The effect is that the parent incurred the obligation under the lease
in which a subsidiary only was named. Now, everyone knows that when
a chain store empire organizes a distinct corporation for one of its

stores, it is not intended that the unit be separately operated, or that
the parent look to the subsidiary only for collection of legally declared
dividends. The subsidiary is never intended to operate independently.
In the main, the primary subsidiary is a leasehold corporation much like
Mursam or that in Darling Stores Corporation v. Young Realty Co.13
The leasehold subsidiary is an integral part of the corporate empire
contributing to the latter's successful enterprise. The leasehold tenant

is then the ostensible tenant and the parent is then the real tenant.
The result is the same whether the insulation of the corporate empire
is broken down under the rules of law�principal and agent, or upon
principles of equity�the maxim that equity regards substance rather
than form. The rationale of Judge Frank's opinion applies equally to

any corporation of an empire. The triable issue is : Did the unit function

independently? If it did not, the separate corporate existence is of
no avail.

�"237 App. Div. 17S, 261 N. Y. Supp. 136 (1st Dep't 1932).
mMursam case, cited in note 60 supra, at 347.
"See note 55, supra.
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The equitable doctrine of estoppel has also been applied. In Quaid
v. Ratkowsky,74 after a judgment against the corporate entity had been
rendered unsatisfied, the creditor fastened liability upon the individual

parent. The creditor urged that the parent had directly assumed the

obligation. Referring to the original agreement of the parent, the court

said:

"This obligation was not enforceable against him [the defendant-parent�
an individual] at law, because he did not personally assume payment of the
bond. Neither was his guaranty enforceable because of the statute of frauds.
Plaintiff had no adequate remedy at law, and when remitted to the law side
of the court, this was tantamount to turning him out of Court.75

* * *

"It simply involves recognition of the principle that liability may be incurred,
enforceable in equity, founded upon estoppel and upon the right of a court of

equity to refuse to permit a mere corporate entity, found to be a sham, to be
used as an instrument of fraud. . . . While the Courts of law strictly observe
the fiction of the corporate entity, there has been for years a growing in

disposition to permit a corporate entity to be employed either as an instru

mentality or as a cloak for fraud or for successful evasion of the law".76

The principle of estoppel, like the maxim that equity looks to the
substance and not to the form, is held in the highest esteem by the
courts. Both are founded on good conscience, fair dealing and honesty.
They are instrumentalities to promote justice. They are invoked in
accordance with the maxim that "equity will not suffer a wrong to be
without a remedy". A court of equity will sacrifice or preserve the
armor of the juridical conception as justice, good conscience, and honesty
may require. It is to be noted that in all cases where equity assumed

jurisdiction and exercised its remedies, the court rested its conclusion
on the fact that there did not exist any adequate remedy at law. In

Beatty v. Guggenheim Exploration Co., Judge Cardozo said: "A con

structive trust is the formula through which the conscience of equity
finds expression."77 An express trust arises because the parties intended
to create it. A constructive trust is not based upon the intention of
the parties, but is imposed in order to prevent one of them from being
unjustly enriched at the expense of the other. The principle thus stated
is a broad one. It is not limited to trusts. The conscience of equity

74183 App. Div. 428, 170 N. Y. Supp. 812 (1st Dep't 1918), aff'd 224 N. Y. 624, 121

N. E. 887 (1918).
nId. at 429, 170 N. Y. Supp. at 814.

""Id. at 430, 170 N. Y. Supp. at 815.
"225 N. Y. 380, 386, 122 N. E. 378, 380 (1919).
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that finds expression in disregard of separate corporate existence of

parent, subsidiary and affiliate, is not based on their intention to merge
into a single entity, but is imposed upon them in order to prevent one
of them from injuring or damaging a third party.
In its function to give relief as justice and good conscience may

require, and under the changing conditions of society and the increasing
numbers of corporate enterprises, the powers of a court of equity are

not necessarily limited by precedent.

Public Policy

Public policy is reflected both in statute law and in decision law.
The bankruptcy statute codifies, as a matter of public policy, the ju

dicial treatment of the juridical conception in an association of cor

porations. Chapter 10 on Corporate Reorganization provides:
" 'Subsidiary' shall mean a corporation substantially all of whose properties

are operated under lease or operating agreement, or the majority of whose
stock having power to vote for the election of directors, trustees, or other
similar controlling bodies is owned, directly or indirectly, through an inter

vening corporation or other medium, by another parent corporation, a petition
by or against which has been approved."78

While this is a new definition, it is derived from Section 77B (a) of
the Bankruptcy Act79 which is substantially to the same effect as to
the procedure in the bankruptcy court.
The courts repeatedly say that the logical consistency of a juridical

conception is essential to the end that some public policy may be de
fended or upheld. In the Berkey case, supra, Judge Cardozo said:

"This is so, for illustration, though agency in any proper sense is lacking,
where the attempted separation between parent and subsidiary will work a

fraud upon the law {Chicago etc. Ry. Co. v. Minn. Civic Assn. 247 U. S. 490;
United States v. Reading Company 253 U. S. 26, 61, 63). At such times unity is
ascribed to parts, which at least for many purposes, retain an independent
life, for the reason that only thus can we overcome a perversion of the privilege
to do business in a corporate form."80

re52 Stat. 883 (1938), 11 U. S. C. � 506 (13) (1940).
"Bankruptcy Act of 1898, 30 Stat. 544 (1898), as amended by 49 Stat. 664 (1935),

49 Stat. 965 (1935), 50 Stat. 622 (1937), and incorporated in chapters 10, 11, 12, 13, and
14, Act of June 22, 1938, c. 575, � 1, 52 Stat. 840 (Chandler Act), 11 U. S. C. � 207

(1940).
""Berkey v. Third Avenue Ry. cited, Note 18, supra.
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Statements of similar import are to be found in McCaskill Company
v. United States,61 and in Commerce Trust Co. v. Woodbury?2
Judge Cardozo expressed a view of social and economic philosophy

when he said that to defend and uphold public policy, the courts will

ignore the separation of two corporations and treat them as one.83 Com

pelling public policy may imply a merger where there is neither an

agency nor an abuse of the privilege to do business in a corporate form.84
Judicial public policy originates in the Supreme Court of the United

States as the guardian of the Federal Constitution.85 Unanimous de
cisions by the present Supreme Court are the exception. Not alone are

there prevailing and dissenting opinions, but it is not uncommon to find
lack of accord among both the prevailing and dissenting members of
that bench. The discord of the present Supreme Court reflects how far

apart are the Justices in their social and economic philosophy. Public

Policy is not static.
Mr. Justice Cardozo wrote for a unanimous Supreme Court in Shapiro

v. Wttgus.86 His conception of public policy is reflected in the disposition
of that case. There, a Pennsylvania natural person was unable to pay
his debts as they matured. He wanted to conserve his assets for all his
creditors and prevent a successful race for diligence. He incorporated
a Delaware corporation to which he conveyed all of his property in

exchange for all of its stock and the corporate assumption of all his debts.
Three days later, the usual equity suit was brought for conservation
of the corporate property. With the corporation's consent there was

the customary equity receivership. The Supreme Court invalidated the
transaction on the objection of a non-assenting creditor. Approval of
the transaction would have constituted a perversion of the privilege to
do business in the corporate form.
The Supreme Court views as an abuse of the corporate form of doing

business, corporations with insufficient capital investments,87 and cor

porations so conducted as to be judgment proof.88 It will be remem

bered that in Consolidated Rock Products Co. v. DuBois," that Court
m216 U. S. 504, 514 (1910).
M77 F. (2d) 478, 487 (C. C. A. 8th, 1935).
""See notes 18 and 80, supra.
'"Id., and cases cited in note 24, supra.
"U. S. Const. Art. Ill, �� 1, 2.

M287 U. S. 348 (1932).
"Taylor v. Standard Gas & Electric Co., 306 U. S. 307 (1939).
Tepper v. Litton, cited in notes 7 and 53, supra.
89312 U. S. 510 (1941), cited in notes 7, 49, and 50 supra.
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rejected a reorganization plan that provided for cancellation of a

$5,000,000 debt owed by a corporation to its subsidiary and thus per
mitted participation of junior interests before senior interests had been

paid in full.90
Public policy is a vague expression. It has a multitude of definitions,

each depending on its own application. In its nature, public policy is
uncertain and fluctuating, varying with habits and fashions of the day,
with the growth of commerce and the usage of trade. Whatever con

flicts with the morale of the times and contravenes society's interest
is against public policy.
Public policy changes as civilization and economic philosophy progress.

The Romans used the corporation as a legalized system of looting con

quered people and as a funnel to transfer to the Romans legal title to

resources acquired in conquest. The property of the Roman corporation
was not the property of its stockholder, but of the "corpus"�the cor

poration.91 In the Roman Law, the collective person, the organized
body�capable of rights and liabilities�was always quite a different

person, a juristic person, a third person over and above the natural

persons who were its members.92 Under the modern concept, public
policy will sacrifice this juridical conception,93 if need be, to accomplish
justice.
A recent instance of disregard of separate corporate existence based

on public policy, is Anderson v. Abbott?4 "We are dealing here with
a principle of liability which is concerned with realities, not forms",
said the Supreme Court in imposing the statutory liability in insolvency
on shareholders of a holding company owning stock in a national bank.95
"The result which we reach may be harsh to some of the stockholders
of Banco [the holding company which was record owner of the bank

stock]. But rules of liability are usually harsh especially where they
are not bottomed on fault."96 The Court continued:

"If the judicial power is helpless to protect a legislative program from

wSee Israel's, The Implications and Limitations of the "Deep Rock" Doctrine (1942)
42 Col. L. Rev. 376; cf. Prudence Realization Corp. v. Geist, 316 U. S. 89 (1942), from
which the Supreme Court appears to retreat in Prudence Realization Corp. v. Ferris, 323
U. S. 650 (1945).
"Sohm's Institutes of Roman Law (Ledlie, 3d ed. 1907) 190.

"Id. at 191.

mSee note 18, supra.
M321 U. S. 349 (1944).
KId. at 363.
"Id. at 365, 366.
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schemes for easy avoidance, then indeed it has become a handy implement
of high finance. Judicial interference to cripple or defeat a legislative policy
is one thing; judicial interference with the plans of those whose corporate or

other devices would circumvent that policy is quite another."97

Professor Gray in his Nature and Source of the Law, said:
"Whether a corporation is a real or only a fictitious entity is a question

of fact, which I shall not undertake to solve. . . . According to an old saying,
everybody is either a nominalist or a realist."98

Those corporate empires which issue consolidated, combined, or group
financial statements of parent, subsidiary and affiliate corporations, are
realists who resolve the question of fact against separate existence of
the corporation, and recognize each as a fiction only. Such corporations
consolidate the position and earnings of the parent and subsidiary cor

porations without waiting for a calculation or declaration of dividends

by the subsidiary corporation. In their Tentative Propositions Under

lying Consolidated Reports, the executive committee of the American

Accounting Association insist upon the inclusion of all subsidiaries in
consolidated statements, except (1) a subsidiary whose operations are

unrelated to those of the parent and any other subsidiary, and (2) a

foreign subsidiary, under certain stated conditions. In an address en

titled "Consolidated and Combined Statements", delivered at Rutgers
University, William W. Werntz, Chief Accountant, Securities and Ex

change Commission, said:
"It may be worthwhile to catalog the various criteria which some observers

have considered to be wholly or partially determinative of the question whether
to include or exclude a particular subsidiary in consolidation with its parent.
I have grouped these into the following six divisions; degree of control, degree
of ownership, type of business, operating relations, peculiar characteristics of
the subsidiary, and the purpose for which the consolidated statements will be
used. . . . Perhaps the most frequent test is the degree of control in terms
of percentage of voting stock. The critical points are of course working con

trol, majority control and substantially complete control. ... A closely related
test is that of operating relationships."99

The purpose of the consolidated statement, and under what circum
stances it may be dispensed with, are of no moment here. Whether
or not consolidated statements are good or bad accounting practice is

"Id. at 366, 367.

""Gray, Nature and Source of the Law (1924) 52.
"A learned discussion of the Tentative Propositions, etc., and the exceptions thereto may

be found in Werntz, Consolidated and Combined Statements, An Address before the
Graduate Seminar in S.E.C. Accounting, Rutgers University, Nov. 5, 1941.
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beside the point. The issuance of a consolidated statement acknowledges
a common enterprise. A nominalist as well as a realist court should

disregard the separate entity of the several corporations in an empire
which consolidates its income, if justice so requires. It would rest its
conclusion on public policy. Courts will not permit themselves to be
blinded or deceived by the corporate form, if to do so may result in

injustice.100
While by fiction of law a corporation is recognized as a person, for

some purposes, this artificial person is not endowed with the inalienable

rights of a natural person. While the latter may change his domicile
or residence, or both, a corporation's domicile is the state of its creation.
Other states recognize a corporation's existence and enforce its contracts

within their borders, upon such terms and conditions as they may pre
scribe. This comity is never extended where the existence of the cor

poration or the exercise of its powers are prejudicial or repugnant to
the public policy of such other states.

Although a corporation is not a citizen within the meaning of the

privileges and immunities of citizenship clause of the Fourteenth Amend

ment,101 it does have protection under the Constitution, subject to the

regulatory powers of Congress,102 and for the purpose of suing and being
sued in the courts of the United States, it is a citizen of a state.103 The

Supreme Court's constitutional, philosophical and economic views must

therefore be expected to affect materially the judicial conception of
the corporate entity. That Court's views determine a public policy on

which to rest decisions either to uphold the separate existence of each
related corporation in an empire of corporations, or to treat the entire

empire as a single entity. It is to be expected that the question of lifting
the corporate veil may be determined more on the doctrine of public
policy than on the earlier popular doctrine of the law of agency or

on the more recent doctrine of principles of equity. Public policy is
the remedy where all others are lacking.

100Grotheer v. Meyer Rosenberg, supra, note 28.

101U. S. Const. Amend. XIV, � 1.

""Northern Securities Co. v. United States, 193 U. S. 197, 333 et. seq. (1904).
103Barrow Steamship Co. v. Kane, 170 U. S. 100, 106 (1898).
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ADMINISTRATIVE LAW
THE ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE ACT

i"\N JUNE 11, 1946, amidst surprisingly little fanfare, the President
^ affixed his signature to the Administrative Procedure Act,1 cli

maxing intensive labors by lawyers, jurists, and legislators extending
over nearly two decades.2 This discussion will first treat briefly the

general provisions applying to all or nearly all agencies and functions,
and then will consider provisions having a more specialized application
with respect to Rule Making, Adjudicative Procedure, and Judicial
Review of Administrative Action.

T-ub. L. No. 404, 79th Cong., 2d Sess., (June 11, 1946).
"The Norris Bill in 1929 (S. S1S4, 70th Cong., 2d Sess. (1929)) may be accounted the

progenitor of the present Act. It and the Logan bill of 1935-36 proposed a separate
administrative court. The Walter-Logan Bill (S. 915, 76th Cong., lst-3d Sess. (1939-40))
was more closely akin to the present Act. That bill was vetoed by President Roosevelt,
the veto message stating that it was deemed preferable to await the report of a com

mittee appointed by the Attorney General at the direction of the President to study
administrative procedures and recommend improvements, including the suggestion of

any needed legislation. That Committee issued 27 printed monographs, each treating of

the results of intensive study of one or more agencies (Sen. Doc. No. 186, 76th Cong.,
3d sess. (1940) pts. 1-13; Sen. Doc. No. 10, 77th Cong., 1st Sess. (1941) pts. 1-14) and

in 1941 submitted its final report (Administrative Procedure in Government Agencies�

Report of the Committee on Administrative Procedure, Appointed By the Attorney
General at the Request of the President, to Investigate the Need for Procedural Reform

in Various Administrative Tribunals and To Suggest Improvements Therein, Sen. Doc. No.
8, 77th Cong., 1st Sess., (1941)). The present legislation proceeds upon lines suggested
by the majority of the members of that Committee. In this connection it may be well
to mention the report of the Honorable Robert M. Benjamin relative to quasi-judicial
functions in the New York State government. Based upon a study made contemporaneously
with that of the Attorney General's Committee of federal agencies, the Benjamin report
concluded, unlike the Attorney General's Committee, that a general administrative code
was neither feasible nor desirable, and that procedure should be left largely to adminis
trators with no more than minimal imposition of procedural requirements by legislators.
After the final report of the Attorney General's Committee was filed, bills recommended

by the majority and minority of the members of the Committee were introduced, along
with other proposed measures for administrative procedural reform, and extensive hearings
were held during April-July 1941. The developing international crisis caused postponement
of further consideration of the matter. The Hatch-Van Nuys Bill in 1943 (S. 325, 78th

Cong., 1st Sess. (1943)) and the Sumners and Smith Bills in 1944 (H. R. 5081, H. R.

5237, 78th Cong., 2d Sess. (1944)) carried the evolution forward. The present legislation
began as S. 7 and H. R. 1203, 79th Cong., 1st Sess. (1945) ; see Committee Print, S. 7, 79th
Cong., 1st Sess. (June 1945), and Report of the Committee on the Judiciary, House of

Representatives, on S. 7. H. R. Rep. No. 1980, 79th Cong., 2d Sess. (1946).
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I. Provisions of General Application

Section 2(a) of the Act defines "agency" to include each "authority"
of the Government of the United States, regardless of whether within
or subject to review by another agency, excepting only Congress, the

courts, and governments of the possessions, Territories, or the District
of Columbia. Since, with specific enumerated exceptions, other pro
visions of the Act are applicable to all "agencies," the measure is sweep
ing indeed. "Authorities" of the Government of the United States range
from rural postmasters to fleets at sea, armies in the field, and occu

pation forces.
Section 3, relating to public information, applies to all agencies

without exception, there being excluded from its operation only functions
of the United States requiring secrecy in the public interest and matters

relating solely to the internal management of an agency. This section

requires publication in the Federal Register of organization�central
and field; general mode of operation; and substantive rules, policy,
and interpretations of general application. "No person shall in any
manner be required to resort to organization or procedure not so pub
lished." (Sec. 3(a)). To what extent might agency action be vitiated
on the ground that an office or branch participating therein was not

described in the publication in the Federal Register, or that one or

more of the procedures involved was not set forth in sufficient detail.
This provision becomes effective three months after the date of approval
(June 11, 1946) of the Act, hence agencies may be held to a September
11 deadline. The section further requires that all final opinions or or

ders in the "adjudication"3 of cases be made available to the public,
except those which may be held confidential and not cited as precedents,
and that all rules be made available to the public. Matters of official
record are to be made available to "persons properly and directly con

cerned," except so far as statutes may require otherwise or information
is held confidential for good cause found.
Excluded from the operation of all provisions of the Act other than

section 3 are: (a) agencies composed of representatives of the parties
to the disputes determined by the agencies (e. g., the- Railroad Retire
ment Board and other Boards set up under the Railway Labor Act
and similar statutes); (b) courts martial and military commissions;

'Sec. 2(d). "Adjudication'' is denned as agency process for the formulation of an

order; an "order" being the whole or any part of the final disposition of any agency
in any matter other than rule making, but including licensing.
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(c) "military or naval authority exercised in the field in time of war
or in occupied territory;" and (d) temporary wartime functions during
World War II (Sec. 2(a)). It should be stressed that these functions,
together with Congress, the courts, and territorial governments, con

stitute the only authorities of the Federal Government generally ex

cluded from the operation of the Act. Others are excepted from the

operation of particular sections, but all other sections from the operation
of which they are not excepted must be presumed to apply.
Section 6, pertaining to ancillary matters, is a section of general ap

plication, being limited only to the extent that other portions of the
Act may provide otherwise. The right of representation by counsel is

guaranteed any person "compelled to appear in person" before any
agency or representative thereof. In any "agency proceeding" every
"party" must be accorded the right to appear in person or by or with
counsel. By definition in section 2(g), an "agency proceeding" includes
rule making, adjudication, and licensing, but does not include "sanction"
or "relief." "Sanction" is defined to mean compulsory or restrictive

action, including deprivation of liberty or property; and section 2(f)
defines "relief" to include the grant to a person of something sought
from an agency, e. g., money, recognition of a right, etc. One may
wonder why an avowed reform measure should so cautiously limit the

mandatory right of representation by counsel to those compelled to

appear in person and to parties to proceedings only up to the point where
sanctions are imposed or relief granted.4
Section 6 further provides for the right of appearance before agencies

of "any interested person," "so far as the orderly conduct of public
business permits." Agencies are required to proceed with "reasonable
dispatch." Investigative acts or demands, requirements of reports,
inspections and process shall be made and issued only as autho
rized by law. Persons compelled to submit evidence are entitled to

retain or procure copies or transcripts, except that in a "non-public in

vestigatory proceeding" the witness may for good cause be limited to

inspection of the official transcript of his testimony. Agency subpoenas

'This language first appeared in the revised text of S. 7, as set forth in the Committee

Print, see note 2, supra. In the House Report on S. 7 the synopsis of this provision at

page 31, states that "every party may appear in person or by counsel." In discussing
the provision, pages 31-32, the report asserts: "The word 'party' in the second sentence is to
be understood as meaning any person showing the requisite interest in the matter, since
the section applies in connection with the exercise of any agency authority whether or

not formal proceedings are available." H. R. Rep. No. 1980, note 2, supra, at 31, 32.
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authorized by law must be issued to any party upon showing of "general
relevance and reasonable scope" of the evidence sought. Prompt notice
is required to be given of the denial of a request of any interested
person in connection with any "agency proceeding," and unless patently
unnecessary, a simple statement of grounds for such denial is to be
made. Since as noted above, "agency proceeding" is defined to exclude
sanctions and relief, why should not a request relative to sanctions or

relief receive prompt treatment? Considering the section as a whole,
it is unquestionably expressive of certain desiderata in administrative
procedure. One distrustful of administrative agencies, however, would
probably favor the addition of a specific provision declaring action taken
in defiance of any of the rights guaranteed by section 6 to be voidable
at the election of the party to whom one or moire of such rights was

denied.
Section 9 of the Act relates to sanctions and powers, the definition

of the former having been noted above. Jurisdiction and legal au

thority are required to exist before any sanction may be imposed, or

any substantive rule or order, issued. Subsection (b) of section 9 per
tains to licenses, defined in section 2 (e) to include any form of agency
permission, e. g., a certificate of public convenience and necessity.
Dispatch is required in the conduct of proceedings requisite to deter
mining the right to a license required by law. Suspension or revocation
of a license is forbidden without prior warning to the licensee as to
conduct warranting such action, except in cases of willfulness or wherein
public health, interest or safety requires otherwise. An existing license
shall not expire pending final determination of an application for re

newal filed in accordance with agency rules.
Section 12 provides for construction and effect of the Act. The Act

is not to be held to limit or repeal additional rights or requirements
recognized by law. Except as otherwise required by law, requirements
or privileges relating to evidence or procedure shall apply equally to

agencies and persons. Every agency is granted authority necessary for
compliance with the Act. Subsequent legislation shall not be held to

supersede or modify the provisions of the Act except to the extent that
it does so expressly. The Administrative Procedure Act takes effect
three months after its approval,5 except that the hearing and decision

5Act approved June 11, 1946. Act generally effective September 11, 1946; hearing and
decision provisions (sections 7-8) effective December 11, 1946; requirement for selection
of examiners (section 11) effective June 11, 1947. Pub. L. No. 404, note 1, supra, at � 12.
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sections (7 and 8) take effect six months after approval. Selection of
examiners to conduct hearings and perform other functions as set forth
in the Act shall not be made until one year after approval of the Act.
No procedural requirement is mandatory as to any agency proceeding
initiated prior to the effective date of such requirement.

II. Administrative Rule Making Procedure

Rule making, like all other lawmaking, may be a serious business
to those who will be affected. In the shadow of the Capitol dome the

process is attended with high degrees of formality, publicity, and public
participation. To what extent and in which cases should an adminis
trative agency be compelled to follow procedure similarly attended?
Section 2(c) defines "rule" as the whole or any part of any agency

statement of general or particular applicability and future effect de

signed to implement, interpret, or prescribe law or policy or to describe
the organization, procedure, or practice requirements of any agency.
"Rule making" is to include approval or prescription for the future
of rates, wages, corporate or financial structures or reorganizations
thereof, prices, facilities, appliances, services or allowances therefor or

of valuations, costs, or accounting, or practices bearing upon any of
these. Generally excluded from the operation of Section 4, which pre
scribes rule making procedures, are: military, naval, and foreign affairs
functions; matters relating to agency management or personnel; and
matters relating to public property, loans, grants, benefits, or contracts.
Notice of proposed rule making is required to be published in the

Federal Register unless all persons subject to the rules to be made have
been personally served or otherwise have actual notice. The notice is
to include a statement of time, place, and nature of public rule making
proceedings; the authority under which the rule is proposed; and terms
and substance of the proposed rule or a description of subjects and
issues involved. Such publication or notice is not required for promul
gation of (1) interpretative rules, (2) general statements of policy,
and (3) rules governing the internal organization of an agency, its
procedure or practice, unless notice or hearing is required by statute
in such cases. Further, such publication or notice is not required in
any situation in which the agency for good cause finds that notice and
public procedure thereon are "impracticable, unnecessary, or contrary
to the public interest."
Where rules are required by statute to be made "on the record after

opportunity for agency hearing," then requirements of sections 7 and
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8 relating to hearings and decisions, apply (Sec. 4(b)). Otherwise,
"after notice" as required above, interested persons shall be afforded
an opportunity to participate in the rule making through submission
of written data, views, or arguments, "with or without opportunity to

present the same orally in any manner." (Sec. 4(b)).
The phrase "on the record" (Sec. 4(b)) is obviously intended as

the touchstone by which the strictly legislative type of hearing of the

Hampton6 and Norwegian Nitrogen Products' cases may be left within
section 4, while hearings required in the administrative function of rate

making for public services, such as those involved in the Morgan8 and
Ohio Bell Telephone9 cases, will be governed by those portions of the
Act dealing with the more formal adjudicative type of hearing. One

may wonder how often a reference to "the record" in statutes otherwise

contemplating no more than a legislative hearing, may cause agencies
to feel constrained to resort to the more formal procedure out of an

abundance of caution lest their rules be subsequently voided for lack
of procedural due process. The difficulty would appear to arise from
the definition of "rule making" to include rate making, wage and price
fixing, and similar functions, while by definition excluding all rule mak

ing from "adjudication."10 While rate making is historically legislative,
the procedure constitutionally required is essentially judicial. Inasmuch
as the Act under consideration is a procedural measure, treatment of
all such functions under "adjudication" rather than "rule making"
would satisfy both logic and practicality.
Although interpretative rules, statements of policy, rules of internal

agency organization, and situations wherein the agency finds public
procedure impracticable, unnecessary, or contrary to the public interest,
are excluded in terms only from the subsection relating to notice, both

"Hampton & Co. v. United States, 276 U. S. 394 (1928).
'Norwegian Nitrogen Products Co. v. United States, 288 U. S. 294 (1933). Although

the statute relative to the flexible tariff provision required notice of pending proceedings
before the Tariff Commission, and that interested parties be given reasonable opportunity
"to be present, to produce evidence, and to be heard," the Court held that no right was

thereby conferred to be present thoughout the entire proceedings, cross-examine witnesses,
and exercise similar rights indispensable to a fair adjudicative hearing. The hearing before
the Tariff Commission was purely legislative�the same as might be held by a Committee
of Congress under similar circumstances.

"Morgan v. United States, 298 U. S. 468 (1936); 304 U. S. 1 (1938).
"Ohio Bell Telephone Co. v. Public Utilities Commission of Ohio, 301 U. S. 292 (1937).
10Section 2(c) defines rule making as agency process for the formulation, amendment

or repeal of a rule. As to "adjudication", see note 3, supra.
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Senate and House Committee reports indicate that it was intended also
to exclude them from the operation of the subsection relating to public
procedures by commencing that subsection with the clause "after notice

required by this section."11 One cannot quarrel with the exception of
rules relating solely to internal management and administration, but
the omission of interpretative and procedural rules from the uniform

provisions may be questioned. Well established agency interpretations
of law are at least accorded respect by the courts, if they are not held
to have acquired the force and effect of law through legislative ratifi
cation or acquiescence. More important, however, is the fact that for
the vast majority of persons and causes, administrative agencies con

stitute, as a practical matter, the courts of first and last resort. For
this reason, interpretative and procedural rules assume an importance
far out of proportion to the binding effect that they might or might not
have were the final decision certain to be made elsewhere. In so far
as the agency is concerned, its unreversed and unmodified interpretations
are law, no less binding than Supreme Court decisions. Its procedural
rules become the due process of law which the agency is compelled
to accord. It would therefore seem desirable to agency and individual
alike that some minimal standards of advance publicity and opportunity
for public discussion of such rules be established.
Section 4 further provides for postponement of effective dates of

substantive rules for at least thirty days after their publication or ser

vice, except for good cause found. It is also required that agencies
shall accord interested persons the right to petition for issuance, amend
ment, or repeal any rule. These were mentioned in the Report of the
Attorney General's Committee12 as concomitants of enlightened admin

istration, and were indicated to be already in effect in varying degrees
in most agencies.

III. Adjudicative Procedure

Under this heading will be considered section 5 of the Administrative
Procedure Act, relating to adjudication; sections 7 and 8, applying to

hearings and decisions; and section 11, pertaining to the appointment
of examiners.
Section 5 applies solely to cases of "adjudication", (not including
uSec. 4(a), (b) ; see Sen. Rep. No. 752, 79th Cong., 1st Sess. (1945) 14; H. R. Rep. No.

1980, 79th Cong., 2d Sess. (1946) 24.

aSee Administrative Procedure in Government Agencies, note 2, supra, at 103-105,
195 (bill proposed by the Committee).
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rule making or rate making), required by statute to be determined
on the record after opportunity for agency hearing. Excepted from

its operation are Functions to the extent that they involve: (1) any
matter subject to a subsequent trial of the law and the facts de novo

in any court; (2) the selection or tenure of an officer or employee of

the United States other than examiners; (3) proceedings in which de

cisions rest solely on inspections, tests, or elections; (4) the conduct

of military, naval, or foreign affairs functions; (5) cases in which an

agency is acting as an agent for a court; and (6) the certification of

employee representatives. The exclusion of such cases from section 5

operates to exclude them also from the hearing and decision provisions
of sections 7 and 8 discussed infra.

Some of the foregoing exclusions warrant critical examination. As

to (1), why should the fact that there may be a subsequent trial de

novo obviate the necessity for a fair administrative hearing and decision
in the. first instance? The fact that one may be entitled to go into

court conveys no assurance that he will in fact get there, as any of

a multitude of factors may render it impossible, uneconomic, or unduly
inconvenient to carry his case beyond the agency stage. Certainly a

subsequent judicial trial de novo would in nowise be harmed by reason

of the precedent administrative hearing having been conducted in ac

cordance with the uniform hearing and decision requirements of the
Act. Neither Senate nor House Committee explanations are particularly
satisfying.13 An observation which may be made along the lines of

"The report of the House Committee on the Judiciary indicates the reason for the

exception to be that whatever judgment the agency makes is effective only in a prima
facie sense at most, and the party aggrieved is entitled to complete judicial retrial and

decision. H. R. Rep. No. 1980, note 2, supra, at 26. The Committee Print states as

examples of proceedings exempted under the exclusion of matters subject to trial de novo,

tax functions of the Bureau of Internal Revenue (trial de novo in the Tax Court) ; ad

ministrations of customs laws {de novo trial in Customs Court) ; the work of the Patent

Office (judicial proceedings may be brought to test the patent) ; administrative reparation
orders assessing damages, as are issued by I.C.C. and the Secretary of Agriculture, {de
novo trial upon attempted enforcement) ; and ''subjects which might lead to claims de

terminable subsequently in the Court of Claims." Committee Print, S. 7, 79th Cong.,
1st Sess. (June 1945) 8. The Committee alluded to, and was apparently not disturbed

by, the fact that in some cases subject to de novo trial, a presumption of correctness

attaches to the administrative determination which must be overcome by the person at

tacking that determination. For example, an assessment by the Commissioner of Internal
Revenue is thus presumed correct. It is submitted that neither explanation given nor

examples cited satisfactorily answer the objection that if a need exist for uniform minimal
standards of fair administrative procedure, then only proceedings in which such procedure
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construction and interpretation is that "de novo" review is used to

denote both (a) mere review of the entire record below with substitution
of the judgment of the appellate court for that of the administrative

agency on the existing record both as to facts and law; and (b) taking
evidence and making up a new record in the reviewing court, either

supplementing or supplanting the record made up in the agency pro

ceeding. Does the exclusion apply to both types of de novo review,
or only to de novo review in the second sense?

(2) As to selection or tenure of Government personnel, it is difficult
to include any sort of usual "selection" procedure within a concept
of "adjudication." A proceeding for dismissal of an officer or employee
for cause could be in the nature of an adjudication. The wisdom of

statutory requirements for hearings in dismissal proceedings may be
criticized on policy grounds as having the practical effect of tending
to perpetuate mediocrity, but if Congress has determined the policy
to require a hearing, why should such hearing be not conducted in

accordance with the uniform procedure? If it be argued that employ
ment and dismissal of personnel is a purely proprietary function of
the Government, and that the uniform procedure is intended to apply
only to regulatory governmental functions, then a sound basis for dis
tinction may exist. But if this be the true reason for the exclusion,
then why not exclude other proprietary and benefactory functions of

government from the provisions relating to adjudication as they are

excluded from section 4 pertaining to rule making?14
(3) Where decisions rest upon inspections, tests or elections, there

would not ordinarily be much room for what is usually thought of in
terms of adjudication. If Congress requires such a decision to be made
on the record after opportunity for hearing, the hearing contemplated
is probably no more than a summary, on-the-spot interrogation, with
notations of reasons for acceptance, rejection, or other decisions made.

(4) It may again be noted that although naval, military, and foreign
affairs functions are excluded from the operation of sections relating
to rule making, adjudication, hearings and decisions, they are excepted

is demonstrably unworkable should be excepted, and the possibility that one aggrieved
may be able to get into court would not appear to be a particularly relevant consideration.
Prevention of wrongs initially is far preferable to reliance upon the hope that they may

some day be judicially righted. For the Senate Judiciary Committee's comment, see Sen.
Rep. No. 752, 79th Cong., 1st Sess. (1945) 16.

"Section 4 excludes "... any matter relating to agency management or personnel
or to public property, loans, grants, benefits, or contracts. ..."
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from other sections of the Act only as to battlefield operations (Sec.
2(a)), and even battlefield operations are not necessarily excluded
from the operation of section 3, pertaining to public information. Naval

and military organizations are governmental, microcosms to a greater
extent than are other agencies of government, as maintaining readiness
for and waging modern warfare touches upon almost every conceivable

aspect of human endeavor and experience. Hence, as is the case with

the Federal Government as a whole, some administrative functions
of Navy and Army would lend themselves quite well to uniform rule

making and adjudicative procedures, others, with difficulty, and some,
not at all. Decisions as to desirability and degree of imposition of

such procedures in these instances can probably best await development
of ultimate postwar organizations.
The Senate Committee Print15 of the McCarran Bill indicated that

the exclusion of proceedings for certification of employee representatives,
was dictated by such considerations as simplicity of issues, large number
of cases, and the urgent need for expedition. The House Committee

Report16 suggested the further consideration that determinations with

respect to certification of employee representatives rest largely upon
an election or the availability of an election. The arguments advanced
to the Senate Committee are valid, but other agencies could make out

an excellent case for exclusion of their adjudicative functions on the
same grounds. There would seem to be little call for adjudicative pro
cedure in elections of employee representatives so long as one confines
his attention to the ministerial phases, such as tallying ballots and cer

tifying results. But where substantial discretionary determinations are

to be made concerning such matters as whether to order an election,
who are eligible voters, whether results of an election have been voided

by fraud or failure to follow statutory requirements, and whether em

ployer coercion existed, then, if Congress has required determinations
on the record after agency hearing, such determinations would seem

fairly susceptible to the uniform procedure.
Section 5(a) prescribes the notice to be given in adjudicative cases.

It does not purport to set forth to whom notice of an adjudicative hear

ing shall be given or the manner of service or publication, presumably
leaving these matters to statutes prescribing hearings and agency rules.
The notice is required to contain the time, place, and nature of the

"Committee Print, S. 7, 79th Cong., 1st Sess. (June 1945) 8.

"H. R. Rep. No. 1980, note 2, supra, at 27.
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hearing; the legal authority and jurisdiction under which the hearing
is to be held; and "matters of fact and law asserted." Where private
persons, as distinguished from an agency, are the moving parties, then
other parties to the proceeding shall give prompt notice of issues of
law or fact which are controverted. In other cases, agencies may by
rule require responsive pleadings. "Due regard" shall be had for con

venience and necessity of parties and their representatives in fixing
times and places for hearings. Whether a person will appear at the

hearing fully apprised as to contentions which he is expected to meet,
would still appear to depend in large measure upon the extent to which

agency counsel choose to set forth "matters of fact and law asserted"
with particularity or in very general terms. The addition of a man

datory requirement for exclusion of evidence not relevant to issues

specifically set forth in the notice or in a timely amendment thereto
would tend to remove this objection.
Under section 5(b) the agency is required, "where time, the nature

of the proceeding, and the public interest permit," to afford all inter
ested parties opportunity for submission and consideration of facts,
arguments, offers of settlement, or proposals of adjustment. To the
extent that parties are unable to effect a determination by mutual con

sent, notice will be given, and hearing and decision will follow in ac

cordance with sections 7 and 8. This subsection is useful in according
Congressional recognition to the validity of pre-hearing procedures
(analogous pre-trial), and to the settlement of cases wherever prac
ticable without formal hearing procedures.
Section 5(c), relating to separation of functions, is directed toward

the correction of some of the most frequently and vehemently criticized

aspects of administrative processes. Officers who preside at the reception
of evidence in a hearing (conducted pursuant to section 7) are required
to make the initial or recommended decision unless such officers become
somehow unavailable to the agency. Such officers are forbidden pri
vately to consult persons or parties on "any fact" in issue. Such officers
shall not be responsible to, or subject to the supervision or direction

of, officers or employees engaged in the performance of investigative
or prosecuting functions for any agency, and personnel who have en

gaged in the performance of investigative or prosecuting functions "for

any agency in any case" shall not "in that or a factually17 related case,

"The Senate Bill forbade participation by investigators and prosecutors only in "related"

cases, not "factually related" cases as now. The House Committee Report does not
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participate or advise in the decision, recommend decision, or agency
review pursuant to section 8 except as witness or counsel in public pro

ceedings." These provisions are not applicable to the agency itself or

to a member or members of the body comprising the agency, being in

tended to control only examiners and other hearing officers acting under

delegated authority. Determinations of applications for initial licenses
are excepted. Remarkable is the specific exception of rate cases, al

though rate making and similar proceedings in which adjudicative pro
cedure is constitutionally required are excepted by necessary implication
from section 5 in its entirety.18 Thus in a Morgan case19 situation, the
Administrative Procedure Act does not make it compulsory that he
who decides shall hear, or vice versa; does not forbid determination of

cases by private conferences between the examiner and one or more

of the parties in the absence of others; and does not prohibit investi
gators and prosecutors from acting as trial judges and reviewing courts

in the same cases which they investigated or prosecuted. The expla
nation offered by the House Committee report is that such cases "may
often be consolidated with rule making."20 Again may it be asserted
that for purposes of a procedural act, rate making cases should be
considered adjudicative in character. It is needless to mention that the

separation of power provisions will likewise not apply to the six classes
of cases excepted from the operation of section 5, nor to the functions

generally excluded from the operation of the entire Act.
Section 5(d) authorizes an agency in its "sound discretion" to issue

declaratory orders to terminate a controversy or remove uncertainty.
Congressional recognition of the propriety of such procedure will prob
ably tend to overcome agency resistance to innovation in this regard.
The House Committee Report cautions that the power to issue declara-

comment upon the reason for adding the word "factually." Quaere as to whether this might
have the effect of forever forbidding the assignment of investigators and prosecutors
to reviewing positions in agencies wherein all or most of the cases handled are in some

degree factually related or similar.
^Section 2(d) defines "adjudication" as "agency process for the formulation of an

order," an "order" being the whole or any part of the final disposition of an agency
in any matter other than rule making. Section S relates only to "every case of adjudi
cation." Section 2(c) specifically defines "rule making" to include "... approval or

prescription for the future of rates, wages, corporate or financial structures or reorgani
zations thereof, prices, facilities, appliances, services or allowances therefor or valuations,
costs, or accounting, or practices bearing upon any of the foregoing. ..."
"Morgan v. United States, 298 U. S. 468 (1936) ; 304 U. S. 1 (1938)�proceeding to

fix compensation of commission men under the Packers and Stockyards Act.
""H. R. Rep. No. 1980, note 2, supra, at 30.
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tory orders is limited by the introductory clauses of Section 5 "so that

such orders may be issued only where the agency is empowered by
statute to hold hearings and the subject is not otherwise expressly ex

empted there."21 In view of present trends toward encouragement of
declaratory procedures in the judicial field, such circumspection in

according like powers to administrators seems somewhat reactionary.
Section 7 controls hearings in both rule making and adjudicative cases

which are required by statute to be made or determined on the record
after opportunity for agency hearing, with exceptions made in sections
4 and 5, respectively, and general exclusions from the operation of the
Act set forth in section 2(a) as herein above noted. Subsection (a) of
section 7 provides that the taking of evidence shall be presided over

by the agency, by one or more members of the body comprising the

agency, or by one or more examiners appointed as provided in the Act.
Where statutes specifically provide for conduct of specified classes of

proceedings by or before boards or other officers, such statutes are not

superseded by the Act. Provision is made for voluntary and involuntary
disqualification of presiding officers, the issue upon attempted invol

untary disqualification to be decided by the agency as a part of the
record and decision in the case.

The vast majority of hearing officers will undoubtedly be "examiners"

appointed pursuant to section 11. This section provides for appointment
of examiners for each agency, subject to civil service and other laws
to the extent not inconsistent with the Administrative Procedure Act.
Here the Act diverges rather widely from the recommendations of the

Attorney General's Committee22 for the establishment of an Office of
Federal Administrative Procedure, similar to the Administrative Office,
United States Courts. It was contemplated that such Office would dis

charge all necessary personnel functions with respect to hearing officers,
provide a permanent staff for the continued observation and study of
administrative processes, suggest internal adjustments from time to time,
and recommend necessary legislation to the Congress. Arguments ad
vanced in opposition to this proposal have been, inter alia: that the
cure for bureaucracy does not lie in the creation of a "super-bureau;"
and that only by having hearing officers permanently assigned and re

sponsible to particular agencies can those officers acquire the specialized
aThe Report further makes the observation that the words "sound discretion" would

"preclude the issuance of improvident orders." If true, a vast stride toward the mil-
lenium has been made. Ibid.

""See Administrative Procedure in Government Agencies, note 2, supra, at 123.
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experience and expert knowledge which is, after all, the raison d'etre
of separate administrative tribunals. The report of the Attorney Gen
eral's Committee23 was quite persuasive in so far as it concluded that

hearing officers must constitute the backbone of any reformed system
of administrative adjudication, and that they should be given powers
comparable to those enjoyed by nisi prius judges. By and large, the
Act embodies this recommendation as respects functions and powers
of hearing officers. A condition which is perfectly complementary to

that recommendation, however, is that hearing officers, individually and

collectively, should be men of a calibre comparable to that of nisi prius
judges. Section 11 of the Act offers a great challenge to federal civil
service administration.
The powers of presiding officers, set forth in section 7(b) are to

administer oaths, issue subpenas, "rule upon offers of proof and receive
relevant evidence," cause depositions to be taken where necessary,
"regulate the course of the hearing," hold pre-hearing conferences for
settlement or simplification of issues by consent of the parties, dispose
of procedural requests or similar matters, make or recommend decisions
pursuant to section 8, and to take any other action authorized by
agency rule consistent with the Act. It will be observed that the Act
gives no power to direct final disposition of the case as to one or the
other of the parties prior to the conclusion of the evidence. So pro
viding by rule might be considered not "consistent" with the provision
of section 7(c) that every party shall have the right to present his
case or defense.
Evidence in hearings is controlled by section 7(c). The burden of

proof is imposed upon the proponent of a rule or order, except as

statutes may provide otherwise. Any "oral or documentary" evidence
may be received, but as a matter of policy agencies shall provide for
exclusion of "irrelevant, immaterial, or unduly repetitious" evidence.
Sanctions, rules and orders may be imposed or issued only upon con

sideration of the whole record or such portions as may be cited by any
party, and must be "supported by and in accordance with the reliable,
probative, and substantial evidence." Every party "shall" have the right
to present his case or defense by oral or documentary evidence, to submit
rebuttal evidence, and to conduct "such cross-examination as may be
required for a full and true disclosure of the facts." In rule making
or determining claims for money or benefits or applications for initial

'Id. at 43-5S.
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licenses, any agency may adopt procedures for the submission of all
or part of the evidence in written form "where the interest of any party
will not be prejudiced thereby."

Does limitation of the evidence that may be received to "oral and

documentary" evidence carry with it any implication that other types
of evidence may not be received? It will be noted that agencies are

not required as a matter of policy to adopt rules for the exclusion of

incompetent evidence, from which it follows that in the absence of other

controlling statutory provisions, the so-called technical rules may be

applied or not as the agency chooses. The definite article preceding
"reliable, probative and substantial evidence" might be deemed indicative
of a legislative belief that there will usually be a sharp dichotomy
between the evidence which is, and that which is not, reliable, probative
and substantial. One may question the limitation of cross-examination
to that required for "a full and true disclosure of the facts," as opposed
to a less involved statement that cross-examination shall be reasonable.
The announced intention24 of the draftsmen of the Act to circumscribe
the right of cross-examination may not be considered altogether whole
some. Cross-examination in its very nature often involves a good bit
of tiresome drilling before striking a little oil. If drilling be summarily
halted, it will usually be impossible to determine whether or not a

gusher might have been struck.
Section 7(d) provides that the "exclusive" record for decision shall

consist of the transcript of testimony and exhibits, together with all

papers and requests filed in the proceeding. The record shall be made
available to the parties upon payment of costs. Where any agency
decision rests on official notice of a material fact not appearing in the
evidence in the record, any party shall on timely request be afforded
an opportunity to show the contrary.
Section 8 provides for decisions in cases in which a hearing is re

quired to be conducted in conformity with section 7. The description
of various types of decisions, as "initial," "tentative," and "recom

mended," should be noted, as rules and future statutes may use these
terms without explanation as to their precise meanings with relation
to this Act. Where the agency has not presided at the reception of evi
dence, the officer who in fact did so preside shall make the initial

'""The provision on its face does not confer a right of so-called 'unlimited' crc.s-

examination. ... In many rule-making proceedings . . . the direct or rebuttal evidence
may be of such a nature that cross-examination adds nothing substantial to the record
and unnecessarily prolongs the hearings. ..." H. R. Rep. No. 1980, note 2, supra, at 37.
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decision, except: (1) in cases excepted from the operation of section

5(c), e. g., rate making, rule making, certification of employee repre

sentatives, etc.; (2) in cases wherein the agency requires the record
to be certified to the agency for initial decision. In cases excepted
under (1), any officer or officers qualified to preside at hearings pur
suant to section 7 shall make the initial decision, unless the agency elect
so to do. When the officer who presided, or a qualified presiding officer,
makes the initial decision, then if no appeal is taken to the agency and
the agency does not itself move to review such decision within a period
of time stipulated by agency rule, such initial decision becomes the
decision of the agency without further proceedings. When, under (2)
above, the agency makes the initial decision, then the officer who pre
sided (or a qualified presiding officer in cases coming under (1)) shall
first recommend a decision. This is subject to the following exceptions
in "rule making or determining applications for initial licenses": (A)
in lieu of the recommended decision by a qualified presiding officer,
the agency may issue a tentative decision or any responsible officers
of the agency may recommend a decision; or (B) any such procedure
may be omitted in any case in which the agency "finds upon the record
that due and timely execution of its functions imperatively and un

avoidably so requires."
Why are initial or recommended decisions by hearing officers so ab

horrent in rule making, rate making and related functions, and initial

licensing applications? The report of the Attorney General's Com
mittee25 pointed out that rule making cases such as those establishing
maximum prices or minimum wages are often determined by broad
considerations of policy and opinion, being almost purely legislative in
this respect, and that all concerned would prefer the opinions of those
who are to make the final decision to the opinions of hearing officers
or other nonpolicymaking subordinates. Remarks contained in the Senate
Judiciary Committee Print26 of the McCarran Bill would indicate that
this may have been the controlling factor. Albeit, is there no merit
in the suggestion that even the opinion of the officer who presided at
the hearing, who has been the man on the ground, and who has heard
the various contentions forcefully presented first hand, might be of

^Administrative Procedure in Government Agencies, note 2, supra, at 101-111.
MSee note 14, supra, at IS. It is pointed out that objections to the requirement of a

recommended decision in wage-hour and general or regional railroad rate cases prompted
the provision for a tentative agency decision, and the possibility was expressed that
such cases might even have to be completely excepted from the operation of the section.
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some value? An exception could be provided for cases wherein the delay
involved in the formulation of an initial or recommended decision by
that officer would be entirely disproportionate to the value of such
decision.
Section 8(b) requires that parties shall be afforded a reasonable

opportunity to submit proposed findings and conclusions or exceptions
to decisions or recommended decisions, and supporting reasons, prior
to each recommended, initial or tentative decision, or decision upon
agency review of the decision of subordinate officers. The record is

required to show the ruling upon each such finding, conclusion, or ex

ception presented. All decisions become a part of the record, and are

required to include a statement of findings and conclusions and the
reason and basis therefor, upon all material issues of fact, law, or dis
cretion presented on the record; as well as the appropriate recommended
or final disposition.
This subsection will not apply in rule making, rate making, and ap

plications for initial licenses wherein the agency has found upon the
record that due and timely execution of its functions imperatively and

unavoidably requires that no initial, recommended, or tentative decisions
be made. It may be emphasized also that the record is required to show
no more than the "ruling" upon proposed findings, conclusions, or ex

ceptions not reasons therefor nor explanation thereof. Only as to ma

terial issues of fact, law, or discretion presented on the record must

reason and basis for findings and conclusions be shown. Although these

provisions thus fall short of a positive assurance that all questions asked
and issues raised will be fully and completely treated, they are still

quite definitely ameliorative, and may be contended to require of ad
ministrative agencies somewhat fuller disclosure of the bases for their
decisions than courts are often wont to make.

IV. Judicial Review of Administrative Action

The Administrative Procedure Act may be considered as it affects

(1) availability of judicial review; and (2) the scope of judicial review.
Under what circumstances is one given access to the courts after failing
to prevail before an administrative agency? If permitted to enter the

lists, then with what issues may he joust?
Section 10 generally excepts from its operation cases in which statutes

preclude judicial review, and agency action which is "by law" com

mitted to agency discretion. This is tantamount to saying that avail

ability of judicial review is left just where it was before the statute
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was enacted. Perhaps the only generalization which can be made as

to the state of the law on this subject is that judicial review will usually
be available in cases wherein the government is acting in a strictly
regulatory capacity, but is less likely to be available where benefactory
or proprietary functions of government are involved.27 It is of quintes
sential importance that the initial exceptions from the operation of the
entire section be constantly borne in mind, as otherwise language con

tained in the various subsections may tend to be most misleading. For

example, subsection (a) of section 10 grants the right of review to

"Any person suffering legal wrong because of any agency action, or

adversely affected or aggrieved by such action within the meaning of

any relevant statute. ..." Subsection (b) provides that if no statutory
form of proceeding for judicial review is provided, or if the statutory
form which is provided is inadequate, then review may be had by "any
applicable form of legal action in . . . any court of competent juris
diction." Subsection (c) makes reviewable "every final agency action
for which there is no other adequate remedy in any court." All of
these are, however, inapplicable if other statutes prohibit review, or

if the agency function involved is of a character which courts have
refused to review in the past. A more basic exception applying when
review is sought in the constitutional courts is the limitation of the

jurisdiction of such courts to justiciable "cases and controversies,"
contained in Article III of the Federal Constitution.28 Thus many purely
factual administrative determinations, such as a valuation reached under
valid procedure, will now be reviewable to no greater an extent than
before.29
The scope of the review is provided by subsection (e) of section 10,

and, of course, is likewise subject to the general exceptions described
above. Generally the reviewing court is required to decide all relevant

questions of law, interpret constitutional and statutory provisions, and
determine the meaning and applicability of the terms of any agency
action, so far as so doing may be necessary to decision and so far as

these matters or any of them may have been presented. If agency
action has been unlawfully withheld or unreasonably delayed, the court

^See Blachly and Oatman, Judiciary Review of Benefactory Action (1944) 33 Georgetown
L. J. 1.

*U. S. Const. Art. Ill, � 2.

""Keller v. Potomac Electric Power Company, 261 U. S. 428 (1923) ; Upshur County
v. Rich, 13S U. S. 467 (1890) ; Snook v. Industrial Commission of Illinois, 9 F. Supp. 26

(E. D. HI. 1934).
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shall compel the agency to act. The court is required to hold unlawful
and set aside agency action, findings and conclusions found: (1) ar

bitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance
with law; (2) unconstitutional; (3) in excess of statutory authority
or short of statutory right; (4) without procedural due process; (5)
unsupported by substantial evidence in cases wherein statutes require
hearings; (6) unwarranted by the facts to the extent that the facts
are subject to trial de novo by the reviewing court. The court is re

quired to review the whole record, or such portions as may be cited

by any party, and is further required to take "due account" of the
rule of prejudicial error.
Having properly gotten into court, it is not startling to require the

court ato determine the meaning of the action below and interpret the
law applicable thereto. Remembering that discretionary agency action
is excepted from the operation of the section, no novelty is presented
in the requirement that the court compel the performance of ministerial
functions unlawfully withheld or unreasonably delayed, or compel the
exercise of discretion though not the manner of its exercise. There
remain the six instances in which courts are required to set aside agency
action. These could well have been taken from subchapter headings
in almost any standard casebook or text, or from judicial decisions

long antedating the Act. (1) and (2) are older than and as old as

the Republic, and (5), borrowed from jury trials at the common law,
is even more venerable. (3) is a sine qua non of the concept of su

premacy of law. The concept embodied in (4) that a form of procedure
adopted by an agency becomes the due process of law which it must

accord, is of more recent vintage, but is nonetheless well recognized.
(6) follows from the very nature of de novo review, either in the sense

of retaking the evidence or reweighing the evidence.
Section 10 therefore does no more than to collect existing broad prin

ciples of law, with no apparent change, restatement, or clarification. To
those who argue that even so, it is well to "freeze" the law as respects
judicial review of administrative action, one can only ask the extent
to which anything is "frozen." Such terms as "arbitrary," "capricious,"
"abuse of discretion," "substantial evidence," "prejudicial error," and
the like mean now as before just what courts say that they mean; and
there is no assurance that either judicial expressions or concepts of to

day will be identical with those of yesterday or to-morrow. The section
accords with the recommendation of the majority of the members of
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the Attorney General's Committee30 that judicial review should be left

undisturbed.31
V. Summary

Viewing the Act as a whole, it would seem to possess enough potency
to irk those who are of the persuasion that existing administrative pro
cedures are by and large satisfactory, requiring only experience and
occasional Morgan decisions32 to provide necessary reforms. On the

other hand, the Act is not sufficiently drastic to satisfy even the less

vehement opponents of the present administrative system that many

very decided reforms are being effected.
The general provisions of the Act are chiefly remarkable for their

scope. One can do no more than speculate as to how many minions of
the federal government will discover themselves to be "authorities,"
ergo "agencies," ergo required to publish their organization and pro
cedures in the Federal Register. The provision that "no person shall
in any manner be required to resort to organization or procedure not

so published" (Sec. 3(a)) lends itself to a possible construction that

publication in the Federal Register is a jurisdictional requirement, and
acts by or through an unpublished person, organization or procedure
might be held at least voidable.
Substantive rule making procedures alone are affected by the Act,

unless other statutes require notice or hearing as conditions precedent
to the promulgation of other types of rules. As to substantive rule mak

ing, unless other statutes require determinations on the record after

opportunity for hearing, the Administrative Procedure Act compels
agencies to do no more than to publish general notice in the Federal

Register, and permit persons to submit written views concerning the

proposed rules, and even this minimal procedure may be dispensed
""Administrative Procedure in Government Agencies, note 2, supra, at 83-92.

The minority report recommended legislative prescription of the scope of review, citing:
(1) wide variations in review provisions of statutes relating to different agencies; (2) the
trend of decisions toward ever-increasing administrative finality; (3) unending uncertainty
of delineating boundaries of judicial review through the "case by case" method; (4)
inflexibility of existing doctrine in failing to accord each agency its due as respects ability,
experience, impact upon private rights, and other factors. Quaere, as to whether these

arguments are wholly consistent with each other, or militate toward the same end? If

courts are considered inflexible in considering agency determinations case by case, how

will a statute prescribing uniform scope of review in all future cases tend toward greater
flexibility? Doesn't the variation in review provisions of various statutes, in theory at

least, provide just such flexibility as respects various agencies? Id. at 209-212.

ffl5ee note 8, supra.
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with if the agency finds it "impracticable, unnecessary, or contrary to

the public interest." (Sec. 3 (a)). This applies not only to rules such
as those made by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue in prescribing
inventory practices to be followed for purposes of taxation, but also
to rate making, wage and price fixing, prescription or reorganization
of corporate or financial structures, and like matters. Whether one's

rights in these cases will be limited to submission of written views,
or whether an adjudicative type of hearing will be provided, depends
not upon mere mention of "notice and hearing" in other statutes, but
upon whether such statutes require that the rules be made 11

on the
record" after opportunity for hearing. It is to be hoped that the phrase
"on the record" will prove a sufficient fence to prevent intermingling
of rule making for which legislative treatment will suffice, with that
for which adjudicative procedures are necessary.
As to hearings and decisions, some may complain that under the Act,

hearing officers may still be largely under the agency thumb; that ad
vance notice of issues may be set forth in very general terms, and the

agency in nowise penalized therefor; and that there is still no positive
assurance of the right of personal presentation of the case to those who

finally decide it. Cases excepted from the operation of these sections,
despite statutory requirements for determination on the record after

opportunity for hearing, are legion. The precise meaning of some such

exceptions is not crystal clear, as, for example, what matters might or
might not conceivably be subject to a trial de novo in some court?
The range of administrative activities may be almost as great as

that of human experience itself. Legislation seeking to establish uniform

procedure for all or many agencies and functions must steer a difficult
course between the Scylla of Procrusteanism and the Charybdis of

meaningless generality. It has been submitted by the authors of a pro
found article on the subject,33 that apt classification of functions should

precede prescription of procedure. Considering regulatory functions of

government as a phylum in such a classification, those authors suggested
the existence of five fundamental types of juridical situations inherent
in such functions, and recommended that separate procedures be estab
lished for each situation, with identical provisions for elements common

to two or more situations. Regardless of one's agreement with the

^Blachly and Oatman, A New Approach to the Reform of Regulatory Procedure (1944)
32 Georgetown L. J. 32S.
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particular classification there suggested,34 the logic of the proposed
general mode of attack appears ineluctable.

LT. CDR. HOMER A. WALKUP, U.S.N.R.*

uIbid. Juridical situations existing in regulatory functions were categorized as: (1)
clearly legislative; (2) legislative involving a constitutional situation, e. g., rate making;
(3) disciplinary, e. g., license revocation, disbarment; (4) reparations determinations;
(5) documents of authorization, e. g., certificates of public convenience and necessity.
?Opinions and assertions contained in this article are the private ones of the writer,

and are not to be construed as official or reflecting the views of the Navy Department
or the naval service at large.



FEDERAL LEGISLATION
POST-WAR RAILROADS�GOVERNMENT REGULATION VS.

FREE COMPETITION

TVTATIONAL transportation policy,1 Sherman Antitrust Act,2 common

carriers, Interstate Commerce Commission, rate bureaus, Depart
ment of Justice, Interstate Commerce Act3�these are the basic ingredi
ents which, when finally blended and coalesced, will spell out the
answers to: "What Shall We Do About Our Post-War Railroads?"
There are many who would exclude one, many who would discard an

other, and even some who would retain all such elements in the post-war
pattern of conveyance. The place of railroads in the national economy
is not a new consideration by any means. The immediate future of this
common carrier, however, has assumed a new urgency�so new, in fact,
that the ink is scarcely dry on the records of Congress4 and the decisions
of the judiciary.5
All Americans are appreciative of the remarkable performance of the

transportation system in carrying the war load. The current scope of
this traffic and earnings performance, translated into figures, indicates
the economic strength of the carriers and accentuates the need for a

common sense solution by Congress. On July 31, 1945 the net current
assets of all Class I railroads amounted to $1,896,000,000. During the
12 months period ending June 30, 1945 the operating revenue of all

railways amounted to $9,842,225,000. On the latter date the number of

railway employees totalled 1,454,785. They received approximately
73% of the operating revenue as wages and salaries. The railroad prop
erty investment on January 1, 1945 was valued at $26,631,654,000.
During 1944 the number of ton-miles reached the staggering total of

745,854,000,000, having increased 97.3% since 1940. The passenger-
mile total during the same period aggregated 97,704,000,000. This traffic

^ote preceding Part I of the Interstate Commerce Act, 24 Stat. 379 (1887), 49 U. S. C.

� 1 et seq. (1940), as amended by � 1 of Transportation Act of 1940, 54 Stat. 898, 899,
49 U. S. C. � 1 (1940).
"26 Stat. 209 (1890), IS U. S. C. � 1 et seq. (1940).
'24 Stat. 379 (1887), 49 U. S. C. � 1 et seq. (1940).
'Hearings before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce on S. 942, 78th Cong*.,

1st Sess. (1943) ; Hearings before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce on H. R.

2536, 79th Cong., 1st Sess. (194S).
"Georgia v. Pennsylvania R. R., 324 TJ. S. 439 (1945) ; United States v. Association of

American Railroads, 4 F. R. D. 510 (D. C. Neb. 1945).
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was moved over 377,210 miles of operated tracks.6 Is it any wonder
that this modern genie has assumed an indivertible position in the trade
and commerce of the United States!

Government Regulation Before 1920

The historical record of government regulation of the common carrier
is legislative and judicial by nature. Inasmuch as these records are

mutually dependent and interrelated a better understanding will be
facilitated by a joint presentation thereof. The sine qua non of all
governmental regulation is the Constitution of the United States and the
powers derived therefrom.7 Congress has the exclusive power to fix
the rates and charges of interstate transportation. Any attempt on the

part of a state to enforce its own regulatory legislation in this field
amounts to a direct burden upon interstate commerce and is therefore
unconstitutional.8
Government regulation grew out of the imposition of exorbitant and

discriminatory rates by the railroads. In the 1870's some of the Mid
western states9 established commissions empowered to dictate maximum
railway rates and to prevent discriminatory charges. Inasmuch as these
regulatory bodies operated only within the pale of their particular juris
dictions and by virtue of local authority, conflicts between state laws
soon arose. In response to the public demand and the decision in the
Wabash case,10 Congress passed the "Act to Regulate Commerce."11
"Thus began Federal regulation of private corporations operating public
transportation services."12
Dealing with the regulation of railroads the Act of 1887 created the

Interstate Commerce Commission and gave this administrative tribunal
jurisdiction over interstate operations of railroads. It prohibited both
revenue and traffic pools by common carriers and sought to expel dis
criminatory practices by its anti-prejudice, anti-rebate, long-and-short
haul, and reasonable rate provisions. The powers conferred on the I.C.C.

eS9th Annual Report of the Interstate Commerce Commission (194S) 3-17, 133-135, 156.
7U. S. Const. Art. I �� 8, 9, 10. The early interpretations of the Supreme Court are

set forth in Gibbons v. Ogden, 9 Wheat 1 (U. S. 1824) and Addyston Pipe & Steel Co. v.
United States, 175 U. S. 211 (1899).
"Wabash, St. L. & P. R. R. v. Illinois, 118 U. S. 557 (1886) ; see Maurer, Cases on

Constitutional Law (1941) 751-2.

"Illinois, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, and Wisconsin.
10Wabash, St. L. & P. R. R. v. Illinois, 118 U. S. 557 (1886).
"24 Stat. 379 (1887), 49 U. S. C. � 1 et seq. (1940).
^Viprud, Justice in Transportation (1945) 49.
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soon proved inadequate inasmuch as this body was obliged to seek
enforcement of its orders in the courts. Also, it was established that

Congress had not conferred the power of prescribing future rates.13 The
Act of 1887, as the first exercise of the federal interstate commerce

power, was the keystone of governmental regulation; it has since sus

tained numerous amendments and extensive judicial interpretations in
the gradual evolution of the national transportation policy.
Three years later, on July 2, 1890, Congress enacted the Sherman

Antitrust Act14 in response to the public mandate for the prohibition
by law of combinations or conspiracies given to the restraining or

monopolizing of trade or commerce to the detriment of the public. The
objectives of the Act were cogently stated in United States v. Colgate
& Co}5 This statement does not reveal the application of the Act to
the railroads. It was only a few years after its passage, however, that
Justice Peckham spoke for the Supreme Court in two celebrated cases,16
"Interstate Commerce Commission v. Cincinnati, N. O. & Tex. Pac. Ry., 167 TJ. S. 479

(1897). The Court said: "Our conclusion then is that Congress has not conferred upon
the commission the legislative power of prescribing rates either maximum or minimum or

absolute.'' Id. at 511. See Interstate Commerce Commission v. Alabama Midland Ry.,
168 U. S. 144, 162 (1897).
"26 Stat. 209 (1890), 15 U. S. C. � 1 et seq. (1940). Those sections, so far as pertinent,

read:

"Sec 1. Every contract, combination in the form of trust or otherwise, or conspiracy,
in restraint of trade or commerce among the several States, or with foreign nations, is

hereby declared to be illegal. Every person who shall make any such contract or engage
in any such combination or conspiracy, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and,
on conviction thereof, shall be punished by fine not exceeding five thousand dollars, or

by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or by both said punishments, in the discretion
of the court.

"Sec. 2. Every person who shall monopolize, or attempt to monopolize, or combine
or conspire with any other person or persons, to monopolize any part of the trade or

commerce among the several States, or with foreign nations, shall be deemed guilty of
a misdemeanor, and, on conviction thereof, shall be punished by fine not exceeding five

thousand dollars, or by imprisonment not exceeding one year, or by both said punishments,
in the discretion of the court.''
"250 U. S. 300 (1919) at 307: "The purpose of the Sherman Act is to prohibit monopo

lies, contracts and combinations which probably would unduly interfere with the free

exercise of their rights by those engaged, or who wish to engage, in trade and commerce.

. . In the absence of any purpose to create or maintain a monopoly, the act does not

restrict the long recognized right of a trader or manufacturer engaged in an entirely
private business, freely to exercise his own independent discretion as to parties with whom
he will deal." See Federal Trade Commission v. Raymond Bros.-Clark Co., 263 U. S.

565, 573 (1924) ; United States v. Standard Oil Co., 221 U. S. 1, 78 (1911).
"United States v. Joint Traffic Association, 171 U. S. 505 (1898) ; United States v.

Trans-Missouri Freight Association, 166 U. S. 290 (1897).
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known as the Freight Association cases, wherein the railroads were

brought within the purview of the Sherman Act.
On March IS, 1889 officers of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Rail

way and seventeen other railroads organized the Trans-Missouri Freight
Association for the purpose of " 'mutual protection by establishing and

maintaining reasonable rates, rules, and regulations on all foreign traffic,
both through and local. . . .' "17 The United States filed a bill of complaint
asking to have the agreement declared illegal and to have the Association

dissolved, alleging (1) that the Sherman Act did apply to the railroads,
and (2) that this particular type of rate conference violated the Act.

Justice Peckham upheld both contentions when he stated:

"The conclusion which we have drawn from the examination . . . made into
the question before us is that the Anti-Trust Act applies to railroads, and that
it renders illegal all agreements which are in restraint of trade or commerce

as we have above defined the expression. . . ."18

It is of interest to note that the Freight Association voluntarily dissolved

prior to the Supreme Court ruling, which reversed both lower courts.19
The Joint Traffic Association case arose when the Joint Traffic Asso

ciation was formed by thirty-one railroads in operation between Chicago
and the Atlantic coast. This Association was to have jurisdiction over

competitive traffic and was empowered to fix rates, fares, and charges
therefor. No party to the agreement was permitted to deviate from or

change any rates. Cooperation with the Interstate Commerce Com
mission was intended "... to secure stability and uniformity in the rates,
fares, charges, and rules established hereunder."20 Again the United
States sought to have the agreement declared illegal and its further
execution enjoined by virtue of the Sherman Act. The Supreme Court
sustained the suit.21

"166 U. S. 290, 292 (1897).
�Id. at 341.
"The principal case established that voluntary dissolution does not render the question

moot. See Southern Pacific Terminal Co. v. Interstate Commerce Commission, 219 U. S.

498, 514 (1911). But cj. United States v. Hamburg-Amerikanische Packetfahrt-Actien

Gesellschaft, 239 U. S. 466, 478 (1916).
"171 U. S. 505, 507 (1898).
a"The question comes back whether the statute under review is a legitimate exercise of

the power of Congress over interstate commerce and a valid regulation thereof. The

question is, for us, one of power only, and not of policy. We think the power exists in

Congress, and that the statute is therefore valid." Id. at 573. The principle that the

Supreme Court weighs matters of legislative power and not policy is true today. North
American Co. v. Securities & Exchange Commission, 66 Sup. Ct. 785 (1946).
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Thus, it was established that the Sherman Act applied to combina
tions of carriers which restrained competition or monopolized transporta
tion services. Also, rate making was made illegal even though in

conformity with the Act of 1887. These decisions have been quoted
many times as authoritative and are the foundation for the present posi
tion of the Department of Justice.22 Opposing forces contend that the
Act of 1890 and the Freight Association cases were only a temporary
stop-gap which were superseded by subsequent grants of regulatory
powers to the Interstate Commerce Commission.23
In Northern Securities Co. v. United States24 the Supreme Court dealt

with a combination different from that considered in the Freight Asso
ciation cases. It was there held that the transfer to a holding company
of the stock of two competing interstate railroads, thereby effectually
destroying the power to compete in interstate commerce, was a restraint

upon such commerce.25 The Sherman Act, however, does not forbid a

reasonable covenant not to compete if it is made as part of a sale of a
business and not as a device to control commerce or stifle competition.26
The Supreme Court in the Freight Association cases left the impres

sion that every contract in restraint of trade, no matter whether lawful
and reasonable or void and unenforceable at common law was within
the Act of 1890. When those opinions are analyzed, it can be recognized
in their texts that there might be incidental restraints of trade that the
Act was not intended to cover. At any rate, only those restraints upon
interstate commerce which are unreasonable are prohibited by the
Sherman Act�this was the rule laid down in Standard Oil Co. v. United
States2'' and United States v. American Tobacco.29 Hereafter the "rule

^Wiprud, Justice in Transportation (194S) passim.
"'Drayton, Transportation Under Two Masters (1946) passim.
"*193 U. S. 197 (1904).
""Before exemption from the application of the Sherman Act the acquisition of control

of railroads by other railroads was consistently invalidated. United States v. Southern
Pacific Co., 259 U. S. 214 (1922) ; United States v. Lehigh Valley R. R., 254 U. S. 255

(1920) ; United States v. Union Pacific R. R., 226 U. S. 61 (1912) (stock purchases) ;

United States v. Reading Co., 253 U. S. 26 (1920) (combination) ; United States v. Dela

ware L. & W. R. R., 238 U. S. 516 (1915) (consolidation) ; United States v. Pacific &

Arctic Ry. & Navigation Co., 228 U. S. 87 (1913) (merger).
""Cincinnati, Portsmouth, Big Sandy & Pomeroy Packet Co. v. Bay, 200 U. S. 179

(1906); accord, Shawnee Compress Co. v. Anderson, 209 U. S. 423 (1908).
"221 U. S. 1 (1911). The Court said: "... in every case where it is claimed that an act

or acts are in violation of the statute the rule of reason, in the light of the principles of

law and the public policy which the act embodies, must be applied." Id. at 66.

""221 U. S. 106 (1911).
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of reason" permitted the carriers to make agreements in furtherance of
the "Act to Regulate Commerce", so long as they preserved to each
carrier the right of independent action and presented no circumstance
of unreasonable restraint of commerce, such as coercion.29
Concerning the legislative history of the period prior to the passage

of the Clayton Antitrust Act,30 Congress passed four acts which mate

rially strengthened the regulatory powers of the Interstate Commerce
Commission. They were, namely, The Elkins Act,31 The Mann-Elkins

Act,32 and The Panama Canal Act.33 The Elkins Act prohibited rebates
and imposed fines on both the giver and receiver. It required the filing
of tariffs with the Interstate Commerce Commission, thus halting secret

rate-making. An Act of June 29, 1906 amended the Elkins Act and
several provisions of the 1887 "Act to Regulate Commerce".34 The

amending Act granted to the Interstate Commerce Commission the im

portant power of establishing maximum rates. An anti-pass provision
was included, together with a commodities clause which prohibited the
railroads from transporting certain commodities in which they held
interests. This Act also contained an important provision which required
the parties to a joint tariff to file with the Interstate Commerce Com
mission evidence of concurrence therein.35 These provisions gave the

wSee United States v. St. Louis Terminal, 224 U. S. 383, 395, 409 (1912) ; Standard

Sanitary Mfg. Co. v. United States, 226 U. S. 20, 49 (1912) ; Drayton, op. cit. supra note

23, at 26; Scheleen, Bulwinkle Bill Hearing Goes Into Rebuttal Stage, 77 Traffic World

1281, 1287 (April 27, 1946). As applied to price fixing it has been held that the rule
of reason does not protect combinations operating directly on prices or price structures

even though the prices themselves are reasonable. United States v. Socony-Vacuum Oil

Co., 310 U. S. ISO (1940) ; United States v. Trenton Potteries Co., 273 U. S. 392 (1927) ;

accord, Cline v. Frink Dairy Co., 274 U. S. 445, 456 (1927).
��38 Stat. 730 (1914), 15 U. S. C. � 12 et seq. (1940).
ffl32 Stat. 847 (1903), 49 U. S. C. � 41 et seq. (1940).
w36 Stat. 539 (1910), 49 U. S. C. �� 1, 4, 10, 13, IS, 50 (1940).
M37 Stat. 560 (1912), 49 U. S. C. �� 5, 6 (1940). This and foregoing acts were discussed

in Hearings before Subcommittee of the House of Representatives Committee on Interstate

and Foreign Commerce on H. R. 2536, 79th Cong., 1st Sess. (1946) 57.
**34 Stat. 584 (1906), 49 U. S. C. �� 1, 6, 11, 14, 15, 16, 18, 20, 41 (1940).
"34 Stat. 584, 587 (1906), 49 U. S. C. � 6 (4) (1940). ". . . under the original Act

to Regulate Commerce of 1887 no duty was imposed upon railroads to enter into through
rates or joint rates with connecting lines; nor was there any such duty at common law.

Indeed, in this country certain of the States actually enacted laws forbidding carriers to

unite in such arrangements. The Act of Congress of June 15, 1866 (14 Stat, at L. 66)
was a declaration by Congress of a policy in favor of continuous lines of railroad trans

portation and of business arrangements which would make such connections effective; but
not until the . . . Act of 1906 was any such positive duty imposed, with appropriate
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Interstate Commerce Commission additional authority over interstate
rates and imposed statutory duties which, for the first time, made rate

conferences obligatory. This particular Congressional sanction to joint
rate conferences has been invoked by the railroad interests in support
of their present efforts to immunize conference rate-making against the
Sherman Act.
The Mann-Elkins Act of 1910 gave the Commission the power to sus

pend rates and also established the commerce court which was to review
the orders of the Commission.*6 An attempt was made to incorporate
a provision which would have legalized private rate making agreements
between competing railroads�it failed.37 The Panama Canal Act of
1912 was enacted as a protective measure for the water carriers.
Some railroads acquired controlling interests in certain water carriers

which operated on the Great Lakes. They proceeded to set their rates
so low that competing water carriers were driven out of business. Losses
from these low rates were offset by profits of the overland railroads. As
soon as the competition had been stifled the rates were greatly increased,
even above the normal competitive level. In response to this type of
cutthroat maneuver and other similar attempts in the competition be
tween Panama Canal traffic and overland transcontinental traffic this
new law provided:

". . . it shall be unlawful for any railroad company or other common carrier
subject to the Act to regulate commerce to own, lease, operate, control, or

have any interest whatsoever (by stock ownership or otherwise, either directly,
indirectly, through any holding company, or by stockholders or directors in

common, or in any other manner) in any common carrier by water operated
through the Panama Canal or elsewhere with which said railroad or other carrier
aforesaid does or may compete for traffic. . . ."3S

power vested in the Interstate Commerce Commission." Drayton, op. cit. supra note 23,
at 42.

"The commerce court, created under the Act of 1910, existed for three years until it was
abolished by c. 32 of the Urgent Deficiencies Act of October 22, 1913, 38 Stat. 208, 219

(1912), 49 U. S. C. � 16 (1940). Its jurisdiction was transferred to the federal district

courts, and all acts or parts of acts insofar as they related to the establishment of the
commerce court were repealed.
"Sharfman, The Interstate Commerce Commission (1931) 52.

"37 Stat. 560, 566 (1912), 49 U. S. C. � 5 (14) (1940). The Interstate Commerce Com
mission was given the power to determine questions of fact as to the competition or

possibility of competition. Note that the Act authorized an exception to this provision
if the Commission found that such controlling interest " . . will neither exclude, prevent,
or reduce competition on the route by water under consideration. . . ." 37 Stat. 560, 567

(1912), 49 U. S. C. � 5 (16) (1940). See Tomlinson, Surface Carrier Participation in Air

Transportation (1946) 34 Georgetown L. J. 64, 69.
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In order further to preserve that freedom from economic coercion
and conspiracy which is essential to the proper functioning of the com

petitive system, the Clayton Antitrust Act of 1914 was passed.39 Con

gress here sought to prevent the suppression of competitive practices
arising through intercorporate stockholdings and the holding company
device. Railroads have interlocking directorates and officers were pro
hibited from having dealings in securities, supplies, and other commodi

ties, or from making any contracts for any construction or maintenance

aggregating more than $50,000 in one year. The effect of this provision
was to stop numerous practices which accounted in part for excessive
railroad rates. Section 16 of the Act set forth the procedural remedy of
enjoining threatened loss or damage through violation of the antitrust
laws. It provides, however, that no one except the United States shall
be entitled to bring such suits against common carriers subject to the
Interstate Commerce Commission "... in respect of any matter subject
to the regulation, supervision, or other jurisdiction . . ."40 thereof.

Congress entrusted to the Commission by Section 11 of the Clayton
Act41 the authority to enforce compliance with certain of its provisions
where applicable to common carriers subject to the Commission's juris
diction.42 We shall see later how this provision affects "government
regulation v. free competition."

Government Regulation 1920-1940

On February 28, 1920, the Esch-Cummins Bill became law.43 It was an

"SB Stat. 730 (1914), IS U. S. C. �� 12 et seq. (1940).
*�38 Stat. 730, 737 (1914), 15 U. S. C. � 26 (1940). The Supreme Court upheld this

section in Terminal Warehouse Co. v. Pennsylvania R. R., 297 U. S. S00 (1936) when it
asserted: "If a sufferer from the discriminatory acts of carriers by rail or by water may
sue for an injunction under the Clayton Act without resort in the first instance to the

regulatory commission, the unity of the system of regulation breaks down beyond repair."
Id. at 513. See Georgia v. Pennsylvania R. R., 324 U. S. 439, 483 (1945).
"38 Stat. 730, 734 (1914), 15 U. S. C. � 21 (1940).
"Id. at 730, 732, 15 U. S. C. at 13, 14, 18, 19. Those provisions include, � 2 (discrimi

nations in price, services, or facilities), � 3 (sales of goods, wares, or merchandise), � 7

(acquisition by one corporation of the stock of another), and � 8 (interlocking directorates
and officers). The enforcement machinery consists of cease and desist orders enforceable
in the courts. 38 Stat. 734 (1914), 15 U. S. C. � 21 (1940).
The Transportation Act of 1920, 41 Stat. 456 (1920), 49 U. S. C. � 1 et seq. (1940).

"From January 1, 1918, until March 1, 1920, when the Transportation Act went into
effect, the common carriers by steam railroad of the company were operated by the Federal
Government. Due to the rapid rise in the prices of material and labor in 1918 and 1919,
the expense of their operation had enormously increased by the time it was proposed to
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epoch-making act which ushered in a new era of governmental regula
tion of common carriers.44 Prior to 1920 the policy of Congress had
been to prevent abuses by the carriers, particularly those arising from
excessive or discriminatory rates. The Act of 1920 proclaimed the new

policy to Congress "to promote, encourage, and develop water trans

portation, service, and facilities in connection with the commerce of the
United States, and to foster and preserve in full vigor both rail and
water transportation."45 This marked a sharp change in the legislative
objective; the emphasis was on affirmative integration of the railroads
as a system. In administering this reshaping of the national transporta
tion service, the Interstate Commerce Commission was to be guided
primarily by a regard for "adequacy of transportation service ... its
essential conditions of economy and efficiency, and . . . appropriate pro
vision and best use of transportation facilities. . . ."46
In a few words the Act permitted the consolidation of railroads, gave

the Interstate Commerce Commission authority over consolidations,
provided for the recapture of excess earnings, and established a "rule
of rate making." In permitting the consolidation of railroads Congress
directed the Commission to prepare the consolidation of the nation's
railroads into a limited number of systems, preserving as fully as possi
ble existing routes and channels of trade and competition between rail

way systems.47 By the recapture clauses Congress sought to maintain
uniform rates for all shippers and yet keep the net returns of the rail

ways to certain fair percentages.48 This was to be accomplished by
pooling excess earnings of the strong for the benefit of the weak.
The Transportation Act of 1920 also contained a so-called "rule of

return the railroads to their owners. The owners insisted that their properties could not

be turned back to them by the Government for useful operation without provision to aid
them to meet a situation in which they were likely to face a demoralizing lack of credit
and income. Congress acquiesced in this view. The Transportation Act of 1920 was the

result." Wisconsin R. R. Comm. v. Chicago, B. & Q. R. R., 257 U. S. 563, 583 (1922).
"The Act of 1920 put the railroads under the fostering care of the Interstate Commerce

Commission. Dayton-Goose Creek Ry. v. United States, 263 U. S. 456, 478 (1924).
"This statement of policy constituted the first paragraph of � 500 of the Act. 41 Stat.

456, 499 (1920), 49 U. S. C. � 142 (1940).
"New York Central Securities Corp. v. United States, 287 U. S. 12, 25 (1932).
"41 Stat. 456, 481 (1920), 49 U. S. C. � 5 (2) (a) and (b) (1940). The plan of con

solidation must be initiated by the carrier and must be consistent with the public interest.
Id. at 481, 49 U. S. C. at 5 (2) (b). See note 25 supra for cases which occasioned the

statutory exemption of railroad combinations from the Sherman Act.
This provision was upheld by the Supreme Court in 1924. Dayton-Goose Creek case,

supra note 44.
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rate making" which directed the Commission to "initiate, modify, estab
lish, or adjust . . . rates so that carriers . . . will . . . earn an aggregate
. . . net . . . income equal ... to a fair return upon the aggregate value
of the railway property . . . used in the service of transportation."49
The present "rule of rate making" contains no reference to the value
of property belonging to the carriers.50 In the 1920's before the Inter
state Commerce Commission drew up the plan of consolidation of the
rail carriers, railroad financiers gained control of many lines through
stock acquisitions and holding companies. This financial fiat effectively
curtailed competition and partially nullified the Congressional man

date.51 During this period water-borne carriers, active in coastal and
inland traffic, steadily diverted freight tonnage from the railroads.
Motor trucks began to compete vigorously for the available business.
The railroads also lost a considerable amount of passenger traffic by
the development of automobile, motor bus, and commercial airline

transportation.
The reduction of freight and passenger traffic caused the financial

conditions of the railroads to deteriorate notwithstanding the "prosper
ous 1920's." Railroad companies owning one-third of the nation's track-

"Wiprud, op. cit. supra note 22, at S3. St. Louis & O'Fallon Ry. v. United States, 279

U. S. 461 (1929).
M". . . In the exercise of its power to prescribe just and reasonable rates the Commission

shall give due consideration, among other factors, to the effect of rates on the movement

of traffic by the carrier or carriers for which the rates are prescribed; to the need, in the

public interest, of adequate and efficient railway transportation service at the lowest cost

consistent with the furnishing of such service; and to the need of revenues sufficient to

enable the carriers, under honest, economical and efficient management to provide such

service." 48 Stat. 211, 220 (1933), 54 Stat. 898, 912 (1940), 49 U. S. C. � 15a (1940).
The Transportation Act of 1920 failed to maintain competition among the railroads,

largely because the Interstate Commerce Commission failed to prepare a plan of con

solidation as directed by Congress within a reasonable time after the passage of the act.

This failure was a wrong which adversely affected the country as a whole. But an even

greater wrong was the attempted stabilization of the earnings of the railroads through
governmental action. The Commission, pursuant to the Congressional mandate, granted
widespread rate increases to insure a 'fair return' to the railroads.
"The impact of rate increases on the national economy was far-reaching. The higher

railroad rates thus prescribed, which contributed to the general contraction of business,
greatly reduced the share of the consumer's dollar reaching the farmer. Furthermore, high
rates forced industry to relocate in already overcrowded areas in order to have a short

transportation haul or deep-water navigation and low water rates. Industrial workers

were concentrated along the rim of the Nation, far from the large areas of farm production.
High transportation rates reversed the trend toward location of industries in agricultural
regions." Wiprud, op. cit. supra note 22, at 56.
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age went into bankruptcy. In 1931 an appeal to the Interstate Com
merce Commission for a horizontal increase of fifteen per cent in all

freight rates was denied. The Commission urged the railroads to seek
financial relief by correcting wasteful competitive practices. This con

dition, the strangle-hold of the banking interests, and the advent of the

depression made it imperative that Congress act immediately "to foster
and protect interstate commerce in relation to railroad transportation."52
The result was the Emergency Railroad Transportation Act,53 which
became a law on June 16, 1933.
The Act placed the manipulations of stock purchases of competing

lines and the activities of holding companies (those dominating the rail

roads) within the regulatory powers of the Interstate Commerce Com
mission. The "rule of rate making" was revised to the extent that the
element of property value was conspicuous by its absence.54 The Fed
eral Coordinator of Transportation was created by the Act and was

authorized to organize committees for the purpose of cooperating in a

joint and coordinated operation of railroads. Mr. Joseph B. Eastman
functioned as Coordinator, subject to the review of the Commission
and the courts. Insofar as was necessary to carry out his orders, the
carriers were relieved from the operation of the antitrust laws, and
other laws whether state or federal. He created three regional commit
tees�eastern, southern, and western�and urged through them the joint
use of terminals and the elimination of wasteful competitive practices.55
On June 7, 1935, President Roosevelt urged Congress to extend the Act

of 1933.56 In an effort to eliminate the monopolization of highway carriage
by rail, express, or other interests, Congress enacted the Motor Carrier

""Drayton, op. cit. supra note 23, at 74-76; Hearings before the Senate Committee on

Interstate Commerce on S. 942, supra note 4, at 831, 832.

ra48 Stat. 211 (1933), 49 U. S. C. �� 5, Sa, 15a, 15b, 19a (1940).
"See note SO, supra.
""Wiprud, op. cit. supra note 22, at 124. See discussion in Drayton, op. cit. supra note 23,

at 59-60. The Act was to be in effect only for one year after the effective date, unless
extended by presidential proclamation for one year or part thereof. The President did
extend the Act to June 16, 1935. By joint resolution Congress extended the Act to June 16,
1936. On that date the Federal Coordinator of Transportation ceased to exist.
M"It is high time to deal with the nation's transportation as a single, unified problem.

For many years in the past transportation meant mainly railroads. But the rise of new

forms of transportation, great expenditures of Government funds for the development of

waterways and for the building of great highways, and the development of invention
within the railroad system itself have enlarged the problem far beyond that conception
which dominated most of our past legislation on the subject." Drayton, op. cit. supra
note 23, at 60.
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Act of 193 5.57 The Act conferred authority to the Interstate Commerce
Commission over the consolidations, mergers, and acquisitions of control
of motor carriers, provided for certificates of convenience and necessity
from the Commission for the operation of motor carriers, and required
the publication of rates and adherence thereto. One writer states that
the effect of this act, the first regulatory measure pertaining to motor

carriers, has been to reduce the number of motor carriers, increase their

rates, and stifle competition.58
The next important legislation regarding common carriers was the

Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 59 This was a further effort by Congress
to integrate and coordinate transportation agencies by regulation. The
Civil Aeronautics Authority was created with jurisdiction over air car-

irers engaged in foreign and domestic commerce. The Authority was

vested with the power to issue certificates of public convenience and

necessity. It acted against "unfair methods of competition" by cease-

and-desist orders. In 1940 the functions of the Authority were trans

ferred to the Department of Commerce wherein they were assumed by
a Civil Aeronautics Board.60 By this Act the last remaining common

carrier engaged in interstate commerce (except the pipe lines) was made

subject to governmental regulation. It was the only carrier of the "Big
Four"�rail, water, motor, and air�which had not been within the

jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission. To the extent

that air carriers may engage in surface operations, and vice versa, the

application of the regulatory powers of the Commission and the Civil
Aeronautics Board has not yet been resolved.

Government Regulation Since 1940

On September 18, 1940, the Transportation Act of 194061 became law.
"The 1940 Act was intended, together with the old law, to provide a

completely integrated interstate regulatory system over motor, railroad,
and water carriers."62 The much discussed "National Transportation

"49 Stat. 543 (1935), 49 U. S. C. � 1 et seq. (1940). See discussion of legislative history
in Drayton, op. cit. supra note 23, at 61-65 and in Tomlinson, supra note 38, at 71.

5aWrpRTJD, op. cit. supra note 22, at 60.

w52 Stat. 973 (1938), 49 U. S. C. � 401 et seq. (1940). For a discussion of the relation
of this Act to the regulation of railroads, see Drayton, op. cit. supra note 23, c. 5.

"Reorganization Plan No. TV of the President (April 11, 1940) effective June 30, 1940.

54 Stat. 230, 231, 5 U. S. C. � 133u (1940).
"54 Stat. 898, 49 U. S. C. � 1 et seq., � 301 et seq., and � 901 et seq. (1940).
"United States v. Pennsylvania R. R., 323 U. S. 612, 618 (1945). See Eastern-Central

Motor Carriers Ass'n v. United States, 321 U. S. 194, 206 (1944).
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Policy", set forth in Section 1 of the Act,63 was the expression of two
clear objectives: first, the maintenance of an adequate and efficient
national system of transportation; and second, a reasonable and fair
distribution of the cost of services rendered among the users of that
system. The Act prohibited the railroads from acquiring an interest in
motor carriers or engaging in motor carrier operation unless such control
was consistent with the public interest and would not restrain competi
tion. This provision was a limitation on the general authority of carriers
to consolidate, merge, acquire trackage rights, and acquire property
jointly by lease or contract.64 A Board of Investigation and Research
was established to consider any matter which might effectuate the
"National Transportation Policy".65
In presenting the other sections of the Act of 1940 it is necessary to

clarify and explain what is meant by the "Interstate Commerce Act".
This Act is the present-day compilation of laws which regulate common

carriers; it has been amended thirty-nine times since 188 7.66 The trans

portation Act of 1940, in addition to amending Parts I and II, added
Part III pertaining to water carriers.67 Certificates of convenience and

"""It is hereby declared to be the national transportation policy of the Congress to pro
vide for fair and impartial regulation of all modes of transportation subject to the provi
sions of this Act, so administered as to recognize and preserve the inherent advantages of

each; to promote safe, adequate, economical, and efficient service and foster sound economic
conditions in transportation and among the several carriers; to encourage the establishment
and maintenance of reasonable charges for transportation services, without unjust dis

criminations, undue preferences or advantages, or unfair or destructive competitive prac

tices; to cooperate with the several States and the duly authorized officials thereof; and
to encourage fair wages and equitable working conditions;�all to the end of developing,
coordinating, and preserving a national transportation system by water, highway, and

rail, as well as other means, adequate to meet the needs of the commerce of the United

States, of the Postal Service, and of the national defense. All of the provisions of this
Act shall be administered and enforced with a view to carrying out the above declaration
of policy." 54 Stat. 898, 899, 49 U. S. C, notes preceding �� 1, 301, and 901 (1940).
M54 Stat. 89*8, 905, 49 U. S. C. � 5 (1940).
"54 Stat. 898, 952, 49 U. S. C, note preceding � 1 (1940).
"The "Act to Regulate Commerce," approved February 4, 1887, and thereafter amended

many times, became the "Interstate Commerce Act" by a provision in the Transportation
Act of 1920. In addition to minor amendments it was amplified and enlarged by the Motor

Carrier Act of 1935. The latter act provided that the "Interstate Commerce Act" as it then

stood became "Part I" of the same and "Part II" relating to motor carriers was added.

Thus, by the Transportation Act of 1940 all of the Motor Carriers Act of 1935 was

designated Part II of the Interstate Commerce Act, except for � 213 which was repealed
and embodied in � 5 of Part I of the Act.

"54 Stat. 898, 929, 49 U. S. C. � 901 et seq. (1940).
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necessity were required for the expansion of water carrier routes. The

provisions of the Panama Canal Act of 1912 were finally expanded to

grant plenary jurisdiction to the Interstate Commerce Commission over

the water carriers.
Part IV of the Interstate Commerce Act was added May 16, 1942 by

the passage of an Act for the regulation of freight forwarders.68 This
Act conferred jurisdiction on the Commission over rates, charges, and

practices of the freight forwarders of the nation. This completes the
consideration of the legislative history of governmental regulation. We
have followed the gradual development of an integrated transportation
system. We have seen the steady expansion of regulatory powers held

by the Interstate Commerce Commission. We have seen the application
of the antitrust laws to interstate carriers�more of this to come.

Rate Making and the Interstate Commerce Commission

What is the rate making procedure? How do ISO Class I railroads
and many more that are not Class I railroads determine and agree upon
matters of classification, joint and through rates, etc.? There are five
basic rate bureau territories in the United States: Eastern Territory,
Southern Freight Association, Western Trunk Lines Committee, South
western Freight Bureau, and the Pacific Freight Bureau. Some have

separate rate making conferences and rate publishing bureaus. There
are sixty of the former in addition to a joint conference which coordi
nates interterritorial rate making.69 The Association of American Rail
roads is the national organization which represents railroads in the
unification of efforts on a national scale.
The nation's motor carriers have established seven rate bureau terri

tories in the United States. Within these territories well over one hun
dred motor carrier rate conferences are active. The national organiza
tion is the American Trucking Association which includes forty-nine
affiliated associations and sixteen truck tariff bureaus. Inland water

carriers, motorbus operators, and air carriers have established bureaus
and conferences for the purpose of rate making. Such a large group of

special interests can and do exert much influence in the determination
of rate regulation by the Congress.70
^56 Stat. 284 (1942), 49 U. S. C. � 1001 et seq. (Supp. 1946).
"""In 1943 there were more than sixty such conferences in the United States. They not

only have fixed rates but have assumed powers of supervision over railroads greater than
the powers delegated by Congress to the Interstate Commerce Commission." Wiprud,
op. cit. supra note 22, at 30.

�In addition to rate conferences, there are conferences and agreements as to provisions
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How are these conferences and bureaus organized? The territorial

boundary lines are irregular�they do not follow state boundary lines.
The general policy is that rate changes within a territory must be con

sidered by the proper bodies covering this territory. Eastern or "Official"

Territory, for example, has developed in three subdivisions: (1) New

England Territory, comprised of the New England States; (2) Trunk
Line territory, comprised of New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey,
Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, and West Virginia; and (3) Central

Freight Association Territory, comprised of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and
Michigan. Territory headquarters are located at Boston, New York,
and Chicago respectively.
Each of these subdivisions has committees (bureaus) for the con

sideration of rate proposals coming from either railroads or shippers.
In the New England Territory the primary committee, known as the
General Freight Committee, is composed of general freight agents of
local railways. The one superior committee is composed of traffic execu

tives. The Central Freight Association Territory has a similar organiza
tional setup, except that one additional primary committee, known as

the Coal and Coke Committee, handles rate matters affecting coal, coke,
and iron ore. This setup is also to be found in the Trunk Line Territory.
The freight traffic managers of trunk line railroads have combined in
the Freight Traffic Managers Committee. It has original jurisdiction
over grain, rubber, coffee, and sugar rates and considers appeals from
subordinate committees. A Joint Conference is composed of freight
traffic managers of all lines in the Eastern Territory. It meets periodic
ally at Buffalo to consider rate proposals affecting more than one sub
division.
Each committee has a paid chairman and secretary, neither having

voting powers. The voting on each proposed rate change is done for
each railway by its own employed officer who is a member of the com

mittee. The personnel of each appellate committee or bureau is com

posed of the next higher grade or rank of railway traffic officer�freight
agents to freight traffic managers to traffic executives. Actually, the

majority of proposals on the lowest level are not appealed.71
The railroad rate conferences classify all commodities and apply rates

of car service, the making of mine ratings, car interchange, pooling of cars, uniform

accounting practices, weighing and inspection of freight, and many others. See Scheleen,
supra note 29, at 1290; Report of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Com
merce on H. R. 2536, 79th Cong., 1st Sess. (1945) 9.

""�House Subcommittee Hearings, supra note 34, at 82-85.
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thereto, except on bulk items such as coal, grain, and ore. Existing
rates are raised or lowered either by filing a supplement to the existing
tariff or by changing classifications. Although the common carriers have
the duty to establish and enforce classifications, they must be just and
reasonable.72 The rate conferences also propose rate changes to the
Interstate Commerce Commission. The duty to initiate falls on the
common carrier.73 Rate proposals are often circularized among the rate

bureaus prior to filing with the Commission. Although this lends cre

dence to the theory of making rates on the basis of what is best for
the railroads as a whole, such circularizing is not per se iniquitous.
Tariff changes are prepared in duplicate in accordance with a sug

gested form. They are signed by one of the carrier's officials or

attorney.74 When received by the Commission one goes into the "Public
file" and the other into the "Official file." Shippers, freight forwarders,
and other carrier organizations have representatives who canvass the
"Public file" daily for tariffs which might affect their particular interest.
Rule 42 of the Interstate Commerce Commission General Rules of Prac
tice (1942) prescribes the procedure for protesting newly filed tariffs
or schedules. "For example, a small carrier could be protected against
a large carrier which sought to reduce rates below the lowest of current
costs in an effort to destroy the smaller carrier."75 Other government
agencies or the Commission itself can effect the suspension and subse

quent investigation of rates.

Just how active has the Bureau of Traffic been? During 1945 alone,
112,158 tariff publications were received for filing. They contained

changes in freight, freight-forwarder, express, pipe line, contract motor
carrier, and contract water carrier rates; also, changes in passenger fares
and freight classification ratings were included. Of this total, 517 were

protested and suspension requested (0.46% of total). Of these 517 cases,
183 were suspended (35% of the requests and a mere 0.16% of the

original 112,158 cases). Of all protests 26% came from governmental

ra54 Stat. 900, 49 U. S. C. � 1 (6) (1940).
That Act [1887] did not take from the carriers their power to initiate rates�that is,

the power in the first instance to fix rates, or to increase or to reduce them." Arizona

Grocery v. Atchison, T. & S. F. Ry., 284 U. S. 370, 384 (1932). See House Subcommittee

Hearings, supra note 34, at 41.

"Interstate Commerce Commission (Freight) Tariff Circular *20 (1937), Rule 58 (e) p. 86.

"Wiprud, op. cit. supra note 22, at 44.

�59th Annual Report, supra note 6, at 108-109. See Senate Hearings, supra note 4, at
72-75; Drayton, op. cit. supra note 23, at 113; Scheleen, supra note 29, pp. 1291-1292.
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agencies.76 More than 98% of the tariff changes filed became effective
without hearings. They were examined by tariff examiners for con

formance to notice and printing rules, but not as to whether they were

just and reasonable. With this understanding of the mechanics of rate

making it is time to consider whether this type of government regulation
properly implements the National Transportation Policy.

Antitrust Laws and Post-War Railroads

Ever since the Freight Association cases the courts have subjected the
railroads to the antitrust laws.77 The Antitrust Division of the Depart
ment of Justice has been responsible for the actions against the railroads
under these laws. Judicial history has sustained the Attorney General's

prosecution against railroads for the suppression of competition. In
effect then, the railroads have been subjugated to the regulatory power
of another federal agency. Whether or not the post-war railroads are

to be exempt from the application of the Sherman Act is the question
facing Congress today.
The Sherman Act is very much alive. Chief Justice Hughes confirmed

this by saying:
"As a charter of freedom, the Act has a generality and adaptability comparable

to that found to be desirable in constitutional provisions."78

Conspiracies among carriers to fix rates were early included in the broad
sweep of the Sherman Act.79 Under authority of the Clayton Act the
Interstate Commerce Commission has the power to lift the ban of the
antitrust laws in favor of carriers who merge or consolidate80 and the

duty to give weight to the antitrust policy of the nation before approving
mergers and consolidations.81

TFnited States v. Southern Pac. Co., 259 U. S. 214 (1922) ; United States v. Union Pacific
R. R., 226 U. S. 61 (1912) ; Addyston Pipe & Steel Co. v. United States, 175 U. S. 211

(1899).
"�Appalachian Coals, Inc. v. United States, 288 U. S. 344, 359-360 (1933).
"See note 16 supra. These cases settled that the Federal Government could have redress

against combinations of carriers which fixed reasonable and nondiscriminatory rates. Com

pare with Standard Oil Co. v. United States, 221 U. S. 1 (1911).
""New York Central Securities Corp. v. United States, 287 U. S. 12 (1932).
^McLean Trucking Co. v. United States, 321 U. S. 67 (1944). The Court said: ". . . the

Commission has no power to enforce the Sherman Act as such. It cannot decide definitively
whether the transaction contemplated constitutes a restraint of trade or an attempt to

monopolize which is forbidden by that Act." Id. at 79; Accord, United States Alkali

Export Association v. United States, 325 U. S. 196 (1945). Compare with National Broad

casting Co. v. United States, 319 U. S. 190 (1943) where a refusal by the Federal Com-
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The applicability of the Sherman Act to the railroads has most recent

ly been brought to issue in Georgia v. Pennsylvania R. R.82 The State
of Georgia sought to invoke the original jurisdiction of the Supreme
Court of the United States when it filed a bill of complaint against the
defendants, some twenty railroad companies.
In general, the complaint charged a conspiracy among the defendants

to restrain trade and commerce among the states by fixing arbitrary
and noncompetitive rates and charges for freight so as to discriminate

against Georgia ports. It charged that some sixty rate bureaus, com

mittees, conferences and other rate-fixing agencies were used to fix the

rates so that no railroad could charge joint through rates without the

approval of such agencies. This control of freight rates, it was charged,
was not sanctioned by the Interstate Commerce Commission, was pro
hibited by the antitrust laws, and preferred Northern manufacturers,
sellers, and shippers over those in Georgia. It was asserted that, as a

result, rates were 39% higher in Georgia than comparable rates in the

North. On November 6, 1944 the Court issued a rule to show cause

why Georgia should not be permitted to file its bill of complaint. Re

turns were made and oral argument had. The Court rendered its opinion
March 26, 1945, granting the motion for leave to file the complaint. As

to the application of the Sherman Act the Court said:

"But Congress has not given the Commission comparable authority to remove

rate-fixing combinations from the prohibitions contained in the anti-trust laws.

It has not placed these combinations under the control and supervision of the

Commission. Nor has it empowered the Commission to proceed against such

combinations and through cease and desist orders or otherwise to put an end
to their activities. Regulated industries are not per se exempt from the Sherman
Act. ... It is true that the Commission's regulation of carriers has greatly
expanded since the Sherman Act. . . . But it is elementary that repeals by
implication are not favored. Only a clear repugnancy between the old law and
the new results in the former giving way and then only pro tanto to the extent

of the repugnancy. . . . None of the powers acquired by the Commission since

the enactment of the Sherman Act relates to the regulation of rate-fixing com

binations. ... In view of this history we can only conclude that they have no

immunity from the anti-trust laws."83 (Citations omitted.)

munications Commission to grant a license to a person adjudged guilty of a violation of

antitrust laws was upheld.
ra324 U. S. 439 (194S).
""See note 81 supra at 4S6. The Court denied rehearing on April 23, 194S. Id. at 890. The

principal case is now being tried on the merits before Lloyd Garrison, Special Master ap

pointed by the Supreme Court. For discussion of this case see Tolman, Review of Recent

Supreme Court Decisions (1945) 31 A. B. A. J. 249; Hearings Before the Senate Committee

on Interstate Commerce on H. R. 2536, 79th Cong., 1st Sess. (1946) at p. 1148 of script.
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As the result of extensive grand jury proceedings the Department of
Justice filed suit during August, 1944 against the Association of Ameri
can Railroads, the Western Association of Railroad Executives, J. P.

Morgan & Co., Kuhn Loeb & Co., and others.84 The complaint in this

"largest antitrust suit in history"85 charged that 47 railroads and 90
railroad and banking officials were in a conspiracy86 to retain and

monopolize transportation in western United States and violated existing
antitrust laws. The defendants filed seven motions to dismiss and a

motion for a bill of particulars. Hearing was had before Judge John
W. Delehant and denial of all motions was entered on September 27,
1945.87
Neither the Georgia case nor the Association of American Railroads

case has been heard on the merits. It is clear that the conspiracies in
volved were effective only through the instrumentality of the existing
conference rate making machinery. Unless this machinery is exempted
by Congress from the application of the antitrust laws it would seem to

be settled that the courts will examine the conspiracies in the light of
the Sherman Act.

Current Legislative Efforts

History indicates that rate making conferences are within the pale
of the Sherman Act. Congress has seen fit to exclude certain consolida
tions and mergers of carriers therefrom.88 Congress has not yet exempt
ed railroad rate making conferences, although history discloses that five

attempts have been made to so exempt railroads from the Act�they
have been fruitless thus far.89 During May and June of 1943 hearings

"Civil No. 246 in District Court of the United States for District of Nebraska, Lincoln
Division. "The body of the complaint comprises some forty-nine paragraphs, many of
which are in separate subdivisions; and covers forty typewritten pages, exclusive of eleven

pages devoted to the presentation of an exhibit." 4 F. R. D. 510, 515 (D. C. Neb. 1945).
""Wiprud, op. cit. supra note 22, at 76.
This conspiracy was known as the Western Agreement. It was adopted December 1,

1932 by the western railroads to offset the depression and as an outgrowth of the Fifteen
Percent Rate Increase Case, 178 I. C. C. 539 (1931). Ten years, four months, and thirteen

days passed before the Agreement was filed April 14, 1943 with the Interstate Commerce
Commission and the Department of Justice. On April 23, 1943 the Agreement was re

putedly cancelled. Wiprud, op. cit. supra note 22, at 94; see Drayton, op. cit. supra
note 23, pp. 10, 74-80; Hearings Before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce
on H. R. 2536, 79th Cong., 1st Sess. (1946) at p. 1147 of script.
"4 F. R. D. 510 (D. C. Neb. 1945).
^See note 47 supra.
"First, a proposed amendment to the Sherman Act referring to interstate commerce was
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were conducted by the Senate on S. 942 to be known as "The Interstate
Commerce Act of 1943." The bill was intended to exempt rate con

ferences from the antitrust laws. After twenty-three days of hearings
the bill died in committee.90
H. R. 2 536, known as the "Bulwinkle Bill", was submitted for the

purpose of granting antitrust law immunity to existing carrier organiza
tions and conference rate making plans. After nine days of hearings in

October, 1943, the House of Representatives passed the Bill by a vote

of 277 to 45 on December 10, 1945.91 The Bill was prompted by the

filing of the complaint in the Association of American Railroads case

and was to amend the Interstate Commerce Act. The Bill provides that:
"Any carrier, party to an agreement between or among two or more carriers

may . . . apply to the Commission for approval of the agreement, and the
Commission shall by order approve any such agreement ... if it finds that,
by reason of furtherance of the national transportation policy declared in this

Act, the relief provided in paragraph (8) [relief from operation of antitrust

laws] should apply with respect to the making and carrying out of such

agreement. . . ."9Z

rejected. Drayton, op. cit. supra note 23, at 18-21. Second, a proposed amendment to

the Mann-Elkins Act of 1910 legalizing private rate making agreements was rejected. See

note 37 supra. Third, exemption of private rate making conferences from the Clayton
Act of 1914 was urged but denied. Hearings before House Committee on Judiciary on

Trust Legislation, 63rd Cong., 2d Sess. (1914) vol. 2, p. 1894. Fourth, S. 942, 78th Cong.,
1st Sess. (1943) and H. R. 2720, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943) were designed (1) to make

lawful the fixing of rates by carriers through rate bureaus, conferences, or associations;
and (2) to put these group activities under the control of the Interstate Commerce Com

mission. Both were rejected. Hearings Before the Senate Committee on Interstate Com

merce on S. 942, 78th Cong., 1st Sess. (1943). Fifth, H. R. 2S36, 79th Cong., 1st Sess.

(1946) would exempt rate making bureaus from the operation of antitrust laws. House

Subcommittee Hearings on H. R. 2536, supra note 34.

"Drayton, op. cit. supra note 23, pp. 102-122. Also see 77 Traffic World 1294 (April
27, 1946) for discussion of S. 2088, 79th Cong., 1st Sess. (1946), a bill arising from S. 942.

"During the hearings those who testified were railroad lawyers, railroad officials, state

regulatory officials, and shippers. Those who went on record in support of the bill were

49 state and federal agencies (including the Interstate Commerce Commission) , 108 business

organizations, 85 shipper, traffic and transportation organizations, 147 agricultural and

livestock organizations, 19 carrier organizations, and 579 city chambers of commerce and

other civic organizations�total: 987 proponents! The only opposition offered was a letter

from the Attorney General in which he briefly indicated that he did not favor passage

of the bill in its present form. The fact that opposition to the measure did not appear

until the Senate hearings were held would make it appear that strategy dictated the move.

See House Subcommittee Hearings on H. R. 2536, supra note 34; Drayton, op. cit. supra
note 23, at 123.

"H. R. 2536, 79th Cong., 1st Sess. (1945) 2.
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H. R. 2536 further provided that agreements between or among carriers
of different classes would be limited to matters relating to transportation
under joint rates or over through routes.93
Precedents for conferring authority on an administrative agency to

approve agreements or arrangements between carriers, such approval
resulting in relief from the antitrust laws, were invoked by the propo
nents of the Bill. They were found in section 5 of the Interstate Com
merce Act, sections 408 and 412 of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938,
and section 15 of the Shipping Act of 19 16.94 It was urged by the

proponents that not only was a continuance of the conference method
of dealing with rates essential, but that the regulatory powers over

railroads would be centered in one federal agency. They asserted that
the very safeguards provided under the Sherman antitrust law for price
fixing in general were actually provided by the Interstate Commerce
Commission regulations for the establishment of rates.
The opposition to H. R. 2536 emerged in the Senate hearings only

recently terminated. The Secretary of Commerce, Mr. Wallace, testified
on April 10, 1946:

"The basic defect of the Bulwinkle Bill is that it grants broad immunity
from the antitrust laws to common carriers within each form of transportation
and to freight forwarders, without establishing adequate safeguards against
coercive and collusive practices by such carriers and forwarders that would
impair competition in rates and services."95

It was urged that the language of the Bill was too indefinite to furnish

by its own terms effective protection for the right of independent action.
The Attorney General demanded free competition. His spokesmen
urged the dissolution of all rate bureaus. They maintained that the

history of rate conferences demonstrated that independent action by a

carrier was incompatible with normal conference docket procedures,
delays in successive appeals, and coercion within and without the organi
zations.96 Other opponents of the measure declared that the Interstate
Commerce Commission had failed to do its job and could not control
conspiracies or coercion. Mr. Wiprud contended that if the Bulwinkle
Bill became a law the Georgia case and the Association of American
Railroads case would be quashed.97
"Ibid.
MH. R. Rep. No. 1212, 79th Cong., 1st Sess. (194S) 6.

^Hearings Before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce on H. R. 2536, 79th

Cong., 1st Sess. (1946) at p. 1375 of script.
xId. at 1121.

"Id. at 1148. Mr. Wiprud was Special Assistant to the Attorney General, in charge of
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Thus, the battle lines are drawn. It would appear that the only oppo
nents to the Bill are the State of Georgia and the Department of Justice
and yet they profess to represent the public interest. Strong and effective

pressure has been brought to bear by the railroad lobbyists who do
not always support the public good at the expense of their private gain.
What then is the answer? Should post-war railroads operate under the

aegis of Government regulation by the Commission or should the De

partment of Justice preserve free competition by recourse to the anti
trust laws?

Conclusion

1. The Sherman Antitrust Act does apply against the railroads and
their private rate making agencies.

Representatives of railroad interests insist that the 1890 Act was

invoked against the railroads in the Freight Association cases only as

a temporary stop-gap. They state that after legislation in 1906, 1910,
and later years had increased the regulatory powers of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, which the Act of 1887 had failed to include,
it was no longer necessary to apply the Sherman Act to the railroads.98
This contention, although forceful, must yield to the record. The Su

preme Court stated on March 26, 1945 in the Georgia case that carriers
are subject to the antitrust laws. Furthermore, Congressional intent is
clear. Congress affirmatively excluded consolidations and mergers of
carriers from the application of the Sherman Act but has rejected
attempts to exclude rate making agencies from those laws on four differ
ent occasions. Unless Congress enacts the Bulwinkle Bill it seems clear
that the activities of those agencies will be construed in the light of the
antitrust laws.

2. Private rate making agencies are essential for compliance by all
common carriers with the requirements of the Interstate Commerce
Act.

It is urged by Governor Arnall of Georgia that the rate making agree
ments were illegal per se because a legal result (reasonable rates) can

not follow from an illegal means (rate making agreements).99 Thurman

the Transportation Section, Antitrust Division from June 1, 1941 to July 10, 194S. He is

now engaged in private practice in Washington, D. C.

""Having provided 'a completely integrated interstate regulatory system', as the Supreme
Court has declared, it cannot reasonably be supposed that Congress intended that the

Sherman Antitrust Act should be used as an instrument to destroy it." Drayton, op. cit.

supra note 23, at 73.
KSee note 98, supra, at 1062.
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Arnold accuses the rate conferences of increasing rates to an artificially
high level having no relation to the cost or value of services rendered.100
Other opponents of the Bulwinkle Bill condemn the suppression of inde

pendent action by carriers who would seek to reduce a rate in the teeth
of rate bureau resistance.101
In rebuttal, it is alleged that conference methods of rate making oper

ate to greatly reduce the number of requests for suspension of rates
before they become effective and the number of formal complaints lodged
against rates after they have gone in effect. The present method of

docketing all rate changes for public hearing enables each shipper to
know in advance the proposed changes that would affect the merchandis

ing of his goods. If bureaus were abolished, individual carriers would
be required to publish their own rates. Regulation and investigation by
the Commission of such rate making would be an impossible job from
the sheer quantity of changes alone. With thousands of commodities

moving on millions of rates (contained in the Commission file of
500,000 tariffs) from innumerable shippers, it is beyond any possible
human ability to coordinate the regulation thereof unless rate making
agencies are permitted to exist. Finally, the Interstate Commerce Act

requires conferences in order to determine joint rates and through routes.

The arguments of both sides are strong but it must be resolved that rate
conferences are essential to the formulation of rate schedules and indis

pensable to the public interest.

3. Competition within the rate making structure must be preserved.
Railroads are public corporations, organized for public purposes, and

granted valuable franchises and privileges. Undoubtedly the railroads
will continue to be the principal means of moving heavy traffic in large

^Hearings Before Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce on S. 942, 78th Cong., 1st

Sess. (1943) 207. Mr. Arnold was formerly in charge of the Antitrust Division, Depart
ment of Justice.
"What are the territorial differences in freight rates? On the average, goods subject to

'class' rates, so important to industrial development, must pay rates 37 per cent higher in
the South than for a comparable service in the East; and in the West these rates are 46

to 71 per cent higher than in the East. The differences in rate-making territories of the
West as compared with the East are as follows:

'Class rates on the average are 46 per cent higher in Western Trunk Line Territory
than in Eastern Territory; 61 per cent higher in Southwestern Territory; and 71 per
cent higher in Mountain Pacific Territory.'

"And this condition exists despite the fact that the unit cost of railroad operation is

approximately the same in the South and in the East, and only a little higher in the West
than in the East!" Wiprud, op. cit. supra note 22, at 72.

lmSee note 98 supra.
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volume over considerable distances. Such vital transportation should
be available to all sections of the country without discrimination. Non

competitive rates become an instrument of suppression. Competition
among railroads would adjust rates to cost of services, assure maximum

operating efficiency, compel maximum technological improvements, ad

just capital investments according to real economic demands for service,
and pass on the fruits of economies and improvement to the public.102
Individual carriers should be free of coercion within the rate making
structure. Certificates of convenience and necessity should be granted
freely to any enterprise which can either render service superior to any
available, or at less cost to the public. Rate bureaus should be per
mitted to operate but their work should be confined to a legitimate
sphere of collaboration. Competition is still the keystone of our national

economy.

4. The Interstate Commerce Commission is unable to preserve com

petition among the carriers by virtue of its present regulatory
powers.

The Commission has authority to approve minimum and maximum
rates. Between the minima and the maxima a "zone of reasonableness"
exists within which a carrier is ordinarily free to adjust its charges for
itself. So long as the rates are raised by a combination among the car

riers to the maxima but no higher, the Commission lacks the power to

grant any relief to a carrier who charges coercion against the rate

making conference of which he is a member. Rule 14(a) of the Com
mission's Tariff Circular No. 20 reads in part as follows:

"Manifestly it is impossible for the Commission to check the items in tariffs
to determine whether or not statutory notice has been given."103

If mere procedural matters in filing of rates cannot be completely con

trolled it is obvious that the Commission could not physically look be
hind the printed application for evidence of illegality resulting from

coercion, conspiracy, or other restraints upon competition. Derelictions
in duty by the Commission have been charged to account for present
rate inequalities.104 To conclude, the authority conferred on the Com-

""'It is the power to control prices which makes the inducement of combinations and
their profit. It is such power that makes it the concern of the law to prohibit or limit
them . . . competition, not combination, should be the law of trade." National Cotton
Oil Co. v. Texas, 197 U. S. 115, 129 (1905).

"""See note 98 supra, at 1359.
�*See note 98 supra, at 1021, for statement by Senator Wheeler.
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mission by the Interstate Commerce Act does not include the policing of
rate making agencies. It does not assure the preservation of competition
among the carriers. Unless Congress places this plenary control in the
Commission it would seem that such regulation demanded by the public
interest must be exerted elsewhere.

5. The enactment of the Bulwinkle Bill is not consistent with the public
interest.

Private rate making agencies are essential to an integrated system of

transportation. They must not restrain fundamental competitive prac
tices. The Interstate Commerce Commission has no power to discipline
such agencies for noncompetitive activities. It is established that the
antitrust laws apply against such agencies. If the Bill does not pass, the
Department of Justice has the power to subject rate making combina
tions and conspiracies to scrutiny under the antitrust laws. If the Bill
does pass, such combinations and conspiracies are free to practice co

ercive and other discriminatory measures. The national transportation
policy declares that it is the intent of Congress to encourage the estab
lishment and maintenance of reasonable charges for transportation
services, without unjust discriminations, undue preferences or advan

tages, or unfair or destructive competitive practices. It is submitted
that the provisions of the Bulwinkle Bill would not implement the stated

Congressional policy.
Even though the Bulwinkle Bill is reported favorably by the Senate

Committee on Interstate Commerce, it is doubtful whether the Senate
will debate and vote on the measure prior to the announcement of the
decisions in Georgia v. Pennsylvania and United States v. Association
of American Railroads. The conclusions here offered seek to reconcile
the opposing interests by a workable solution. Government regulation
by the Interstate Commerce Commission of established rate making
agencies and the preservation of competition by the Department of
Justice can and should be coalesced by Congress to serve the public
interest.

ROBERT E. REDDING



NOTES
THE MORTALITY OF CHEMICAL PATENTS IN COURT

i"|UR patent statutes allow for at least eight classes of inventions,
six of which can include inventions essentially chemical in nature.1

Although the word invention is used in the statutes, the legal definition
of what constitutes a patentable invention is a will-o-the-wisp which
flits from decision to decision and leaves behind a long wake of negative
rules which define what is not invention.2 Admitting, therefore, that
invention in the abstract cannot be defined,3 the advocate in analyzing
his approach to the solicitation of a patent on the new process, machine,
manufacture, or composition of matter, looks for the novel, that which
did not before exist. Whether the creation4 existed inchoate in the light
as some obvious step, or in the penumbra of the prior art, or whether
it came from the umbra of the completely unknown, is a question re

solved in proceedings in the Patent Office,5 and the patent issues with
a presumption of being a valid grant for a new invention.6 In following
the inventor from the known to the unknown, from the light into the

umbra, the advocate has no real difficulty in adopting a constructive

point of view and acknowledging as new that which is new when it
is shown to him.

Unfortunately for the patentee, the judicial approach to the analysis

aREV. Stat. � 4886 (1875), 35 U. S. C. � 31 (1940).
"Any person who has invented or discovered any new and useful art, machine, manu

facture or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof. . . .

"

The four basic classes and improvements thereof constitute eight classes to which can

be added plants, which, however, are not pertinent to the instant discussion.
21 Walker, Patents (Deller's ed. 1937) � 23 et seq.; for a compilation of cases, id.

at � 25.

3"The truth is the word cannot be denned in such manner as to afford any substantial
aid in determining whether a particular device involves an exercise of the inventive

faculty or not." McClain v. Ortmayer, 141 U. S. 419, 427 (1891) ; "It is a trite saying
that invention defies definition." Pyrene Mfg. Co. v. Boyce, 292 Fed. 480, 481 (C. C. A.

3d, 1923), "An invention is the result of an inventive act . . . it is the creation of

something that did not exist before." 1 Walker, Patents (Deller's Ed. 1937) � 23.
*"The mental faculties employed in the inventive act are the creative not the imitative

faculties." 1 Robinson, Patents (1890) � 78.

"Rev. Stat. � 4893 (1875), 35 U. S. C. �� 33-40 (1940); Rules of Practice, U. S.
Patent Office, Rules 63-78 prescribe examination procedure for applications.
"Radio Corporation of America v. Radio Engineering Laboratories, Inc., 293 U. S. 1,

7 (1934) and cases cited therein.
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of the invention in an infringement suit .takes the opposite course, for
the court, with the aid of hard-pressed defense counsel, proceeds to a

consideration of the prior art, the known, after a consideration of the

invention. That is, the judicial examination of a patent for the existence
of invention occurs after the issuance of the patent, often many years
after its issuance and frequently in that period the science involved
has become semi-popular7 and has caused the invention to lose much
of its initial novelty. The patentee, therefore, is placed in an extremely
difficult position8 when his invention is subjected to judicial dissection
not only in the light of the art extant at the time of the invention,
but also in the further light of popularization of the invention itself.
The result of this process, in reality a species of hindsight,9 often is
a finding of extreme simplicity in the creation, and a declaration of

invalidity of the patent. Four recent cases involving typical chemical
inventions present good examples of a type of judicial analysis which
could reduce all accomplishments in the field of chemistry to the level
of pedestrian work. In the following paragraphs the four cases will be
outlined briefly, the courts' opinions will be compared with what courts
have said in similar situations, and a rule, suggested in well-considered

cases, will be proposed by which results more satisfactory could have
been reached.
Inventions classifiable as purely chemical types can be broken down

as finely as one might wish to do.10 The following four types of products

'Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of America v. United States, 320 U. S. 1 (1943).
The majority opinion is an excellent example of judicial dissection of an old invention,
in this case coming forty years after its creation. For objections to such practice see the

dissenting opinions, Mr. Justice Frankfurter at page 60 and Mr. Justice Rutledge at

page 64. Universal Oil Products Co. v. Globe Oil & Refining Co., 322 U. S. 471 (1944)
gives an example of another patent found invalid a number of years after its expiration.
8It must be admitted that the process places a heavy burden on the court, a fact

recognized long ago in Parke-Davis & Co. v. Mulford Co., 189 Fed. 95, 115 (C. C. S. D.

N. Y., 1911).
s"After a new invention is completed, it is then very easy to see how it was accom

plished. But such enlightenment, resembling apparent simplicity, is the product of

hindsight." Scott & Williams, Inc. v. Whisnant, 126 F. (2d) 19, 22 (C. C. A. 4th,
1942). "The eye that sees a thing already embodied in mechanical form gives little
credit to the eye that first saw it in imagination. But the difference is just the difference
between what is common observation and what constitutes an act of creation. The one

is the eye of inventive genius; the other is a looker on after the fact." Faries Mfg. Co.
v. George W. Brown & Co., 121 Fed. 547, 550 (C. C. A. 7th, 1902).
mThe Patent Office in its Manual of Classification lists several hundred, as do foreign

patent offices.
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are based on the four cases to be outlined and are typical of what
chemists create:

1. A chemical compound intended for use as such, e.g., the gall
bladder contrast agent;11

2. A chemical formulation intended for use as such, e.g., the printing
ink;12

3. A physical product made by chemical means and intended for
a use in which its chemical nature is important, e.g., the moisture
proof carton;13

4. A physical structure, not intended for chemical use, but modified
by a chemical process to enhance some property, e.g., the frosted
glass bulb.14

Products of the types represented in this informal classification gen
erally represent the fruition of the work of creative chemists 15 The
patent protection which is obtainable on the creation has been called a

contract16 with the government by which the inventor's exclusive prop
erty17 right in his brainchild18 is protected for a limited period19 in order
for him to be able to regain his investment. In view of the uncertainty
of the inventor-investor's ability to enforce his right, one wonders if
the patent functions as the compulsion to diversification20 which it has
been so aptly called.

"United States Patent 2,345,384, March 28, 1944, to Max. Dohrn and Paul Diedrich,
assigned to Schering Corp.
"United States Patent 2,087,190, July 13, 1937, to Albert E. Gessler, assigned to The

International Printing Ink Corp.
"United States Patent 2,031,036, February 18, 1936, to Carl G. Dreymann, assigned to

Grant Paper Box Co.
"United States Patent 1,687,510, October 16, 1928, to Marvin Pipkin, assigned to

General Electric Co.
"See notes 3 and 4 supra.
"Whitney v. Emmett, 29 Fed. Cas. 1074, 1082, No. 17,585 (E. D. Pa. 1831)"; Fried.

Krupp Aktien-Gesellschaft v. Midvale Steel Co., 191 Fed. 588, 594 (C. C. A. 3d, 1911).
"It is merely a right to exclude: Bloomer v. McQuewan, 14 How. 539, 548 (U. S.

1852) ; Motion Picture Co. v. Universal Film Co., 243 U. S. 502, 510 (1917) and cases

cited therein; Waterbury Buckle Co. v. G. E. Prentice Mfg. Co., 286 Fed. 358, 360
(C. C. A. 2d, 1922) ; "A patent is property carried to the highest degree of abstraction�

a right in rem to exclude, without a physical object or content." 1 Holmes-Pollock
Letters 53.
"Patents are commonly called intellectual property, see 26 J. Pat. Oft. Soc. 711 (1944).
"U. S. Const. Art. .1, � 8. Rev. Stat. � 4884 (1875), 35 U. S. C. � 40 (1940) fixes

the period at seventeen years.
"�2S J. Pat. Off. Soc. 5, 9 (1946).
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The Gall Bladder Contrast Agent21

The radiographic diagnosis of diseases of the liver was aided materi

ally by the introduction into medical practice of a compound described
and claimed in United States Patent No. 2,345,384. The invention
consisted of the synthesis of a new organic compound having a unique
constitution and combination of properties which made it not only an

unusually good contrast agent, but also one readily tolerated by the

patient because of its freedom from side reactions with body fluids.
An early infringement of the patent resulted in the case of Schering

Corporation v. Gilbert22 in which the usual defense of invalidity based
on prior disclosure was raised. However, the district court found the

patent valid and had the following to say about the defense raised:

"The objective novelty of the patented substance was not disputed. ... A

general chemical formula in vacuo as were the formulas for phenyl acetic acid
devised by the defendant's expert, stands only for itself. It communicates
no positive information of the existence of other substances whose elements
will be the same in whole or in part. . . . nothing in a general formula sug

gests each or all of the specific compounds of its elements."23

In answer to the defendant's argument that homologues of the com

pound were known and that, accordingly, the compound in dispute
involved no invention, the court stated:

"The patentees are presumed to have borrowed what was described previously
in a printed publication but for all that appears in this case they may well
have recognized the Bistrzycki substance as a chemical analogue of their
invention . . . after they had discovered theirs to be a satisfactory contrast

medium�no one had ever attributed any virtue to the Bistrzycki compound;
maybe it had never been synthesized. To deprive these patentees of the
benefits of their ingenuity on such an unsupported conjecture by the Court
would be unjust. The argument confounds the invention regarded as the

thing invented, with invention the act of discovering the thing. The new

result achieved by the inventors here is found in both their compound and
in its use."24

aUnited States Patent 2,345,384. A gall bladder contrast agent, briefly, is a material

having an appetency for bile which after being administered to a patient, concentrates

in the liver. Because it absorbs X-rays more strongly than the surrounding tissues, radi
ography of the liver is made easier by the creation of areas of different absorptivity
or contrast to X-rays.
w67 TJ. S. P. Q. 42 (S. D. N. Y. 1945).
"67 U. S. P. Q. 42, 44. Compare with Eastman Kodak Co. v. Coe, 40 F. Supp. 891

(D. C. D. C. 1941) where the court found patentable a compound whose general formula
had been described and whose existence had been postulated.
"See note 22, supra, at 45.
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On appeal to the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit25
the claim defining the compound itself was attacked on the ground that
it covered a new molecule, and since molecules are the result of laws
of nature, immutable by man, it should 'be free for the use of all un
restricted by the law. On this point the Court stated:

"The utter novelty of this product makes the- seemingly slight de

parture from the old deceptive unless it is kept in mind that such things
must be evaluated not alone by the degree of the change but also by reference
to the purpose sought to be accomplished. . . . Invention is a fact to be proved;
and where novelty, utility, commercial success, imitation by those skilled in
the art, and the practical satisfaction of a need long before recognized but
unfulfilled are shown as in this record, the finding that the product of Claim
2 was the result of inventive thought is amply supported by substantial
evidence."26 (italics supplied).

The Court confined its remarks very closely to the prior art as applied
to the specific claim sued on by the plaintiff and after finding it un

necessary to consider the validity of other claims in the patent had the

following to say about the particular claim in issue:

"We think a precise claim for a new and useful compound which has
been adequately disclosed in the specifications is no less valid because the com

pound happens to be a new molecule. And we agree with the trial Judge that
Claim 2 is valid and infringed."27 (italics supplied).

In finding one claim of the patent valid the court observed a long-
accepted definition of a patentable composition of matter28 and refused
to be led astray by the law of nature argument. Further, by holding
the issue down to consideration of the question of whether or not an

invention in the art of gall bladder contrast media had been made,

^Schering Corporation v. Gilbert, 153 F. (2d) 428, 68 U. S. P. Q. 84 (C. C. A. 2d, 1946).
"Id. at 431, 68 U. S. P. Q. at 87.
"Id. at 432, 68 U. S. P. Q. at 88. Claim 2: The /S� (4�hydroxy�3, 5�diiodophenyl)

�aphenyl propionic acid melting at 159�C.
""A patentable composition of matter may well result or be formed by the intermixture

of two or more ingredients, which develop a different or additional property or properties
which the several ingredients individually do not possess in common." P. E. Sharpless
Co. v. Crawford Farms, 287 Fed. 655, 658 (C. C. A. 2d, 1923). "The intermixture of

ingredients in a composition of matter may be produced by mechanical or chemical oper
ations, and its result may be a compound substance resolvable into its constituent elements

by mechanical processes or a new substance which can be destroyed only by chemical

analysis. Its properties may be entirely new,�never before possessed by any substance,
simple or compound; or it may be new only in relation to its own ingredients, being
essentially distinct from any with which they are separately or collectively endowed."
1 Robinson, Patents (1890) � 192.
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neither court permitted the dust of the prior art relating to pure chemistry
to obscure the issue.29
The appellate court in the same suit in holding the broad claim

(Claim 4) of the patent invalid followed accepted procedure in patent
suits in deciding a "moot" question30 by passing on the validity of a

claim not specifically in issue between the parties. The court's argument
that the narrow claim, being within the purview of the broad claim

brought the broad claim in issue even though it was not specifically
pressed by the plaintiff, is logical and sound technically. Their con

clusion on the point is interesting for the nicety with which it poses
the question faced by the advocate and applicant every time they assert

a broad claim in a patent application�namely, how far can the ex

perimental data be extrapolated with confidence to delimit the scope of
a broad claim?31 All the court had to say in this case was that the
disclosure was insufficient and the extrapolation therefore legally
unsound :

^Shifting the issue from the realm of the applied or the useful arts to that of pure

chemistry is not a new technique for defense. The court disposed of it similarly in a

suit on the famous aspirin patent as follows: "And it makes no difference, so far as

patentability is concerned, that the medicine thus produced is lifted out of a mass that

contained, chemically, the compound; for, though the difference between Hoffmann and
Kraut be one of purification only�strictly marking the line, however, where the one

is therapeutically available and the others were therapeutically unavailable�patentability
would follow. In the one case the mass is made to yield something to the useful arts;
in the other case what is yielded is chiefly interesting as a fact in chemical learning."
Kuehmsted v. Farbenfabriken of Elberfeld Co., 179 Fed. 701, 70S (C. C. A. 7th, 1910).
"Claim 4 is as follows: Polyiodo derivatives of hydroxy diphenyl carboxylic acids of

the formula f"
~~

I (OH)n

wherein Z is a trivalent hydrocarbon residue of an acid of the acetic acid series, and
F is a member of the class consisting of hydrogen and alkali metals, n being an integer
having a maximum value of 2, there being no more than one hydroxyl group on either

phenyl radical, and the iodine occupying the 3 and S positions of a phenyl radical
having a hydroxyl group, said hydroxyl group being in ortho position to an iodine atom.
It was not specifically in issue but the court found a contest and following the rule of
Bresnick v. United States Vitamin Corp., 139 F. (2d) 239 (C. C. A. 2d, 1943) which

adopts the view that the public interest involved in a patent suit requires that the
validity of all claims in issue be decided, the court examined the validity of the claim.
mIf experimental data be available in the ranges of variables, often a broad extra

polation can be made with confidence and accuracy. However, it is a technical question
which must be carefully explored in order to develop the applicant's rights fully without
overextending them.
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"The claim is for an enormous number of as yet non-existent compounds
and is far broader than any disclosure in the patent. The specifications afford
no adequate consideration for its grant and it must be held invalid for that

reason." (italics supplied).32

There is little to criticize in the case, for, except in the invalidation
of the broad claim, it appears to be on firm ground throughout, both
legally and technically. For the advocate prosecuting chemical inventions
before the Patent Office, and for Patent Examiners, it points to a rule,
unfortunately in very vague negative form, to govern the assertion and
allowance of broad claims to groups of chemical compounds by the

writing of generic formulas. The rule appears to say that if the broad
claim be capable of a large number of specific variations, a large number
of specific examples should be included in the specification to justify
the scope of the claim. In view of the court's language�"an enormous

number of as yet non-existent compounds"33�it appears that a specifi
cation to support a generic claim to a class of organic compounds should
disclose specifically, a substantial fraction of the compounds in that
class sufficiently diversified to illustrate all ramifications of the class.

Since broad or generic claims of the type here held invalid are in
cluded in applications basically because of the requirements of Rule
41 of the Patent Office Rules of Practice,34 it is conceivable that a good
solution to the difficulty facing the chemist and his advocate before
the Patent Office would be to revise that rule to permit the precise
claiming of a much greater number of species than the three at present
allowed. In such a fashion this rule of precision in the claiming of

compounds,35 applied to the patentee's disadvantage in this case, could
be satisfied and, at the same time, it would permit the inventor an

opportunity to avoid the risk of claiming too great a range by way

ffiSchering Corp. v. Gilbert, 153 F. (2d) 428, 433 ; 68 U. S. P. Q. 84, 89 (C. C. A.

2d, 1946). The language of the court in its reference to consideration for the grant
of the patent indicates it was observing the contract theory of a patent. See note 16 supra.
"Ibid.
mRules of Practice, United States Patent Office, Rule 41, " . . . more than one

species of an invention, not to exceed three, may be claimed in one application if that

application also includes an allowable claim generic to all the claimed species."
^Schering Corp. v. Gilbert, 153 F. (2d) 428, 68 U. S. P. Q. 84 (C. C. A. 2d, 1946).

An early expression of a rule of precision in claiming is found in Tyler v. Boston, 7 Wall.
327, 330 (U. S. 1868) where the court stated, "... while a discovery of a new substance

by means of chemical combinations of known materials is empirical and discovered by
experiment. Where a patent is claimed for such a discovery, it should state the component
parts of the new manufacture claimed with clearness and precision. ..."
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of a generic claim which his disclosure might not support when tested

by judicial analysis.
The Printing Ink36

The Interchemical Company marketed a new type of printing ink

having as its essential characteristic the property of remaining wet for

long periods when spread in thin layers on press inking rolls, but of
drying instantaneously when heated to a temperature of about 150� F.,
thus making it possible to dry printed matter on glazed paper and to

print both sides of a sheet with no material delay for drying. Expressed
more technically, the inventor introduced a precisely controllable time

lag into the drying characteristic of a heterogeneous chemical system,
a printing ink.
The district court in Interchemical Corp. v. Sinclair & Carroll Co.,37

in declaring the patent invalid as involving a showing of no more skill
than that of a mechanic skilled in the art, found it, " . . . hard to believe
the selection of a slow-evaporating solvent, as called for by the art,
involved the exercise of the inventive genius, especially when there
were available to the trade solvents of all kinds of vapor pressure."38
The court discussed the art and the invention elaborately and went

on to point out that "... in chemistry it is possible to proceed by a

system of trial and error . . . invention demands '
. . . something more

than the routine testing of obvious combinations.' "30 The unsatisfactory
manner in which the court reached its conclusion is illustrated by the

following language taken from its discussion of an article in a trade

journal40 suggesting qualities which the ideal ink should have, but not
suggesting a composition for such an ink:

"This article, taken as a whole, would seem to be a complete disclosure
on most everything that Gessler claims in his patent, and whether he saw it

"United States Patent 2,087,190, July 13, 1937 to Albert E. Gessler, assigned to

International Printing Ink Corp.
"SO F. Supp. 881 (S. D. N. Y. 1943).
�Id. at 888.

at 889. This statement, not original with this court, comes as a revelation to

research chemists. For a few expressions from other courts on the same general subject
matter of progress in the chemical arts, compare "... in chemistry, invention results
from empirical or experimental discoveries." Diversey Corp. v. Mertz, 13 F. Supp. 410,
412 (N. D. 111. 1936) and cases cited therein. A much more reasonable description of

progress in the chemical arts would be to say it is based to some extent on informed

guesses which guide the course of experiment. See 2 J. Pat. Off. Soc. 473, 535.

"(Hanson) Printing Equipment Engineer (December, 1921).
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or not, it is a good statement of the problem the art was wrestling with and
the proper approach to the solution."41 (italics supplied).

Anticipation in the law of patents is the disclosure of a thing sub

stantially identical with the thing for which the patent is sought,42 but
the court said, "... the patent in suit was anticipated by the prior
art patents and the publications referred to."43
On appeal the circuit court of appeals44 in its analysis of the prior

publications reached the opposite conclusion, holding that to create an

ink having the attributes described, "... involved more than ordinary
talent."45 The court went on to say:

"... Gessler satisfied a long felt want [in defining the class of solvents
to be used] . . . He made an ink that was not the product of a pedestrian
worker in a laboratory but of a chemist of imagination who was able to

conceive of and employ a solvent that had the apparently inconsistent at

tributes of maintaining the consistency of the ink until it had passed over

the rollers and had done the printing and of then instantly evaporating, upon
the application of heat, so that its surface would be dry and not rub off. We
hold that Gessler devised such an ink and that his discovery was an invention
for which a patent was justly awarded."46

Certiorari was granted47 and in due course the case was argued before
the Supreme Court.
The trial court had gone into considerable detail in examining the

exact mental steps by which the patentee had arrived at his formula
and some testimony concerning the use of commercial catalogues of
solvents as sources of data is quoted in the Supreme Court's opinion.48
Doubtless the Court was heavily influenced by this testimony, for the
rule of the case is the following truism:

"Reading a list and selecting a known compound to meet known requirements
is no more ingenious than selecting the last piece to put into the last opening
in a jigsaw puzzle. It is not invention."49

The full significance and harshness of this rule are obscured by its

"Interchemical Corp. v. Sinclair & Carroll Co., SO F. Supp. 881, 890 (S. D. N. Y., 1943).
i2See discussion and cases collected in 48 C. J. � 27.
"See note 41, supra, at 891.

"Interchemical Corp. v. Sinclair & Carroll Co., Inc., 144 F. (2d) 842 (C. C. A. 2d, 1944).
aId._ at 847.
mIb'id.
"Sinclair & Carroll Co., Inc. v. Interchemical Corp., 323 U. S. 70S (1944).
^Sinclair & Carroll Co., Inc. v. Interchemical Corp., 325 U. S. 327 (194S).
"Id. at 33S.
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simplicity and superficial validity.50 Under such a rule, if analysis of
the inventive process be carried far enough, every chemical invention
can be reduced to an obvious union of a few known atoms or a mere

mixture of known substances; every electrical invention will be reduced
to a mere application of Ohm's or Faraday's laws; every machine will
be reduced to just another application of Newton's law of motion. Such

analysis of an invention and the inventive process is in reality a confusion
of the physical explanation of the phenomena involved with the acts of

producing compositions, machines, or devices which will exhibit the

phenomena.
The fact pattern and the nature of the invention in the Sinclair &

Carroll case51 parallel the case of E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. v.

Glidden Co.52 wherein the validity of a patent53 relating to fast-drying
lacquer compositions for spray application was hotly contested. In

upholding the patent the court had the following to say about the display
of invention in the formulation of the composition:

"Nothing has tended more to confuse and obscure the issue than the attempts
of courts to lay down generalities. The issue does not admit of such treatment,
for invention is always a function of the particular situation, of the conditions
which preceded and followed the appearance of the composition or the
machine."54

Even more appropriate to the facts of the Sinclair & Carroll case55
where a speculative publication had confused the trial court, from
American Stainless Steel Co. v. Ludlum Steel Co.:56

"The first and most obvious question raised by the rule is: Does it mean that if
Gessler had been illiterate his composition would have been called an invention? If it

does, it is possible to see in the rule a tacit approval of the double standard of invention

proposed in Potts v. Coe, 78 U. S. App. D. C. 297; 140 F. (2d) 470 (1944), where it
was held that an employee of a research laboratory should be held to a higher standard

of invention than an individual 'worker. Also, compare facts and result of Gilbert Spruance
Co. v. Ellis-Foster Co., 114 F. (2d) 771, 773 (C. C. A. 3d, 1940) where the court

stated, "... he seized upon a thing which was available to all but which had been

grasped by none, and was able to fit it into a new place, to create an original and useful

result."
nSee notes 37, 44, 47, 48, supra.
"61 F. (2d) 392 (C. C. A. 2d, 1933).
^Reissue Patent 16,803. The patent disclosed lacquer compositions which were instru

mental in speeding up automobile production by permitting rapid finishing at an assembly
line pace.
"See note 52, supra, at 395.

^See notes 37, 44, 47, 48, supra.
M290 Fed. 103 (C. C. A. 2d, 1923).
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"This record is replete with accounts of speculations on this subject and

dissertations thereon by men confessedly skillful in their day in the arts of
steel making and metallurgy. These publications have been advanced by de

fendant to minimize the inventive concept. ... To us they magnify it. There
are many inventions which seem to have been gathered, as it were, from the

scrap heaps of human effort. . . . But where men, doubtless well equipped for

a particular sort of work, have hoped and investigated and even prophesied
as to what could be done, but never did it, and other men similarly equipped
have by intensive study and skillful experiment succeeded, such success com

mands and should receive a greater meed of intellectual appreciation than is
accorded even to the cleverness of picking up and utilizing an unconsidered
or discarded trifle.57 (italics supplied).

* * *

"They were perhaps among the prophets; but it requires more than prophecy
of what may be done, or than declarations of what ought) to be accomplished
to make a good patent reference, not to speak of an anticipation. It is neces

sary to show with reasonable certainty how the desired result can be accom

plished."58 (italics supplied).

The Moisture Proof Carton59

As the climax of a typical old-fashioned success story,60 United States
Patent No. 2,031,036 was issued to Grant Paper Box Co. (assignee of
Carl G. Dreymann) for a laminated paper material for the construction
of moisture proof cartons for the packaging of foods. The paper was

characterized by a laminated structure having a layer of a modified

paraffin intercalated between two sheets of paper as a barrier to water

vapor.
The product achieved rapid and substantial success, was copied, and

the ensuing infringement action of Grant Paper Box Co. v. Russell
Box Co.61 terminated in what was almost a summary finding of in

validity in the district court. Appeal brought about the same conclusion
but through very peculiar logic, best shown by direct quotation from
the opinion:62

"Id. at 105.
"Id. at 106.

""United States Patent 2,031,036, Feb. 18, 1936, to Carl G. Dreymann, assigned to

Grant Paper Box Co.
"The story behind the invention is set out in Grant Paper Box Co. v. Russell Box Co.,

61 U. S. P. Q. 209 (D. Mass. 1944).
m61 U. S. P. Q. 209 (D. Mass. 1944).
'"'Grant Paper Box Co. v. Russell Box Co., 151 F. (2d) 886, 67 U. S. P. Q. 223

(C. C. A. 1st, 1945).
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"Dreymann may not be a genius, but nevertheless his mental process in

devising the laminated paper described in his patent was inventive. . . .

Nevertheless the test of invention is not subjective but objective and what

Dreymann actually did, in spite of his research and labor, was only to discover
that a commercially available material, amorphous petroleum wax carrying a

suspended colloid, provided a suitable laminating agent for paper. In effect
he only found a new use for a material in the public domain."63

The court admitted that the mental process tested subjectively was

inventive; the objective novelty of the product could have been found
in the grant of the patent on the product and the acceptance of the

product by the trade�nothing like it had been available before. How

ever, it chose to read the claims as defining merely a new use for an

old composition.
It is elementary that the scope of a patent is determined by its claims

read in the light of the prior art.64 It is also generally accepted that
the discovery of a new use for an old composition is not invention.65
However, to take claims66 such as those allowed in the Dreymann patent
and read them as the court did, is reading into the claims what is not

there. They denned an article of manufacture and not a new use for
an old composition.67 The patentee's failure to amend his specification
to conform to his allowed claims did not help the situation and probably

"Id. at 890, 891, 67 U. S. P. Q. at 228. Compare the following from Radiator Specialty
Co. v. Buhot. "It is with the inventive concept, the thing achieved, not with the manner

of its achievement or the quality of the mind which gave it birth, that the patent law
concerns itself." 39 F. (2d) 373, 376 (C. C. A. 3d, 1930).
""'The claim is a statutory requirement, prescribed for the very purpose of making

the patentee define precisely what his invention is; and it is unjust to the public, as

well as an evasion of the law, to construe it in a manner different from the plain import
of its terms." The Corn-Planter Patent, 23 Wall. (90 U. S.) 181, 224 (1874). "All

patentable inventions are defined by claims, but described, explained and disclosed by
specification." White v. Dunbar, 119 U. S. 47, 52 (1886). Curtiss Aeroplane & Motor

Corp. v. Janin, 278 Fed. 454, 456 (C. C. A. 2d, 1921) ; Hemming Mfg. Co. v. Cutler-
Hammer Mfg. Co., 243 Fed. 595 (C. C. A. 7th, 1917).
"A recent expression affirming the Patent Office view on the point is found in�In re

Thuau, 30 C. C. P. A. 979 (Pat. 1943); 135 F. (2d) 344 (1943).
Typical of the claims in the patent is the following: 3. A container wall for the

packaging of material including a sheet or film composed substantially of an amorphous
petroleum wax of an apparent melting-point of 120�-170" F., carrying a suspended colloid,
and two sheets of fibrous material, the sheet or film of said wax intercalated between
the sheets of fibrous material and constituting a film of adhesive uniting the whole.
The article, however, did embody a new use for a known material, but looked upon

as a manufacture the laminated paper meets the test of a new and patentable combination
of elements as was indicated by the grant of the patent.
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created a measure of confusion in the court's interpretation of the

claims, for the opening sentence of the specification of the patent states,
"This invention consists in a composition of matter. . . .

"68

However, the real dispute with the decision arises from the corollary
it draws from the rule of the Sinclair & Carroll69 case, which is best

presented in the words of the court:

"We concede that the patentee in the case at bar was called upon to do more

than read a list and select a known compound. He was called upon either to

make inquiries of persons familiar with the petrolatum wax of commerce or

to experiment with it. . . . Thus, those characteristics of amorphous petroleum
wax carrying a suspended colloid which make it suitable for laminating paper

being both known and discoverable upon 'inquiry, (the patentee's ignorance
of those characteristics, and apparently he was ignorant of them, are, of course,
immaterial) we see nothing for it in view of the Sinclair & Carroll case but
to hold claim 3 of the patent in suit invalid for lack of patentable invention."70

Thus, in the space of a few weeks the Sinclair & Carroll case11 bore
fruit in the form of a rule which, literally applied, makes the grant of
a valid patent practically impossible for, paraphrased, the rule of the
Grant case12 says, if the patentee did not read a list in obtaining funda
mental data for his purposes, he could have, and if he could not have
read a list, he could have asked someone who knew. Does this mean

that handbook tabulations of data which are fundamental tools of
research workers are to be categorical anticipations of all that can be
done? Is mere private knowledge to become anticipatory because it
could have been elicited by inquiry? Apparently not, for it is quite
obvious that the rules of the Sinclair & Carroll and Grant cases13
are merely unfortunate oversimplifications.

The Frosted Bulb Patent74

Briefly, the invention consisted in the discovery that a double etching
with hydrofluoric acid of the interior of the bulb of an incandescent

lamp produced a very desirable light diffusing effect, and paradoxically
enough, left the double-etched bulb materially stronger than one which
had been etched in a single step. The etching qualities of hydrofluoric
"United States Patent 2,031,036, note 13, supra, at page 1, line 1.
mSee notes 37, 44, 47, 48, supra.
'"See note 63, supra.
nSee note 69, supra.
""See note 62, supra.
"See notes 37, 44, 47, 48 and 62, supra.
"United States Patent 1,687,510, October 16, 1928, to Marvin Pipkin, assigned to

General Electric Co.
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acid were well-known to glass technologists and the desirability of

reducing the glare of clear incandescent bulbs was fully appreciated.75
Such was the state of the art when United States Patent No. 1,687,510
was granted. Subsequent infringement suits developed as an issue the

question of whether or not it amounted to invention to etch the interior
of a bulb in two steps, thereby to produce a frosted bulb stronger than
one etched in a single step.
In General Electric Co. v. Save Sales Co.,76 the district court when

faced with the prior publications relating to glass technology and in
candescent lamp manufacture in the defendant's effort to prove in

validity of the patent by raising the defense of prior disclosure, found
the patent invalid. However, the circuit court of appeals observed:
"

. . . Generally a problem that is solved seems simple until one has

placed himself in the position of those skilled in the art prior to dis
closure."77 The court pointed out that "... a new article of commerce

may involve the exercise of the inventive faculty even though in pro
ducing it a known method is resorted to."78
In General Electric Co. v. Wabash Appliance Corp.,79 sl second suit

for infringement of the same patent, the circuit court of appeals finally
ruled in favor of validity and against anticipation in finding that:

"... no one before suggested or intimated that [the double etching of
the interior of the bulb] . . . was capable of having a strengthening effect on the
frosted glass of any kind or that it could have any utility in connection with
inside frosted electric lamp bulbs ... no one before Pipkin treated with the
strengthening of frosted surfaces or with lamp bulbs of any kind, and they
did not contribute to the problem which faced Pipkin."80

The district court in General Electric Co. v. Jewel Incandescent

Lamp Co.sl in holding the patent invalid in a third suit for infringement,
stated :

"The advance over the prior art, if any, was in reality nothing more

than the application of the multiple etching process to another article of

76Many earlier attempts to produce a useful frosted glass bulb had been made but all
failed because the etched bulb was too weak. The story is reviewed in the opinion.
n20 U. S. P. Q. 199 (N. D. Ohio 1934).
"General Electric Co. v. Save Sales Co., 82 F. (2d) 100, 103 (C. C. A. 6th, 1936).
"Ibid.
�93 F. (2d) 671 (C. C. A. 2d, 1938) reversing General Electric Co. v. Wabash Appliance

Corp., 19 F. Supp. 887 (E. D. N. Y. 1937).
"Id. at 673.

ffl47 F. Supp. 818 (D. N. J. 1942).
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hollow glassware, the bulb of an incandescent lamp, a course plainly indicated

by the teachings of the prior art. It is well established that the adaptation
of an old process to a new use, clearly indicated by the prior art, is not

invention."82

It is here that difficulty arises with the decision for the claims83 of
the patent call for a product, a frosted glass bulb and were drawn in
close conformity with approved Patent Office practice84 and adjudicated
cases.85 The fact also stands that the public did without frosted glass
bulbs until Pipkin's invention,86 even though the prior art from 1887
to 1917 plainly indicated the course.87
The dilemma facing the inventor and his attorney is nicely pointed

up by the ruling of the circuit court of appeals which found the same

product claims defective and invalid in the following terms:

"As product claims there is an insuperable bar to their validity. They ap

propriate an old product. If the claims of the patent were process claims . . .

they might be held valid under the principle enunciated in Ansonia Brass &

Copper Co. v. Electric Supply Co., 144 U. S. 11, 18 . . .
"88

With this situation, one court holding the claims bad for their infer
ential inclusion of an old process and the second suggesting that the
claims might have been good had they defined the process involved,
the case came to the Supreme Court.89
In this last act the Supreme Court90 found the patent invalid in the

following terms:

^Id. at 824.

"A typical claim: 1. A glass electric lamp bulb having its interior surface frosted by
etching so that the maximum brightness of an ordinary incandescent lamp comprising
such a bulb will be less than twenty-five per cent of that of said lamp with a clear

bulb, said interior bulb surface being characterized by the presence of rounded as dis

tinguished from sharp angular crevices to such an extent that the strength to resist

breakage by impact is greater than twenty per cent of that of the clear bulb.
"To the effect that a product should be defined by its characteristics, see Ex parte

Schneckner 1903 C. D. 315; Ex parte Fesenmeier 1922 C. D. 18.

^Definition of a product by its characteristics: Hemming Mfg. Co. v. Cutler-Hammer

Mfg. Co., 243 Fed. 595, 600 (C. C. A. 7th, 1917) and cases cited therein; see note 84,
supra.
'The opinion refers to the value of the frosted glass bulb and to its phenomenal

commercial success.

"General Electric Co. v. Jewel Incandescent Lamp Co., 47 F. Supp. 818, 824 (D. N. J.
1942).
""General Electric Co. v. Jewel Incandescent Lamp Co., 146 F. (2d) 414, 416 (C. C. A.

3d, 1944).
MCert. granted, 324 U. S. 838 (1945).
�"General Electric Co. v. Jewel Incandescent Lamp Co., 326 U. S. 242 (1945).
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"A product claim describes an article, new and useful . . . Pipkin found
latent qualities in an old discovery and adapted it to a useful end. But that
did not advance the frontiers of science in this narrow field so as to satisfy
the exacting standards of our patent system."91

The fact pattern, if not the result and the nature of the invention,
in this case strongly resembles that so elaborately reviewed in the case

of the Barbed Wire Patent.92 There an effort was made to prove antici

pation by a showing of various forms of barbed wire which allegedly
anticipated the patent in suit but the court brushed them all aside with
these comments:

"The difference between the Kelley fence and the Glidden fence is
not a radical one, but slight as it may seem to be, it was apparently this
which made the barbed-wire fence a practical and commercial success. . . .

Under such circumstances courts have not been reluctant to sustain a patent
to the man who has taken the final step which has turned a failure into a

success. In the law of patents it is the last step that wins."93 (italics supplied).

In the instant case, the patent had been frequently litigated and twice
found valid. No one will seriously contend that it embodied a very
profound scientific discovery, but all will readily admit that a remarkable
and unique little product had been created. Only after the frosted glass
bulb had replaced its clear sister from the market and had become
an accepted adjunct of daily living did the courts find the creative step
involved in its production so banal that it could not support a patent.94

Conclusion

The simple rule to be followed in the advocacy of any patent appli
cation within the Patent Office and in the courts is, find the novelty and

you find the invention. Those who appear before the Patent Office and
those who follow court decisions in patent cases well know how easily
their respective tribunals find the old and ignore the new. Where a

patent has issued, novelty and validity are presumed. Cases occur in
which patents have been inadvertently or improperly issued and in those
cases there is no argument about the lack of novelty in the patent.95

nId. at 248, 249.

ra143 U. S. 275 (1892).
mId. at 282.

MSee note 7, supra, for two other recent cases in which popularization of the science
and the product in cases litigated many years after grant of the patent had some influence
in a finding of invalidity.
"Patents are sometimes inadvertently issued and a recent case presented an interesting
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It is in those cases in which the Patent Office has properly issued a

patent after a full examination in the course of prosecution that the
courts come to varying conclusions about the presence of invention.
Proof of invention within the Patent Office is a condition precedent

to the grant of the patent and the courts have stated this rule in the
form of a presumption of validity accompanying the grant of the patent.96
Although this presumption accompanies the patent into court, the ease

with which defendants persuade courts to indulge in detailed subjective
analysis of the product and the mental processes by which the inventor
devised the product, and the consequent heavy burden placed on the

patentee in his infringement suit to sustain the validity of his patent,
suggests that the presumption has become one of invalidity which the

patentee must meet. The method of judicial analysis of a case for the

presence of invention has been aptly described in the following language :

"In so deciding we take no recourse to any supposed absolute objective
test, as, for example, that one may not patent as an invention the making
into one part of what formerly was in two. In spite of our language in

General Electric Co. v. Yost Manufacturing Co., 139 F. 568, 71 C. C. A. 552,
language which has been repeated again and again, we think that such tests

are delusive, if used as more than rough rules for guidance. The question is
one of evidence in each case, and the issue necessarily depends upon a shifting
standard, just as in cases of due care.

"Objective tests may be of value vaguely to give us a sense of direction,
but the final destination can be only loosely indicated. An invention is a

new display of ingenuity beyond the compass of the routineer, and in the end
that is all that can be said about it. Courts cannot avoid the duty of divining
as best they can what the day to day capacity of the ordinary artisan will

produce. This they attempt by looking at the history of the art, the occasion
for the invention, its success, its independent repetition at about the "same time,
and the state of the underlying art, which was a condition upon its appearance
at all. Yet, when all is said, there will remain cases when we can only fall
back upon such good sense as we may have, and in these we cannot help
exposing the inventor to the hazard inherent in hypostatizing such modifications
in the existing arts as are within the limited imagination of the journeyman.
There comes a point when the question must be resolved by a subjective

suit in which the issue involved the effect of such a grant as between the assignor and

assignee. Automatic Paper Machinery Co. v. Marcalus Mfg. Co. Inc., 147 F. (2d) 608

(C. C. A. 3d, 1945), Cert, granted, 325 U. S. 839, 843 (1945).
"Radio Corporation of America v. Radio Engineering Laboratories, Inc., 293 U. S. 1

(1934), "the presumption of novelty and invention which arises from the grant of the

patent is greatly strengthened by references in the record rejected as anticipations by
the Patent Office. Gairing Tool Co. v. Eclipse Interchangeable Counterbore Co., 48 F.

(2d) 73, 75 (C. C. A. 6th, 1931).
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opinion as to what seems an easy step and what does not. We must try to

correct our standard by such objective references as we can, but in the end
the judgment will appear, and no doubt be, to a large extent personal, and
in that sense arbitrary."97

To meet the subjective and objective tests thus imposed on him, the
inventor, and particularly the chemist, as indicated by the four cases

outlined, must prove two inventions in his suit, the one, that his creation

represents an inventive advance over the prior art and the other, that
his mental process involved in devising the product was inventive. Un
less the analysis be tempered with some rule to control the extent to

which it should be carried, no process, machine, manufacture, or com

position of matter can withstand it.
In an infringement suit it is a foregone conclusion that the defense

of invalidity of the patent will be raised, for most infringements are

deliberate and based on the advice of counsel. Hence, infringement
suits usually embody an honest difference of opinion about the validity
of the patent in suit. Stated differently, it might be said that only
patents of doubtful validity get into court;98 those showing clearly
novel products or processes are never disputed; those which are obvi

ously invalid are quietly ignored by manufacturers and not enforced

by the patentees. Thus, only those patents in the penumbra between
clear validity and clear invalidity are the moving causes for the courts'

writing the many rules they have produced on the subject of what is
invention. Since patents have been characterized as the most difficult

legal instruments to draw with accuracy,99 it is unfortunate that the
rule of reason in the reading and interpretation of patents in court is
not more frequently expressly stated, for it is at least suggested in
the decisions.

"Kirsch Mfg. Co. v. Gould Mersereau Co., Inc., 6 F. (2d) 793, 794 (C .C. A. 2d, 192S).
"This observation in another form: "Of the patents which become involved in litigation

a very large proportion are poorly drawn, either because the attorneys are unfamiliar
with the law of patents or because the attorneys are imperfectly or erroneously informed
as to the inventions embodied in the patents or as to the arts to which the inventions
themselves belong." Thomas, The Law of Chemical Patents (2d ed. 1938).
""The specification and claims of a patent, particularly if the invention be at all

complicated, constitute one of the most difficult legal instruments to draw with accuracy . . .

The object of the patent law is to secure to inventors a monopoly of what they have

actually invented or discovered, and it ought not to be defeated by a too strict and
technical adherence to the letter of the statute, or by the application of artificial rules
of interpretation." White v. Dunbar, 119 U. S. 47, 52 (1886); Topliff v. Topliff and
Another, 145 U. S. 156, 171 (1892).
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The case of Ansonia Brass and Copper Company v. Electrical Supply
Company100 suggests a rule which patent attorneys deliberately or in

stinctively follow in studying infringement questions, that is, a rule of

interpretation of the claims of a patent by which they are restricted to

a valid scope, and only if that scope approaches zero is the patent con
sidered invalid. It recognizes that the claims of the patent are merely
the envelopes containing the inventive idea and discards them only
when the envelopes are found to be empty. The rule is quite analogous
to the rule of reason which permeates the fabric of our law. It

recognizes that there is no such thing as plain language; that creative

genius must have materials with which to work and often invention
can reside in the imaginative assemblage of old materials. Had a rule
of reason tempered the consideration of the cases discussed and the

language of the opinions, the results might have been the same, but
the course of reasoning would have been considerably more logical.
Unless some such rule is more commonly applied in patent suits, the

compulsion to diversification101 which our patent system has been will
become an invitation to imitation.102

THOMAS B. GRAHAM

THE INCONSEQUENTIAL DEFECT DOCTRINE LN
MUNICIPAL TORT LIABILITY

TTHE growth of American cities, a trend augmented in the past ten
years by a shift in population from the rural areas to the ship

yards and industrial communities of the nation, has brought into sharp
focus the legal problems of the municipal corporation. Claims growing
out of injuries caused by defects in city sidewalks, always a prolific
source of litigation, have become increasingly burdensome as the walks

grow in age. Since the beginning of the century many new walks have
been added while only a negligible portion of the older ones haVe gone
out of service. At the same time, the ever-present demand for reduction
in governmental expenditures, the budget difficulties of the last 15 years
and the recent shortages of material and labor needed for repair have

""144 U. S. 11 (1892).
m28 J. Pat. Off. Soc. 5, 9 (1946).
""Imitation and acceptance by the art have been recognized as indicia of invention:

Minerals Separation, Limited, et al, v. Hyde, 242 U. S. 261, 270 (1916) ; Eibel Process

Company v. Minnesota & Ontario Paper Company, 261 U. S. 45 (1923) ; Schering Cor

poration v. Gilbert, 153 F. (2d) 428 (C. C. A. 2d, 1946).
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been instrumental in lowering the quality of the walks in use. These

last, as it will appear, have also afforded municipal authorities additional
reasons for arguing that the courts should provide them with protection
against the citizen who is injured upon the walks they are charged to

maintain.
The degree of care to be exercised by the city in maintenance of its

sidewalks is almost universally held to be "ordinary care to keep side
walks in a reasonably safe condition for travel" in the ordinary modes.1
Its liability therefore rests on negligence, and it is not an insurer of
the safety of travelers upon the streets. Although there is little dis

agreement among the courts2 on these basic principles, the task of

applying them to specific sets of facts has left our cities with consider

ably varied responsibilities.
The bulk of the difficulty concerns the minor or inconsequential defect

doctrine. That doctrine springs from the rule that the city is not an

insurer of the safety of pedestrians. It is the earnest contention of
the municipal authorities that if it is not, then there must be certain
defects for which they are not liable. Some deviation from perfection
must be permitted, and it is this deviation that the courts have been
asked to measure in inches in order that the cities might have a definite
standard for use in maintenance. In effect, the cities seek a mathe
matical standard above which they can still litigate and below which

injured persons, on advice of counsel, will not press their claims.
Desirable as such a rule may be to the municipality, its adoption

presents many problems to the courts. Whether an injury resulting from
the act or omission of a person may be attributable to his negligence
is a question of fact to be left to the jury unless the question is one

upon which the minds of reasonable men cannot differ. In the latter
case the court may properly direct a verdict for one of the parties. If
the evidence is such that the jury could find for either party, the cause

is one for its determination. While the truth of the assertion of the

municipality that it should not be liable for every injury is manifest,
its exoneration from liability by the judge rather than the jury is a

practice denied in the vast bulk of negligence actions between private
individuals. Further, the idea that a defect can be regarded as action-

*7 McQutjultn, Municipal Corporations (2d ed. rev. 194S) � 2974 and cases there cited.
^'Strict and absolute liability is held to exist independently of negligence, where they

fail to keep their streets and alleys in reasonable repair." Hayes v. Town of Cedar Grove,
126 W. Va. 828, 835, 30 S. E. (2d) 726, 730 (1944). Ohio apparently predicates liability
only on nuisance. Stephens v. City of Akron, 59 Ohio App. 526, 18 N. E. (2d) 830 (1938).
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able or not on the basis of depth alone is contrary to the concept that
justice can be reached by the court only through a consideration of
all the elements in a case. In addition, experience has shown that a

decision which meets the requirements of justice in one case is totally
lacking in justice in a later case involving a defect of comparable
dimensions.
In theory, the cases reaching appellate courts should be susceptible

to classification into two groups: those which seek a determination
based on difference in elevation alone�the true "mathematical" minor
defect�and those which come up on a refusal of the trial court to
direct a verdict or render judgment non obstante veredicto and present
all the evidence in order that the appellate court may decide if that
evidence presented a case for jury determination. Actually, however,
a determination intended to be based on all the facts of one case fre

quently creates a precedent which in later cases resolves itself into a

measurement of inches and thereby leads to the same injustices as would
an initial determination on inches alone. Further, many courts, although
confronted with all the evidence in the case, limit their decision to a

consideration of the difference in elevation. In a majority of cases, how

ever, the only question presented is that of the difference in elevation
since it is a determination in their favor on this ground that will give
the municipal authorities a definite standard by which they can measure

future claims.
Without doubt there occur some sidewalk injuries concerning which

a court, after a study of all the evidence, would correctly rule that,
as a matter of law, the city is not negligent. Stumbling and injury some

times occur in instances where no defect exists, and since the city is
not an insurer of the safety of pedestrians, it should not be held liable.
Likewise a minute defect in a little-traveled street or in a brick walk
which of itself cautions a passerby to exercise greater care probably
would not render the city liable. It is believed, however, that few of
these injuries ever result in litigation, and that an even smaller number
ever reach the appellate courts to be reported.

The Single Question of Difference in Elevation

Aside from the injustice that is likely to result in any particular case

where the court considers only one factor (depth) among all those which
bear on the question of negligence, there remains the effect that such
a decision has on subsequent actions. If a court has determined that
a defect of 2 inches is not actionable, where is it to call a halt in the
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application of its arbitrary standard in later cases involving a slightly
larger defect? Since it will be a natural tendency for the trial court
to apply the same doctrine to a 2J4 or iy2 inch defect which the ap

pellate court used in a 2 inch case, it is extremely important that the
courts adopt a rule which can be carried out in later cases. This point
was recognized in a recent District of Columbia case by the following
statement:

"When a court rules as a matter of law that a municipality is not liable for

an injury caused by a depression of a certain depth, it will be forced some

where along the line in subsequent cases involving depressions a fraction of
an inch more in depth to adopt some arbitrary figure. For example, if we

should rule in this case that a projection in the sidewalk of lH inches creates

no liability on the District, what are we to say of a projection of 2 inches,
2% inches, 2j4 inches, etc."3

The difficulty of deciding where to draw a line, once a court holds
that a defect of one depth is not actionable, is well demonstrated by
a review of the New York cases on the point. The chain of cases which
led the United States Circuit Court of Appeals in Ray v. City of New
York,4 (1939) to hold that, with the possible exception of a "trap",5
a five-inch hole was not actionable under New York law started in 1895
with Beltz v. City of Yonkers6 in which the New York Court of Appeals
held that a depression of 2y2 inches in a flagstone walk was not action
able as a matter of law. Following that case, the same court, in Hamilton
v. City of Buffalo,7 (1903), reversed the action of the lower court and
held that a V-cut four inches deep in a crosswalk was not actionable,
citing as its authority the Beltz case. The prophetic dissent of Judge
Vann recognized the danger present in the holding:

"Because we held in one case, under its peculiar facts, that a depression of

2yi inches in a sidewalk was not dangerous, we are asked to hold in this case

that a hole 4 inches deep in a cross-walk is safe. . . . The logic of the request
suggests the query whether a hole six or eight inches deep is free from danger
as a matter of law. How deep must a hole be to present a question of fact?
With what kind of a rule can the court measure it, after brushing aside trifles?
. . . Can we say judicially that the natural result of stepping or slipping into
a hole as deep as the one under consideration would not be a fall with physical

"District of Columbia v. Williams, 42 A. (2d) 111, 112, 113 (D. C. Mun. App. 1946).
*108 F. (2d) 170 (C. C. A. 2d, 1939).
6Moroney v. City of New York, 107 App. Div. 843, 97 N. Y. Supp. 642, 103 N. Y.

Supp. 1135 (1907), aff'd 83 N. E. 1128 (1908).
"148 N. Y. 67, 42. N. E. 401 (1895).
7173 N. Y. 72, 65 N. E. 944 (1903).
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injury as a consequence? Unless we can so declare as a matter of law, a

question of fact was presented for the jury as to the negligence of the
defendant."8

In Butler v. Village of Oxford,9 (1906), the defect held not actionable
was 2 to 5 inches. In Terry v. Village of Perry19 (1910), it was \y2
inches. In Lalor v. City of New York,11 (1913), the trial court dismissed
the case on the ground that a hole as large as a barrel head and four
inches deep in the crosswalk as a matter of law would not constitute

negligence. In 1932, the New York Court of Appeals started writing
Per Curia consisting merely of the citation of the Beltz, Hamilton,
Butler, Terry and Lalor cases. This was done in Stakel v. City of
Batavia,12 (1932), (4-5 inch depth), in Parslow v. Town of Williamson,13
(1934), (3% inches), and in Boyne v. City of Buffalo,14 (1936), (2-5
inch depth).
Thus a ruling intended for the "peculiar facts" of a particular case

has developed into a body of law no longer concerned with the circum
stances of any case involving a defect of less than the mathematical
standard of five inches. As a practical matter, the rulings bear little
relation to the traditional concept that negligence is a question of fact
for the jury if reasonable men would differ as to its presence.
In 1940 the New York Court of Appeals departed entirely from its

professed adherence to the classical tenets of negligence in the case of
Keener v. Tilton.15 There the plaintiff had tripped in a hole 2 inches
deep in alighting from a street car. The court held that the carrier was

liable although the city under like circumstances would not have been:
"A hole in a street must be pretty deep before a pedestrian injured
thereby can hold the municipality to payment of his damages. . . .

This is a practical limitation upon the implied civil liability of municipal
corporations respecting defective streets. Such residual governmental
immunity in that field cannot be made to shelter proprietors of street
railways. . . .

"16 Lehman, C. J., pointed out the error in his dissent:

"Id. at 77, 65 N. E. at 945.
"186 N. Y. 444, 79 N. E. 712 (1906).
10199 N. Y. 79, 92 N. E. 91 (1910).
u208 N. Y. 431, 102 N. E. 558 (1913).
^260 N. Y. 628, 184 N. E. 122 (1932).
"266 N. Y. 438, 195 N. E. 144 (1934).
"269 N. Y. 657, 200 N. E. 44 (1936).
"283 N. Y. 454, 28 N. E. (2d) 912 (1940).
laId. at 456, 28 N. E. (2d) at 913. The same distinction is implied in Gibson v. Jaystone

Drug Co., Inc., 267 App. Div. 201, 45 N. Y. S. (2d) 380 (1943), in which the court
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"Freedom of the city from liability for damages caused to a pedestrian
by a fall in a depression of less depth is not, I think, based upon any
'residual government immunity,' from liability for failure by the city
to exercise reasonable care . . . but rather on the ground that depressions
in a sidewalk or crosswalk of a street, which are not 'pretty deep,'
create no danger to a pedestrian so serious that the city in .the exercise
of reasonable care might have anticipated and should have guarded
against the hazard."17

Since the decision in Ray v. City of New York, the New York Court
of Appeals has made what appeared to be a clear-cut departure from

the rule by its decision in Wilson v. Jaybro Realty & Development Co.,
Inc.18 In that case the defect causing the injury was a hole 2 feet by
18 inches, 1 to 3 inches deep. The lower court found for the plaintiff
and the Appellate Division reversed on the ground that as a matter

of law the defect must be held to have been so slight as to preclude a

claim that it was dangerous.19 The Court of Appeals reversed the order
of the Appellate Division, stating:

"There was evidence that the opening had increased in size over a long
period of time. We think it was for a jury to say whether such a defect un

reasonably imperilled the safety of the female plaintiff on the occasion in

question. There is no rule that a hole in a public thoroughfare must under
all circumstances be a particular depth before its existence can give rise to

a legal liability."20

Shortly thereafter (April 1943) in Hayes v. City of New York,21
the Supreme Court of King's County, relying on the Wilson case, ruled
that a charge that the verdict must be for the defendant if the jury
found the depression to be less than 4 inches was erroneous, holding
that the Court of Appeals in the Wilson case had overruled the doctrine

previously laid down by Lalor v. City of New York and subsequent
cases. Since the defects were similar it would appear that this is true.

However, the ruling was reversed by the Appellate Division22 when

they distinguished the Wilson case on the ground that the phrase used

held that the negligence of the defendant in maintaining a vault cover which extended

lVz inches above the walk was a jury question.
"283 N. Y. at 457, 28 N. E. (2d) at 913, 914.

M289 N. Y. 410, 46 N. E. (2d) 497 (1943).
M264 App. Div. 776, 34 N. Y. S. (2d) 719 (1942).
"'Supra note 18 at 412, 46 N. E. (2d) at 498.

M41 N. Y. S. (2d) 871 (1943).
=267 App. Div. 535, 47 N. Y. S. (2d) 324 (1943).
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in that case, "under all circumstances," was intended to cover only those
cases where there was a trap23 or where the hole was dangerous as a

consequence of a use of a public highway for corporate purposes24 or

where the condition exists to the detriment of a business visitor on a

private extension of a city sidewalk25 or where the hole is an incident
to a user of the public thoroughfare by an abutting owner for a private
conveyance.26
Thus it is difficult to say what the New York "five inch" rule amounts

to at the present time. Its single virtue, that of clarity, has been de

stroyed by the decisions of the past five years and the future rational
ization of New York cases will be of interest.

Probably the most frequently cited case among those which have re

fused to adopt the inconsequential defect doctrine is that of Shugren
v. Salt Lake City.27 The Supreme Court of Utah, following a compre
hensive review of American authority there ruled that a 2^ inch dif
ference in elevation presented a jury question, despite its conclusion
that at that time (1916) the weight of authority "from the mere point
of numbers" was with the defendant. The court went on to say:

"It will be observed, however, that the courts differ with regard to when
the defect in a sidewalk may or may not, as a matter of law, be declared harm
less. As we have pointed out, even the justices of the same court do not agree
upon that question. That fact, in and of itself, is a very strong argument in
favor of submitting such questions to the jury and permitting them to pass
upon the question of whether the maintenance of a particular defect under all
the circumstances was such as would constitute negligence on the part of the

municipality. . . .

"While there is much force to the contention that to hold a municipality
liable for a defect in a sidewalk in the outlying residential districts, such as

the one in question here, where the municipality must of necessity maintain
hundreds of miles of walks, is enforcing a rather strict rule of liability against
the municipality, yet, in our judgment, such rule in the long run is fairer and
more logical than is the one adopted by some of the courts, whereby it is
attempted to determine as a matter of law that a defect of two, or one of
two and a half inches, or even more, does not constitute such a defect as

�See note S supra.
^he court cited Hamer v. Village of Whitesboro, 287 N. Y. .816, 41 N. E. (2d)

94 (1942), as authority. That case is not concerned with pedestrians or sidewalk defects,
but arose from an automobile collision caused by improper maintenance of street car

tracks and adjoining pavement.
^Citing the Wilson case, supra note 18.
MGibson v. Jaystone Drug Co., Inc., 267 App. Div. 201, 45 N. Y. S. (2d) 380 (1943),

cited supra note 16.
"4$ Utah 320, 159 P. 530 (1916).
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will make the municipality liable for injuries sustained by persons falling over

it. In all such cases courts are required to adopt and enforce an arbitrary
rule applicable to all cases, which if the question is treated as one of fact, a

jury of fair, practical men may determine each case upon its own peculiar
features or facts and circumstances. True, a jury may return a verdict against
the municipality upon what may be considered slight grounds; but that is a

matter that, under our jurisprudence, cannot well be avoided. And yet, if the
verdict of a jury is manifestly wrong upon the facts or the law, it may be
corrected by the trial courts, and upon all questions of law may be corrected
on appeal to this court. If, however, courts arbitrarily determine that the main
tenance of particular defects in sidewalks or streets do not constitute negligence,
then there is absolutely no way of correcting an erroneous conclusion on the

part of the courts."28

In Ray v. Salt Lake City,29 twenty-one years later, the same court

had before it a claim growing out of an injury caused by a difference
in elevation of % to Y& inches. The court held that the trial court had

properly refused to grant defendant's motions for a directed verdict and
for a new trial. In affirming judgment for the plaintiff the court stated:

"As is indicated by the long list of cases cited by respective counsel and
from the decided cases, much has been written on all phases of the question.
It was said in a similar case by this court that from the mere point of numbers
the weight of authority was with the contention that less than a specified
difference in elevation of adjoining portions of a sidewalk was not sufficient
to charge a municipality with the result of injuries received by one who fell
by tripping while stepping from a lower to a higher section. The numerical
weight of authority is now the other way. . . .

* * *

"The whole situation is summed up in a statement quoted in the case of City
of Tulsa v. Frye, 165 Okl. 302, 25 P. (2d) 1080, 1082. 'It would be a serious
inroad on the province of the jury if in a case where there are facts from
which negligence may be reasonably inferred, the judge were to withdraw the
case from the jury upon the ground that, in his opinion, negligence ought not
to be inferred; and it would, on the other hand, place in the hands of the
jurors a power which might be exercised in the most arbitrary manner, if they
were at liberty to hold that negligence might be inferred from any set of
facts whatever.' To attempt to fix an arbitrary height or depth of irregularity
applicable to all cases would be more intolerable than either."30

The Supreme Court of Minnesota considered the "minor defect"

question in Beiber v. City of St. Paul?1 wherein the defect consisted of

�ld. at 327, 328, 159 Pac. at 532, 533.

"92 Utah 412, 69 P. (2d) 256.

xId. at 414, 415, 417, 69 P. (2d) at 257, 258.

a87 Minn. 35, 91 N. W. 20 (1902).
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a 1% inch depression in the sidewalk near the entrance to a store. The
trial court had denied defendant's motions for a directed verdict, and
for judgment non obstante veredicto and a new trial following the jury's
finding for plaintiff. In affirming on appeal, the court stated that the

city had the duty to exercise reasonable care to maintain the walk in

a suitable condition for use, and went on to say:
"Defendant insists, however, that as a matter of law the depression of the

hexagonal block where the accident occurred of only an inch and a quarter
below the surface of the walk was not such a defect as required attention and

repair by the city, and hence that it was not wanting in ordinarry care for

its failure in that respect .... we cannot adopt the conclusion that there
is any inflexible rule which determines, without regard to the extent or necessary
character of the reasonable use of a city sidewalk by pedestrians, that mu

nicipal responsibility to repair it is dependent upon an estimation of defects

by inches or parts of inches. . . . That its condition was defective would seem

apparent from the consequences which occurred, and to say that the depression
of the block as shown to exist was not a defect to relieve the city would result
in the palpable non sequitur that where there is a probability of accident, upon
which recovery must depend, and the accident occurs, the cause thereof is
not in reality an actionable defect,�a mere legal juggle to avoid responsibility.
Neither is it a reasonable inference from the rule of duty applicable in such
cases that, because similar defects existed at other places, and were numerous,
that this one need not have been corrected; for if the extent and nature of
the use made it probable that an accident would occur, similar defects else

where, though very frequent, would not justify the municipality in ignoring its
obligations, and excuse one act of negligence by others."32

Thus a determination based on difference in elevation, though ap
proved by the courts of several jurisdictions, seems singularly devoid
of reason. It denies to the court consideration of every factor but depth
and calls for a determination of liability based on only one facet of
a complicated factual picture. It is submitted that the true question
for determination is not whether the defect is deep, but whether it is

dangerous. Depth or height is an important element, but consideration
must also be given to its location in the city, the amount of travel at
that point, the location of the defect in the sidewalk itself and its area,
evidence of previous accidents caused by the defect, the age and ma

turity of the person injured, lighting and visibility at the time of the

accident, appearance to a pedestrian and its proximity to other points
of danger.
"Id. at 37, 38, 39, 91 N. W. at 21, 22.
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A Ten Year Trend

In 1936 the Supreme Court of Utah, in Ray v. Salt Lake City,
stated that the weight of authority in the United States was against hold
ing any particular difference in elevation as non-actionable. Since that

time, the courts of several additional states and the District of Columbia
have directly considered and rejected the doctrine of the inconsequential
defect. Others, such as the courts of New York, have indicated a

wavering belief in the justice of the rule as previously adopted. In

Michigan and Wisconsin the rule has been reaffirmed, while the courts

of California appear to have departed from the view expressed in Hook
v. Sacramento33 (1>4 inch depth) that "the public is entitled to be

protected against small defects, which are liable to cause injury, as

well as large ones, and it was a question of fact for the jury to determine
whether the holes or depressions constituted a dangerous or defective
condition in said sidewalk."
The question of inconsequential defect was squarely presented for

the first time in the District of Columbia in the case of District of
Columbia v. Williams.34 The appellee had been injured by a fall on

a public sidewalk when she stumbled upon the edge of a paving block
which projected higher than the adjoining block. The testimony as to

the difference in elevation varied from 15/16 of an inch to 3 inches.
In answer to a special interrogatory, the jury found the difference to

be between 1 and inches and returned a verdict for the plaintiff.
The trial court denied a motion for judgment non obstante veredicto
and the District appealed. The single ground for appeal was expressed
in the following statement:

"A defect in the public sidewalk which consists only of a change of elevation
between paving blocks of not more than 1 and % inches is an inconsequential
defect for which the District of Columbia can not, as a matter of law, be
held answerable."35

The appellant having agreed that there was no question of contrib

utory negligence and that the amount of the judgment was proper if
the District was liable, a clear-cut question of inconsequential defeat
was presented. The appellate court affirmed the action of the trial

court, holding that the negligence of the District was a question of

""IIS Cal. App. 547, 552, 5 P. (2d) 643, 644 (1931).
"42 A. (2d) 111 (D. C. Mun. App. 1946), appeal denied, TJ. S. App. D. C, March 20,

1946 (#9233).
**Id. at 112.
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fact for the jury. The court pointed out the danger in adopting mathe
matical standards in negligence cases and after a comprehensive review
of the New York cases, declined to follow the lead of those courts:

"Whatever may be the exact rule in New York, we find it neither sound
nor clear. If it fixes an arbitrary figure, without regard to surrounding cir

cumstances, it is not sound. If it permits surrounding circumstances to create

exceptions, it is not clear; for the circumstances of each case will necessarily
differ.
"We have examined the decisions in other jurisdictions which have adopted

rules patterned after that of New York. The cases are too numerous to discuss,
but it appears to us that they have met with the same difficulties found in
the New York cases."36

The Supreme Court of Florida in City of St. Petersburg v. Roach37
had before it a comparable case. The jury had found for the plaintiff
and a motion for a new trial had been denied. In affirming, the Supreme
Court stated:

"This court is asked to gve a definite ruling on the dimensions of depressions
in sidewalks rendering recovery for injuries because of them actionable, not

only for the purpose of disposing of the instant case, but also as a guide to

courts and parties in actual or contemplated litigation.
"We cannot undertake to fix with mathematical nicety the proportions of

flaws in the sidewalks maintained by municipalities which may result in action
able injury to pedestrians."38

In 1924, the Supreme Court of Colorado in Denver v. Burrows39 laid
down a rule that a difference in elevation of \y% inches in a sidewalk
was not a sufficient obstruction to be actionable. Colorado Springs v.

Phillips40 apparently extended the rule to include a defect of 2 inches

^Id. at 113.

"148 Fla. 316, 4 So. (2d) 367 (1941).
^Id. at 317, 4 So. (2d) at 368.

w76 Colo. 17, 227 Pac. 840 (1924).
"76 Colo. 257, 230 Pac. 617 (1924). It is difficult to tell exactly what rule this case

represents. The court commenced by citing the Burrows case as authority for the ruling
that the 2-inch defect at bar was not actionable. It went on to say that if this were

not so, however, the defendant knew of the defect and should have stepped around it.

Although he was prevented from seeing the defect by nodding to a passing acquaintance
the court held that to be no excuse for his not looking where he was going. The court

concluded:
"If he, knowing the facts, was reasonably careful, though failing to observe the defect,

then the city was reasonably careful in permitting it. If the city was negligent in per

mitting the defect, then Phillips, knowing the conditions, was negligent in walking on

without looking and observing. If it was not dangerous, the city was not negligent.
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which had caused the death of a 76 year old resident. In Nelson v.

City and County of Denver41 (1942) the lower court granted defendant's
motion for judgment on the pleadings when the claim had stated a

difference of 2 inches in elevation. The Supreme Court reversed, holding
that it was a case for the jury. The court explained its previous holding
in the Burrows case, which had appeared to be simply on the basis
of height by saying:

"... we think it an unreasonable construction of the opinion to say that
it lays down the proposition that, whether permitting an inequality or raised
block in a sidewalk, constitutes actionable negligence may be determined simply
with a foot rule. If the case is to be so construed, it means that a two inch

inequality in the sidewalk in front of an old ladies' home, used daily by the

aged and infirm, and a two inch inequality in the wholesale district in a sidewalk
used by able-bodied truckers and produce men, accustomed to carrying heavy
loads over rough and uneven surfaces, are on a parity, so far as permitting
an inference of negligence is concerned, and that both inequalities may be

observed, measured, and up to two inches, permitted to continue with impunity.
The case is not authority for such a proposition."42

A difference in elevation of 1 to 1^4 inches came before the Supreme
Court of North Dakota in Moloney v. City of Grand Forks.43 Appeal
had been taken from a denial of the defendant's motions for judgment
non obstante veredicto and for a new trial after a jury verdict for
the plaintiff. Following an extensive review of United States and Ca
nadian authority in which the court observed that "the courts of the
Dominion to the north seem to be in the same state of transition, with
gradual change toward a more strict observance of the duties placed
upon the municipality," the court stated that there was but one rule
of negligence whether the defendant was a city or an individual and
that its application to the facts was a matter for the jury:

"There is a place within the twilight zone between breach of duty and dis

charge of duty which may be difficult to determine. Could danger to a

pedestrian, because of the condition shown here, be reasonably anticipated?
Can it be said 'reasonable men' could differ as to whether there was a breach

If it was dangerous, then Phillips, knowing the danger, should have observed and

stepped IS inches to the right or left. The duty of care is correlative and reciprocal."
If this peculiar statement is followed to its logical conclusion, there could be no re

covery either for a minor defect or a ten foot chasm.

"109 Colo. 113, 122 P. (2d) 2S2 (1942).
"Id. at 118, 119, 122 P. (2d) at 254. The majority opinion did not cite the Phillips

case.

"73 N. D. 445, IS N. W. (2d) 769 (1944).
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of duty? Two juries of twelve each found there was negligence�other 'reason
able men' might find otherwise. . . .

"The elevation shown in this case is slight and defendant urges the question
has reached the vanishing point. May reasonable men so say? Fundamentally,
where this point is must be determined by the jury."

The North Dakota court further held that that city could not suc

cessfully defend on the ground that the particular officer charged with
sidewalk maintenance could not examine all the sidewalks, since the

city was required to furnish him sufficient assistance and it was the

duty of the police and other city employees to advise him of defects.

Although such responsibilities would seem beyond question, they have
been denied by several courts in this type of litigation.
A case which should give pause to any court concerned with the

justice of establishing an arbitrary standard below which a municipality
could not be held liable is that of Tiddy v. City of Butte.45 There the

plaintiff at night stumbled over a broken section of the walk containing
irregularities "several" inches deep. As a result of the defect he fell
into an excavation ten feet deep. The jury found for the plaintiff. On

appeal, the Supreme Court of Montana affirmed, holding that the de
fective walk was the proximate cause of the accident and whether the

city was negligent in allowing it to exist was a question for the jury.
Although the defect in this instance was several inches deep, the case

presents an excellent illustration of the fact that danger cannot be
determined by inches. In such a situation as here presented, the defect
could be, in itself, minute but extremely dangerous because of the sur

rounding circumstances. Yet the precedent of a mathematical non-

actionable standard could well preclude such a case even from reaching
the jury for their consideration.
In Lithegner v. City of St. Louis,46 the plaintiff sued to recover dam

ages for injuries sustained by her in stumbling over a defect which
witnesses estimated to be from 34 01 an inch to 3 inches deep. The

jury returned a verdict for the plaintiff, and the city appealed asserting
that the trial judge erred in refusing to give two instructions which in
effect stated that the city was not negligent if the difference in elevation
was not more than 134 inches. The appellate court ruled that such in
structions were properly refused. In denying defendant's motion for

rehearing, the court aptly outlined the fallacy of the argument advanced
by municipal corporations in much of this litigation:
"Id. at 456, IS N. W. (2d) at 774, 77S.

a104 Mont. 202, 65 P. (2d) 605 (1937).
4912S S. W. (2d) 925 (Mo. App. 1939).
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"So far as we are advised, the legal concept of negligence has not been

changed from the act or omission of a hypothetical figure which, for the purpose
of the law, is referred to as an ordinarily prudent person, to a precise and

mathematically certain number of inches and fractions of an inch of this
character. . . .

"If defendant's contention that one and one-quarter inches of a depression
in a sidewalk is not actionable negligence should be sustained in this case,
there would be nothing to prevent a court from saying that a depression of
one and one-half inches, then later one and three-quarters inches, and so on,
is not negligence. We do not believe that the question of negligence can be
reduced to fractions of an inch in a matter of instructions to the jury in
a case of this character without completely destroying the legal concept of

negligence as it has been traditionally known to the law."47

The same court in a later case involving a depression of 24 �* an
inch to iy2 inches held that liability is not a "matter of inches, and
we are reluctant to say to an injured person that he missed going to
the jury by one-half inch,"48 when the jury might have found the city
had not exercised the standard of conduct expected of an ordinarily
prudent person.
The Supreme Courts of both Alabama and Arizona, in 1940, held

that it was for the jury to determine whether the existence of a defect
2 inches high constituted negligence on the part of the cities.49 In
Massachusetts the courts have held in two cases50 involving differences
in elevation of 1>4 inches that the questions were properly submitted
to the juries. In Vellante v. Town of Watertown,51 however, where the
defect was 34 of an inch deep in the center of town, the appellate court

reversed a judgment for plaintiff which was based on the report of
an auditor that the city was negligent. The court stated that they were

aware of no case in which recovery had been allowed for a fall caused

by so slight a defect.52
In the past ten years the California courts have provided an addi

tional insulator between the injured and the public funds by injecting

"Id. at 934, 93S.
Sutler v. University City, 167 S. W. (2d) 442, 445 (Mo. App. 1943).
"City of Birmingham v. Wood, 240 Ala. 138, 197 So. 885 (1940); Dillow v. City of

Yuma, 55 Ariz. 6, 97 P. (2d) 535 (1940).
""Smith v. City of Fall River, 295 Mass. 88, 3 N. E. (2d) 217 (1936); Trites v. City

of Melrose, 318 Mass. , 61 N. E. (2d) 656 (1945).
n300 Mass. 207, 14 N. E. (2d) 955 (1938).
^Contra: Town of Mooreville v. Spoon, 69 Ind. App. 565, 118 N. E. 686 (1918) ;

City of Indianapolis v. Reynolds, 111 Ind. App. 601, 39 N. E. (2d) 788 (1942) ; Barrett
v. City of Sacramento, 128 Cal. App. 708, 18 P. (2d) 356 (1933).
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a new concept of constructive notice into the cases. Prior to this line
of decisions, the Third District Court of Appeals of California, in Hook
v. City of Sacramento,53 had held that a defect of 1*4 inches was a

jury question and in Barrett v. City of Sacramento5* that a depth of

yi of an inch was insufficient for jury consideration. In Nicholson v.

City of Los Angeles,55 however, the Supreme Court reversed a judgment
for the plaintiff on the ground that while a 1/2 inch defect which had
existed for several months might be dangerous, it would not support
a finding that the defendant had constructive notice of the condition.
While the court professed to be following the Hook case, which likewise

depended on constructive notice, it was distinguished on the ground
that in that case an inspection had been made during the period. In

Whiting v. National City56 the Supreme Court stated that the authorities
must have constructive notice "not only of the condition of the side

walk, but also of the dangerous character of such condition". This

appears to be a distinction without a difference. The duty of the city
to use ordinary care to maintain its walks in a reasonably safe con

dition includes the duty of inspecting in order to locate defects which

might be dangerous. If the city fails to carry on proper inspections,
either through outright omission or by conducting them ineffectively,
the law will treat an unknown defective condition of which the municipal
authorities should have been aware and which they could have repaired
as though the city had actual notice. It therefore appears that the
distinction made in these cases is specious: unless the condition is one

which reasonable men would anticipate as dangerous, the principle of
constructive notice would never enter the case. It is only knowledge
of a reasonably foreseeable danger which is ever imputed to the city;
it is likewise only on that doctrine that the city is ever held liable
in case of actual knowledge. An insistence that the defect be notorious
before the city will be presumed to know of it is tantamount to saying
that its dangerous character must be a matter of common knowledge

mSee note 33, supra.
"128 Cal. App. 708, 18 P. (2d) 356 (1933).
M5 Cal. (2d) 361, 54 P. (2d) 725 (1936).
M9 Cal. (2d) 163, 69 P. (2d) 990, 991 (1937), reversing the District Court of Appeal,

4th District (61 P. (2d) 504 (1936)), which had affirmed the judgment of the trial court.
While only a % inch defect existed in this case, at least four people had stumbled over

it, three had fallen, the Mayor and several members of the city council, the street com

missioner, and two succeeding superintendents of the city streets had frequently walked
over the spot. The Supreme Court held that this was not sufficient notice.
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among persons who do not bear the duty of inspection before it should
be known to those who do have that duty.57
A rule adopted by the courts of Wisconsin which bears resemblance

to the New York rule but permits consideration of some circumstances
other than depth is illustrated by McCormick v. City of Racine.58 There
the court remanded the cause to the lower court on the ground that
its action in overruling a demurrer to the complaint was erroneous.

The defect consisted of a 2^ inch difference in elevation in a heavily
traveled sidewalk. After a study of prior Wisconsin cases, which for
the most part consisted of 2 inch defects, the court stated .that the
defect in question "in view of these precedents" was not actionable.
The court felt that the fact that the street was heavily traveled did not

make it actionable without "some other condition or surrounding cir
cumstance of more material or effective bearing on that issue".59 It
is submitted that few "surrounding circumstances" can be regarded as

more material than the extent of travel, however, and if the question
is not for the jury under such circumstances, the rule is basically com

parable to that of New York with a saving clause added for extreme
circumstances such as those of Tiddy v. City of Butte, supra.
The Tennessee courts have held in two cases60 in the past ten years

that defects of 2 inches and 2]/2 inches did not constitute negligence.
In the latest case, Rye v. City of Nashville, the court made the obser
vation that the previous case had noted "the diversity of judicial opinion
as to the depth of a depression or height of an obstruction in the side
walk that of itself constituted a dangerous obstruction amounting to

negligence."61
That statement is not quite accurate in that a finding of a court that

a particular defect did amount to negligence, would, in the absence of

contributory negligence, necessitate a directed verdict for plaintiff. A
search of the law on this point fails to disclose any case in which such
a step has occurred. Nor do the opponents of municipal immunity sug
gest it should be thus, but only that it should be for the jury, not the
court, to determine negligence or lack of it.

w"The better rule, it is believed, is that a greater duty to discover defects is imposed
on the municipality than on passers-by.'' 7 McQuillin, op. cit. supra note 1, � 3004

at 324.

"227 Wis. 33, 277 N. W. 646 (1938).
"Id. at 36, 277 N. W. at 648.

MRye v. City of Nashville, 25 Tenn. App. 326, 156 S. W. (2d) 460 (1941) ; City of

Memphis v. McCrady, 172 Tenn. 162, 124 S. W. (2d) 248 (1938).
^25 Tenn. App. 326, 156 S. W. (2d) 460 (1941).
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Conclusion

Two assertions made by the defendants which have had an influence
on the decisions of many of the courts on this subject need further
examination. The first is the repeated argument that since the city is
not an insurer, some deviation from perfection must be permitted�that
if it is held liable for the existence of a minute defect, it can only be
as an insurer. That argument is fallacious. If the city were an insurer
of the safety of its pedestrians, it would be liable for injuries occurring
on walks in which no defect existed. So long as its liability is predicated
only on a defective condition, it will never be an insurer. And the
further factor of contributory negligence is a guaranty that it will
never be held to that liability.
The assertion that a judgment in favor of the plaintiff in one case

will permit liability of every city in the jurisdiction, while important
to the finances of the municipalities, is an argument anomalous in the
law of torts. In no other type of negligence action can a defendant de
feat a cause of action on a plea of poverty, and there seems to be no

more logical reason for it here than elsewhere.

Since the reports of the great number of claims from small sidewalk
defects which reach our appellate courts each year are known to the
officials of our cities, it is hardly realistic to say that they cannot rea

sonably anticipate danger from defects of the same size in their own

communities. If the average prudent man is aware of a condition which
has caused injury to others, he is certainly inclined to guard against
that condition in his own relationships. No stronger proof that reason
able men would differ on the question of negligence from a defect of

specific depth can be demanded than the hundreds of reported cases

on both sides of the matter.
A study of a great number of sidewalk defect cases has led the writer

to the belief that the city enters this type of case, in many jurisdictions,
having an advantage over the opposing party in that the courts are

more inclined to sanction the practice of keeping the case away from
the jury than is true in other types of negligence actions. No doubt a

part of the feeling arises from the belief that the jury will find for the

plaintiff if the opportunity is presented. That tendency is no more

marked here, however, than in any case in which the act or omission
of one of the parties has caused injury to the other. There is only one

rule of diligence, whether the defendant is a private person or a mu

nicipal corporation. If the determination of the proximate cause of an
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injury is "not a question of science or of legal knowledge"62 but one of
fact, then the matter is not one in which the opinion of the judge is
more to be respected than that of twelve men who have unanimously
agreed that a reasonable man should not have overlooked the dangerous
character of a particular defect. Yet the reports abound with cases

in which the court has substituted its idea of reasonableness for that
of the jury of ordinary citizens selected to be judges of fact.
If the cities cannot now financially assume the burdens imposed by

the rules of negligence immediate steps should be taken toward more

adequate maintenance of sidewalks and provision made in the municipal
tax structure for legitimate tort claims. Relief should not come, however,
through the courts' unwarranted protection of the city from the claims
of its own inhabitants and from the considered verdicts of its citizens.

STANLEY WALSH

THE RIGHTS OF CHILDREN IN THE FAMILY RELATIONSHIP

� TNDER American or English law the rights of children in the marital

relationship of their parents have never been recognized. However,
recently such rights of children were upheld in this country, thus estab

lishing a new precedent. Suit was brought in the federal district court
in Chicago, Illinois,1 by four minor children, by their mother as next

friend, seeking damages of $100,000. The complaint charged that the
children suffered these damages when a married woman of considerable
wealth won their father's affections from their mother and caused him
to withdraw his presence, guidance and support from the family rela

tionship. The defendant filed a "motion to strike and dismiss" on the

ground that the complaint failed to state a claim on which relief could
be granted and that the matters set forth in the complaint were scan

dalous and contrary to the public policy of the State of Illinois and
the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania2. When the federal district court

"'Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. Co. v. Kellogg, 94 U. S. 469, 474 (1876).

Plaintiffs were residents and citizens of Pennsylvania. The defendant at the time the

suit was filed resided in Chicago and was a citizen of Illinois.

'"'Alienation of affection, etc., Suits Barred.

�1. It shall be unlawful for any person, either as litigant or attorney, to file, cause

to be filed, threaten to file, or threaten to cause to be filed, in any court in this State,
any pleading or paper setting forth or seeking to recover upon any civil cause of action

based upon alienation of affections, criminal conversation, or breach of contract to marry,
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granted the defendant's motion and dismissed the complaint the children
appealed. The Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit held
that the children had a right enforceable in a court of law against this
woman who, by virtue of her wealth and feminine charms, had lured
and enticed their father away from home, thus denying them his support
and maintenance as well as his society, guidance, protection, moral

support and other rights arising out of the family relationship.3
In the suit the defendant contended that in the past children's rights

have never been judicially recognized save after legislative enactment4
and that in the absence of legislation the children had no cause of action
for her interference with the family relationship.5 She further argued
that the federal court could not exercise its power to grant redress in
absence of prior precedent established by state courts.6 The children
relied upon the maxim "Ubi Jus Ibi Remedium"7 as well as the Illinois
Constitution which provides that, "Every person ought to find a certain

remedy in the laws for all injuries and wrongs which he may receive
in his person, property or reputation. . . .

"8 They further contended

whether such cause of action arose within or without this state." Heart Balm Law. III.
Rev. Stat. (194S) c. 38, �246.1.

* * *

"All civil causes of action for alienation of affections of husband or wife, except in
such cases where the defendant is a parent, brother or sister of a person formerly in
loco parentis to the plaintiff's spouse, are hereby abolished; Provided, however, that this
section shall not apply to causes of action which have heretofore accrued." Pa. Stat.

(Purdon, 1936) tit. 48, � 170.

"Daily v. Parker, 1S2 F. (2d) 174 (C. C. A. 7th, 194S).
4Lord Campbell's Act gave children a cause of action for loss of support of their

father through his death due to the tortious act of a third person. 9 & 10 Vict., c. 93

(1846).
The Illinois Dram Shop Act gave a cause of action to children who were deprived of

their support through the sale of alcoholic liquor to their father. III. Rev. Stat. (1945)
c. 43, � 135; another Illinois statute states: "Rules of decision . . . the common law of

England, so far as the same is applicable and of a general nature, and all statutes or

acts of the British parliament made in aid of, and to supply the defects of the common

law, prior to the fourth year of James the First . . . shall be the rule of decision, and
shall be considered as of full force until repealed by legal authority". III. Rev. Stat.

(1945) c. 28, � 1.

"Coulter v. Coulter, 73 Colo. 144, 214 Pac. 400 (1923) ; Pyle v. Waechter, 202 Iowa

695, 210 N. W. 926 (1926) ; Morrow v. Yannantuono, 152 Misc. 134, 273 N. Y. Supp.
912 "(Sup. Ct., 1934); Miles v. Cuthbert, 122 N. Y. Supp. 703 (Sup. Ct., 1909).
"Erie R. R. v. Tompkins, 304 U. S. 64 (1938).
'Broom's Legal Maxims (8th ed. 1882) 191.

Tll. Const. Art. II, � 19.
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that the common law has been and is sufficiently elastic to meet changing
conditions and that the absence of precedent afforded no justification
for denial of a common law remedy where the right of an individual has
been invaded by the wrongful act of another.9

Transition to Greater Rights for Individuals in the

Family Relationship

a. The Husband in Relation to His Wife
At common law the husband's interest in his wife first received rec

ognition on the theory that he was entitled to her services through
the fiction of master and servant. In time this relationship took on a

much broader aspect under the name of consortium which included all
those legal rights pertaining to service, society and sexual intercourse.
Loss of services, essential at the beginning for the maintenance of an

action, eventually gave way to a fiction of a mere presumption of service
and now the modern rule is that even this is no longer required and
such an action may be maintained by merely showing loss of society,
companionship, fellowship and assistance.10

b. The Wife in Relation to Her Husband

The common law gave the wife no remedy for interference with the
marital relation. This fact has given rise to a conflict of opinion as

to her rights to maintain an action for such interference. In a few juris
dictions it has been held that neither at common law nor under the
married women's statutes could such an action be maintained and that
it was necessary for the legislature to confer such rights by express
statutory provision. On the other hand, a majority of the courts have

recognized the right of the wife to sue at common law. The reasoning
was that at common law the wife had the same right in the consortium
of her husband as he had in hers; that the disability was merely pro
cedural; the right existed, but it could not be enforced. This disability

'Foot v. Card, 58 Conn. 1, 18 Atl. 1027 (1889) ; Pavesich v. New England Life Insurance

Co., 122 Ga. 190, 50 S. E. 68 (1905) ; Anthony v. Norton, 60 Kan. 341, 56 Pac. 529

(1899) ; Dunlap v. Dunlap, 84 N. H. 352, 150 Atl. 90S (1930) ; Oppenheim v. Kridel,
236 N. Y. 156, 140 N. E. 227 (1923) ; Graham v. Wallace, 50 App. Div. 101, 63 N. Y.

Supp. 372 (4th Dep't 1900) ; Kujek v. Goldman, 150 N. Y. 176, 44 N. E. 773 (1896) ;
Sharum v. Sharum, 101 Okla. 273, 225 Pac. 682 (1924) ; Kine v. Zuckerman, 4 Pa.
D. & C. 227 (1924).
"Sullivan v. Valiquette, 66 Colo. 170, 180 Pac. 91 (1919) ; Yundt v. Hartrunft, 41 111.

9 (1866); Adams v. Main, 3 Ind. App. 232, 29 N. E. 792 (1892).
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having been removed through the married women's statutes, she is thereby
put in the same position in regard to the maintenance of such an action
as the husband had always been. As it was the boast at common law
that "there is no right without a remedy" these courts in interpreting
the common law, as it exists today, have held that the rights between
husband and wife are reciprocal and she has a clear right of action
for the interference to her rights to the support, society and affection
of her husband.11

c. The Parents in Relation to the Children
It was also true at common law that the relation of parent and child

was protected by the law of tort originally through the fiction of master
and servant.12 Therefore, a parent legally entitled to the services of a
minor child could maintain an action for the interference with the

parental relation by abducting or enticing a child away from home, or
in the case of a female child for seduction. In the beginning in order
for a father (or one standing in his place, since the mother had no

legal rights to the child's services while the father was living) to main
tain an action it was necessary to show an actual loss of services sus

tained by the tortious act of another. In time this requirement gave
way to another fiction in the nature of presumptions of service either
actual or constructive. Today while some courts have preserved the
fiction of loss of service, other courts, recognizing the real cause of
action to be the interference with the relation itself, have brought law
in harmony with the modern notions of justice and have in many cases

granted redress for any act, wrongful as to the child, to the extent of
the parents' loss sustained thereby.13 Two courts that have had the

"Fleming v. Fisk, 66 App. D. C. 350, 87 F. (2d) 747 (1936) ; Richards v. Lorleberg,
65 App. D. C. 57, 79 F. (2d) 413 (1935) ; Dodge v. Rush, 28 App. D. C. 149 (1906) ;
Waldron v. Waldron, 45 Fed. 315 (N. D. LI. 1890); Bradbury v. Brooks, 82 Colo.

133, 257 Pac. 359 (1927) ; Foot v. Card, 58 Conn. 1, 18 Atl. 1027 (1889) ; Betser v.

Betser, 186 LI. 537, 58 N. E. 249 (1900) ; Gregg v. Gregg, 37 Ind. App. 210, 75 N. E.
674 (1905) ; Haynes v. Nowlin, 129 Ind. 581, 29 N. E. 389 (1891) ; Nolin v. Pearson,
191 Mass. 283, 77 N. E. 890 (1906) ; Moelleur v. Moelleur, 55 Mont. 30, 173 Pac. 419

(1918); Dey v. Dey, 94 N. J. L. 342, 110 Atl. 703 (1920); Oppenheim v. Kridel, 236
N. Y. 156, 140 N. E. 227 (1923) ; Bennett v. Bennett, 116 N. Y. 584, 23 N. E. 17 (1889).
"Pickle v. Page, 252 N. Y. 474, 169 N. E. 650 (1930).
"Doyle v. Jessup, 29 LI. 460 (1862) ; Grable v. Margrave, 3 Scammon 373 (LI. 1842) ;

Anthony v. Norton, 60 Kan. 341, 56 Pac. 529 (1899) ; Pickle v. Page, 252 N. Y. 474, 169
N. E. 650 (1930) ; Milliken v. Long, 188 Pa. 411, 41 Atl. 540 (1898) ; Luther v. Shaw,
157 Wis. 230, 234, 147 N. W. 17, 18, (1914); Grinnel v. Wells, 7 Man. & G. 1033,
135 Eng. Rep. 419 (1844).
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question before them have inferred that an action may be maintained
for the alienation of a child's affection, if enticement or abduction is
shown with resultant loss of services, society and companionship.14
d. The Children in Relation to the Parents
It is true that in the past the child has been given little or no pro

tection against the interference with the parental relation. Some text
writers attribute this to the fact that a child never had a right at common
law to the services of a parent, as disinguished from his support, upon
which to base an action.15 In the instant case the principal argument
of the defendant was that in the absence of precedent or legislation
there is no cause of action by a child for interference with the marital

relationship between his parents. It is a well established fact in law
that mere absence of a "precedent" is not conclusive that there is no

remedy for an alleged cause of action and does not preclude the main
tenance of an action.16 Even though the facts in the case be novel or
of first impression and involve the application of established legal prin
ciples to a new situation, an action may be maintained if under any
recognized or established principle of law they constitute a violation
of a legal right.17

The Rights of Minor Children to Maintain Actions

In considering the law of Illinois,18 although there is no case cited

holding that children are entitled to recover damages from a woman

who has enticed away their father, a review of decisions shows that
an infant may maintain an action in his own name (by next friend)
and that prior "precedent" is not required to maintain an action. In
the case of Stewart v. Howe*9 a ten year old girl brought an action of
slander (by her next friend) against the defendant who had called her
"a little thief". There was a verdict and judgment for the minor plaintiff

"Montgomery v. Crum, 199 Ind. 660, 161 N. E. 251 (1928); Pyle v. Waechter, 202

Iowa 695, 210 N. W. 926 (1926).
"Prosser, Torts (1941) 936.
10The cases are collected at 1 C. J. S. 1012, Actions of First Impression.
"Gosling v. Veley, 4 H. L. Cas. 679, 10 Eng. Rep. 627 (1853) ; 1 C. J. S. 969, Cor

relation of Right, Wrong and Remedy.
18Since the alleged ''enticement" charged in the instant case was begun and carried

on for many months in the State of Pennsylvania and then later was carried on in

the State of Illinois the decisions of those two states, so far as substantive rules of
law are concerned, were binding on the federal courts. See note 6, supra.

M17 HI. 71 (1855).
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from which the defendant appealed insisting that there was no right
of action in the law for an infant suing for slander. The Supreme Court
of Illinois said:

"The slanderer insists, in effect, upon the infancy of his intended victim,
in justification of his malice. ... I must confess . . . that such a defense

[sic] has not a solitary grace to recommend it to favor."20

Here we see an Illinois Court taking a vigorous step forward in allowing
an infant to sue and recover damages in a new type of action not in

volving physical injuries. Again in the case of Walgreen Company v.

The Industrial Commission21 where a boy had been injured while in
the employ of the Walgreen Company and denied relief by the Superior
Court because he had not filed claim for compensation within the six-
month period required under the Workmen's Compensation Act, the

Supreme Court of Illinois held that a minor was not to be prohibited
from suing for that reason but was entitled to compensation. The words
of the Supreme Court were:

"From time immemorial the status of a minor of tender years has been

recognized in the law to be different from that of one of more mature years
...

22 From these decisions the conclusion must be drawn that it is the

public policy of this State that courts should guard carefully the rights of
minors and that a minor should not be precluded from enforcing his rights
unless clearly debarred from so doing by some statute or constitutional

provision."23

In reviewing the decisions in Pennsylvania concerning the law of

family relations and particularly the right of infants to sue, we find
that from about 1830 the courts of Pennsylvania have gradually, with
out legislative assistance, enlarged, widened and pushed forward the

rights of children to sue in their own behalf for wrongs done directly
to them. In the case of Turner v. Partridge24 the Supreme Court of

Pennsylvania first held that an infant would be permitted to sue in
its own name (by next friend) to recover money due the infant in a

chancery suit involving real estate. In 1846 in the case of Heft v.

xIbid.
aThe Walgreen Co. v. The Industrial Comm., 323 111. 194, 153 N. E. 831 (1926).
^The Illinois court here cited: Maskaluinas v. Chicago & Western Indiana R.R., 318

111. 142, 149 N. E. 23 (1925) ; McDonald v. City of Spring Valley, 285 HI. 52, 120

N. E. 476 (1918).
""See note 21, supra, at 197; see also Waechter v. The Industrial Commission, 367

El. 256, 11 N. E. (2d) 378 (1937).
**3 Penr. & W. 172 (Pa. 1831).
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McGill25 the doctrine was extended to actions at law but the remedy-
was still limited to property rights. In 1892 the Supreme Court of Penn

sylvania in the case of O'Donnell v. Broad26 extended the doctrine
to personal injuries solely on the basis of judicial empiricism and without

legislative assistance. The doctrine was pushed still further forward in
the case of Kine v. Zuckerman27 decided in 1924. In that case there
was an action for damages brought by an infant (by her father as next

friend) for injuries inflicted upon the infant a month before she was

born, when both mother and child were injured in an automobile accident.
The court in its opinion said:

"This question appears to be one without precedent in Pennsylvania. A
careful search of the authorities . . . has disclosed no case in this State in
which the question has been raised and decided . . . We are therefore free to

decide the question upon general principles, untrammelled by controlling
precedent.

* * *

"The maxim ubi jus ibi remedium is the touchstone of our legal progress,
and has kept the spirit of the common law alive into a new civilization. In
Broom's Legal Maxims, page 192, it is said: 'The principle adopted by courts
of law accordingly is that the novelty of the particular complaint alleged in
an action on the case is no objection, provided that an injury cognizable by
law be shown to have been inflicted on the plaintiff, in which case, although
there be no precedent, the common law will judge according to the law of
nature and the public good.' . . . Rights of action have come into being by
judicial decision, which at common law were undreamed of, and our courts
have not hesitated, in the adaptation of the law to modern conditions, to
extend remedies for the redress of injuries for which no precedent exists."28

A review of decisions of other states clearly shows that lack of prece
dent is no bar to an action and that actions may be maintained dealing
with malicious interference of the family relation even though the facts
be novel or of first impression.29 The same is true of our federal courts.30

*3 Pa. 256 (1846).
XU9 Pa. 24, 27 Atl. 305 (1892).
"4 Pa. D. & C. 227 (1924).
wId. at 227, 229

"Foot v. Card, note 9, supra; Nolin v. Pearson, note 11, supra; Dunlap v. Dunlap;
Graham v. Wallace; Kujek v. Goldman, all note 9, supra; Bennett v. Bennett, 116

N. Y. 584, 23 N. E. 17 (1889) ; Luther v. Shaw, note 13, supra.
""Fleming v. Fisk, Richards v. Lorleberg, Dodge v. Rush, Waldron v. Waldron, all

note 11, supra; Nelson v. Nelson, 296 Fed. 369, (C. C. A. 2d, 1924); Kleist v. Breitung,
232 Fed. 555, (C. C. A. 2d, 1916); Sanborn v. Bay, 194 Fed. 351, (C. C. A. 8th, 1912).
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a. Heart Balm Statutes No Preclusion to Children's Action

The Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit paid little or

no attention to the defendant's argument that such an action was con

trary to the public policy of the State of Illinois and the public policy
of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania under the so called Heart Balm
Statutes of those states. Previous decisions in Illinois have held this
statute to be in conflict with other provisions of the Illinois Constitution
and therefore unconstitutional. In the case of People v. Mahumed31
the Supreme Court of Illinois held invalid and unconstitutional certain
sections of the Heart Balm Act for the reason that the subject matter
of those sections was not included in the Title of the Act. In the case

of Daily v. Parker32 which was a separate suit brought by the mother
of the children in the instant case and against the same defendant,
Judge Sullivan of the District Court, after quoting from a case pending
in the local superior court, said:

"I cannot believe that the Illinois legislature intended to enact a law which
would result in the protection of the person guilty of alienating the affections
of a husband or a wife, declaring the same to be a public policy in the interest
of the public welfare, and at the same time make it unlawful for an aggrieved
husband or wife to seek any redress for such an injury, when the constitution
clearly provides that every person who is wronged or injured has a right to

pursue his remedy. ... To uphold a law of this kind would be not only to

ignore the plain provisions of the constitution, but it would seem to put a

premium on violation of the moral law, making those who violate that law
a privileged class free to pursue a course of reprehensible conduct without
fear of punishment, even to the extent of a suit for damages."33

b. "Ubi Jus Ibi Remedium"

The Bill of Rights of the Illinois Constitution in effect codifies into
Illinois law the common law maxim "Ubi jus ibi remedium" where it
is provided:

"Every person ought to find a certain remedy in the laws for all injuries
and wrongs which he may receive in his person, property or reputation; he
ought to obtain, by law, right and justice freely, and without being obliged
to purchase it, completely and without denial, promptly, and without delay."34

Previous to this case a review of Illinois decisions does not disclose
any case in which the courts had been called upon to construe the above

m381 HI. 81, 44 N. E. (2d) 911 (1942).
ffi61 F. Supp. 701 (N. D. 111. 1945).
'"Id. at 703.
"See note 8, supra.
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constitutional provision, except in incidental ways which are not sig
nificant or pertinent to the present case.35 However, the State of Georgia
has likewise codified the maxim quoted above into the basic law of that
state by simply stating, "For every right there shall be a remedy". That

provision, which is identical in its effect with the Illinois constitutional
provision above quoted, has been construed by the Supreme Court of

Georgia in the case of Pavesich v. New England Life Insurance Com

pany.36 In that case an insurance company, for the purpose of soliciting
business, published an advertisement in which there appeared a photo
graph of the plaintiff. This was done without the plaintiff's permission.
The plaintiff, who was an artist, filed suit against the insurance com

pany for alleged interference with "his right of privacy", charging that
he had been brought into "ridicule before the world". The defendant
demurred to the complaint on the grounds that "there was no right of
action". The trial court sustained the demurrer and dismissed the suit.
On review the Supreme Court of Georgia in reversing the trial court said :

"It is to be conceded that prior to 1890 every adjudicated case, both in
this country and in England . . . was not based upon the existence of such a

right . . . [and the right] had, up to that time, not been recognized in terms
of any decision."37

However, even with that negative legal tradition and background the
court sustained the right of action of the plaintiff and in its opinion said :

"The entire absence for a long period of time, even for centuries, of a

precedent for an asserted right ... is not conclusive of the question as to

the existence of the right. The novelty of the complaint is no objection,
when an injury cognizable by law is shown to have been inflicted on the

plaintiff. In such a case, 'although there be no precedent, the common law
will judge according to the law of nature and the public good.' . . . where
the case is only new in instance ... 'it will be just as competent to courts
of justice to apply the principle to any case that may arise two centuries hence
as it was two centuries ago.' Broom's Legal Maxims (8th Ed.) 193. This
results from the application of the maxim, 'Ubi jus ibi remedium', which finds
expression in our Code, where it is declared that 'for every right there shall
be a remedy, and every court having jurisdiction of the one may, if necessary,
frame the other.' "38

"Johnson v. Choate, 284 HI. 214, 119 N. E. 972 (1918); Bonney v. King, 201 HI.

47, 66 N. E. 377 (1903); Douglas v. Hutchinson, 183 HI. 323, 55 N. E. 628 (1899).
M122 Ga. 190, 50 S. E. 68 (1905).
"Id. at 193, 50 S. E. at 69.

""Ibid.; see also Reeda v. Tribune Co., 218 HI. App. 45 (1920).
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Conclusion

It is true that although the common law took notice of certain rights
of the husband and wife in the marital relation, it did not recognize
the family as a legal entity having rights as an association of persons.
Judge Cooley attributed the reasons for this to the barbaric conditions
of society when the common law was forming. This historical legal
background along with the courts' reluctance to depart from established

precedents has in some measure been the reason that the modification
of legal principles has not kept pace with changing social conditions.39
However, today we find both legislation and the courts through judicial
decision changing the old attitude of the law with respect to dependent
members of the household. The courts no longer limit their consider
ation to the natural rights of the parent as a basis for judicial decision
in situations involving children. These individual interests of the par
ents which used to be of primary importance have now given way to
the interests of the child and the interest of society.40
Therefore, because of the provisions of the Illinois Constitution giving

every person a remedy in the law for all injuries and wrongs which he

may receive and in the absence of a state court ruling, the federal court
could do little else in its desire to decide rather than avoid, even though
no precedents could be found,41 than to engage in judicial empiricism42
and recognize this right of the children in the family relationship.43

J. HOWARD REED

"2 Cooley, Torts, (4th ed. 1932) � 166.

"Pound, The Spirit of the Common Law (1921) 166.

"However, in Coulter v. Coulter, note 5, supra, it was held that an adult was not

entitled to damages for loss of support by reason of defendant's alienation of his
mother's affections and her consequent separation from him, in the absence of any

allegation that he was a poor person entitled to support by her under the Pauper Act

by reason of his inability to earn a livelihood in consequence of any bodily infirmity,
lunacy, or unavoidable cause; and in Morrow v. Yannantuono, note 5, supra, it was

held that an infant was not entitled to recover damages for enticing away and harboring
infant's mother by defendant.
aSee note 36, supra; Lumley v. Gye, 2 E. & B. [Q. B.] 216, 1 Eng. Ru. Ca. 706 (18S3).
"See note 3, supra.



RECENT DECISIONS

JURIES�A State Appellate Court May Not Set Aside a Jury's Verdict

Involving a Finding of Negligence under the Federal Employers' Lia
bility Act Unless There Is a Complete Absence of Probative Facts to

Support the Conclusion Reached by the Jury.
L. E. Haney was killed while employed as a switchtender for the Illinois

Central Railroad Company and the St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Company
(Frisco) in the railroad yards near the Memphis, Tennessee Grand Central
Station. The administrator of his estate brought suit in the Circuit Court
of the City of St. Louis, Missouri, against the respective companies under
the Federal Employers' Liability Act, 35 Stat. 65 (1908) 45 U. S. C. � 51

(1940) et seq., alleging that Haney's death resulted from respondents' neg
ligence. A verdict and judgment for $30,000 for the plaintiff was reversed
by the Missouri Supreme Court, �Mo.�, 189 S. W. (2d) 253 (1945). The
case came to the United States Supreme Court on certiorari. Held: A state

appellate court may not set aside a jury's verdict involving a finding of negli
gence under the Federal Employers' Liability Act unless there is a complete
absence of probative facts to support the conclusion reached by the jury.
Lavender v. Kurn, 66 Sup. Ct. 740 (1946).
In the past few years the Supreme Court has laid down a line of opinions

which serve as a strict limitation on the right of a judge or a reviewing
court to overrule a finding of negligence by a jury in cases arising under
the Federal Employers' Liability Act.
In Tiller v. Atlantic Coast Line R.R., 318 U. S. 54 (1943), the Supreme

Court reversed a directed verdict of the District Court in favor of the railroad
and ordered a new trial. After holding that the 1939 amendment, 53 Stat.
1404 (1939), 45 U. S. C. � 54 (1940), to the Federal Employers' Liability
Act obliterated every vestige of the assumption of risk doctrine for the pur
pose of establishing absence of negligence on the part of the employer, the
Court ordered a new trial and stated in one brief paragraph that where facts
are in dispute, and the evidence in relation to them is that from which fair-
minded men may draw different inferences, the question of negligence is for
the jury. After retrial a jury verdict for Mrs. Tiller was upheld by the

Supreme Court and controverted evidence as to whether there was an unusual

departure from prior practice in backing an engine and cars in the railroad
yards without giving adequate warning was held to warrant a finding of

negligence. Tiller v. Atlantic Coast Line R.R., 323 U. S. 574, 580 (1945).
After the decision in the first Tiller case another case came to the Supreme

Court which produced a searching examination of the practices of directing
or of overruling on appeal jury verdicts in relation to the constitutional guar
antees of a jury trial. Galloway v. United States, 319 U. S. 372 (1943). In

549
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that case a directed verdict disallowing a claim against the United States
on a World War I Risk Insurance policy was upheld. But the question of
the effect of the Seventh Amendment (guarantee of jury trial) on the directed
verdict was vigorously debated. The dissenting opinion is of particular in
terest since it reveals the philosophy of the three members of the Supreme
Court who have written the opinions establishing the jury's position in sub

sequent cases arising under the Federal Employers' Liability Act�namely
Justices Black, Douglas, and Murphy.
Mr. Justice Black's dissenting opinion in the Galloway case, supra, indicated

the broad scope of the jury's power in the early days of the Constitution
and traced the development of the directed verdict as a means of judicial
control of the jury from the time of its first recognition by the Supreme
Court in 1850. Parks v. Ross, 11 How. 362 (U. S. 1850). The substantial
evidence rule, Improvement Co. v. Munson, 14 Wall. 442, 448 (U. S. 1871),
the remittitur, Arkansas Valley Co. v. Mann, 130 U. S. 69 (1889), and other
devices gave the court additional control over the jury's verdict. Mr. Justice
Black said:

"As for myself, I believe that a verdict should be directed, if at all, only
when, without weighing the credibility of the witnesses, there is in the evi
dence no room whatever for honest difference of opinion over the factual
issue in controversy." Galloway v. United States, supra at 407.

On the same day that the decision in the Galloway case was issued the
Supreme Court reversed a decision of the Vermont Supreme Court which
overturned a jury verdict in a case brought under the Federal Employers'
Liability Act. Without defining the standard of proof demanded to prevent
a directed verdict the Court held that evidence of the nature of a task, its
hazards, and the place and manner of its performance was sufficient to send
to the jury the question of the defendant's negligence in failing to furnish
its employees a safe place to work. Bailey v. Central Vermont Ry., 319 U. S.
350 (1943). In Blair v. B. & O. R.R., 323 U. S. 600 (1945) the Court,
without clearly defining the criteria to be followed in such cases again held
the evidence to be so strong that to take the case from the jury would
deprive the plaintiff of a portion of the relief to which he was entitled.
However, the standard of proof required to send the case to the jury was more

specifically defined in Tennant v. Peoria & P. U. Ry., 321 U. S. 29 (1944).
The Court developed the principal set forth in the majority opinion of the
Galloway case, supra, as the basic criterion of the proof necessary to support
a jury verdict.

"The essential requirement is that mere speculation be not allowed to do
duty for probative facts, after making due allowance for all reasonably pos
sible inferences favoring the party whose case is attacked." Galloway v. United
States, supra, at 395.
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The application of this rule by the Justices who dissented to it was natur

ally in the direction of less judicial review of the jury's decision. In a review
of the evidence in the Tennant case, supra at 35, the Court clearly indicated
that if any reasonable inference from the evidence supported the jury's verdict
it was to stand even if other inferences and conclusions seemed more reason

able to the judge.
Two objections to this line of decisions have been raised by Mr. Justice

Roberts in his dissent in the Bailey case, supra. The first objection is that
for over fifty years the trend has been to limit review of cases by the Supreme
Court to those involving conflicting interpretations by the lower courts and
to questions of major importance. 26 Stat. 826 (1891) ; 38 Stat. 803 (1915) ;
39 Stat. 726 (1916); 43 Stat. 936 (1925). It was alleged that no important
question of law was decided by these cases (the Court merely substituting its

judgment for that of the court below) and that the Court would place an

undue burden upon itself if it undertook to review the countless cases where
verdicts were directed or overruled by appellate courts. To this objection it

may be said that while the Court announced no new or important rule of law
in the Bailey case, supra, the Court was working toward a reexamination of
the proper scope of judicial review of jury verdicts. The decisions in the
instant case and in the Tennant case, supra, expressly state a rule that narrows
the scope of review of jury verdicts. As the new standard becomes better
defined the burden on the Supreme Court will decline.
The second objection was to what Mr. Justice Roberts considered to be

an intimation that the Court was straining "the law of negligence to accord

compensation where the employer is without fault" in an effort to remedy
the failure of Congress to enact a workmen's compensation law. Bailey v.

Central Vermont Ry., supra at 358. In the light of the known tendency of

many juries to return verdicts against railroad companies this well may be
the effect of giving greater finality to jury verdicts. But it is doubtful if
this fact warrants the continued encroachment of the judiciary on the jury's
function. Judges, too, may sometimes be subject to prejudices and partiality.
The differences in the emphasis on the standard of proof required to support

a jury's verdict in these cases and the standard required in many of the
states in negligence cases is shown in the history of the instant case. The

Supreme Court of Missouri in reversing the judgment below said:

"... it is well settled that verdicts may not be based on conjecture and
speculation. . . . Also it is well settled that a mere possibility of negligence
is not sufficient foundation for an inference of negligence which will justify
submission of a case to a jury, (citations omitted)" Lavender v. Kum, �Mo.�,

189 S. W. (2d) 253, 259 (1945).

To this Mr. Justice Murphy in the opinion of the Supreme Court said:

"It is no answer to say that the jury's verdict involved speculation and
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conjecture. Whenever facts are in dispute or the evidence is such that fair-
minded men may draw different inferences, a measure of speculation and
conjecture is required on the part of those whose duty it is to settle the

dispute by choosing what seems to them to be the most reasonable inference.

Only when there is a complete absence of probative facts to support the
conclusion reached does a reversible error appear. But where, as here, there
is an evidentiary basis for the jury's verdict, the jury is free to discard or

disbelieve whatever facts are inconsistent with its conclusion. And the ap
pellate court's function is exhausted when that evidentiary basis becomes

apparent, it being immaterial that the court might draw a contrary inference
or feel that another conclusion is more reasonable." Lavender v. Kurn, 66 Sup.
Ct. 740, 744 (1946).

The decisions in these cases are counter to a trend toward greater judicial
control of jury verdicts which has been apparent in state and federal courts
for many years. Their influence is likely to extend beyond cases arising
under the Federal Employers' Liability Act. They may well presage a general
reexamination of the relation of the judge and jury in all negligence cases

if not of the whole practice of directed verdicts, judgments non obstante

veredicto, and reversal of jury verdicts by appellate courts.

MAURICE E. WRIGHT

WILLS�Where a Testator in Devising Real Estate Has Provided for a Gift
Over of the Remainder in the Event of the First Remainderman's Death,
Leaving Descendants, It Will Be Construed That Testator Intended a

Gift Over Only If the Event Occurred During the Life of the Life Tenant.

The American Security and Trust Company, trustee by order of Court
under the will of Elizabeth A. Pyne, deceased, filed its petition in the District
Court of the United States for the District of Columbia for instructions as

to the distribution of the trust fund. A controversy had arisen with reference
to the interpretation to be given to the will's fourth paragraph, which reads
as follows:

"Fourth. I give, devise and bequeath to my sister Caroline L. Frailey all
my right, title and interest in house and lot numbered 1315 New York Avenue,
in the city of Washington, District of Columbia, known as lot numbered three
(3), in Square numbered two hundred and fifty-one (251), in said city and

District, for and during her natural life; and after her death, or in case she
die before me, I give, devise and bequeath the same to my daughter Caroline
C. F. Pyne, for and during her natural life; and after her death, I give, devise
and bequeath all my right, title and interest in the aforesaid land and premises
to my three other children, John Pyne, Charles L. Pyne, and Henry R. Pyne,
and the issue of my said daughter, if she leave any surviving her, in fee
simple, said issue to take a one-fourth (%) part; and if my said daughter
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die without issue, then I give and devise the same to my three children afore

said, John Pyne, Charles L. Pyne, and Henry R. Pyne, their heirs and assigns
forever, share and share alike. And in any case, if any one of my said three

children, John Pyne, Charles L. Pyne, and Henry R. Pyne, should die leaving
a descendant or descendants, said descendant or descendants to take the share

his, her or their parent would have taken had he lived." (Italics supplied.) Pyne
v. Pyne, infra at 298.

The will was executed in 1897 and the testatrix died in 1905, leaving surviving
her all of the devisees mentioned in the fourth paragraph of the will. The
first life tenant, Caroline L. Frailey, died in July of 1914. In November of
that year, one of the children, John Pyne, granted all of his right, title and
interest in the property to his brother, Henry R. Pyne, for valuable con

sideration. John Pyne died in 1935 leaving surviving him one son. This son

died in 1943 leaving as his sole survivor his infant daughter, Jennifer Pyne.
The second life tenant, Caroline C. F. Pyne, died without issue in 1944. The
essence of the court's problem was to decide which of two persons is entitled
to take the share of John Pyne: his assignee, Henry Pyne, or his descendant,
Jennifer Pyne.
There was little trouble in determining the characters of the estates which

were devised to the various parties. The court found that, in addition to

the consecutive life estates in the two named women, each of the three named
sons took a vested remainder in fee to one-fourth of the property. The re

maining one-fourth of the property was subject to alternate contingent re

mainders in the three sons (each having a contingent interest in one-twelfth)
and Caroline's issue, dependent upon whether Caroline left issue surviving her.

John Pyne's holdings, both the vested and the contingent estates, were alien
able and assignable; but any purchaser or assignee would take only such in
terest as he himself could claim. D. C. Code (1940) �� 45-101, 45-814 and
45-815. Both parties and the court were in agreement that John's interest
was not vested indefeasibly, but that his death leaving descendants before
some unspecified time would divest his otherwise vested estate, and also bar
the vesting in him of the contingent estate, and give these interests over to

such descendants. The core of the court's problem was to deduce from the
testatrix's language her intent as to the time of such death leaving descendants.
Was John's interest vested indefeasibly upon his surviving the testatrix? Or
was the gift over to his descendants limited upon his dying leaving descendants

prior to the death of the life tenant, Caroline? The District Court granted
the motion of Henry Pyne for a judgment on the pleadings and oral argument
and found that an indefeasible estate in the property devised became vested
in John Pyne upon his surviving the testatrix and that this indefeasible prop
erty interest was validly assigned to Henry by the former's deed in 1914. An

appeal was taken by the claimant, Jennifer Pyne, to the United States Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia. Held, that upon the death of John
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Pyne during the life tenancy leaving descendants, the remainder vested in
him was defeated and vested instead in his descendants, of whom the appellant,
Jennifer Pyne, is the sole survivor. Pyne v. Pyne, 154 F. (2d) 297 (U. S.

App. D. C. 1946).
The cardinal rule of testamentary construction is to ascertain the testator's

intent and give it effect. If the intent can be ascertained, it is controlling and
overrides all other rules of construction; only where there is doubt as to what
the intent of the testator was, are the more or less artificial canons of con

struction to be applied. The court found that in "the case at bar, the in

tention of the testatrix in the controversial sentence [italicized in the above-

quoted fourth paragraph of the will] is not indubitably certain" and proceeded
to ascertain that intention by means of rules of construction. Pyne v. Pyne,
supra at 300.
There are generally four contingencies of time in cases such as this: (1)

death of the remainderman before the death of the testator; (2) death of
the remainderman before the death of the life tenant; (3) death of the re

mainderman at any time; and (4) a final failure of the remainderman's issue.
For purposes of determining the effect to be given to the words of the divesting
clause in Mrs. Pyne's will, the phrase employed, "die leaving a descendant or

descendants", is analogous to "die without issue" which is more often found
in wills. Dunkel v. Homindustries, Inc., 275 N. Y. 327, 9 N. E. (2d) 949

(1937); Westfeldt v. Reynolds, 191 N. C. 802, 133 S. E. 168 (1926). While
there have been relatively few cases construing the time of the happening of
a "dying leaving descendants or issue", there is a plenitude of reported in
stances where courts have had to interpret the event of "dying without issue".
It is suggested, however, that the analogy fails when the fourth contingency
of time�i.e., a final failure of the remainderman's issue�is considered. Such
a failure could not be effected by the remainderman's dying "leaving de
scendants". This contingency may therefore be eliminated from the discussion
of the present case, and the effects of the Rule Against Perpetuities and the
local statute abolishing estates tail (D. C. Code (1940) � 45-802) become
irrelevant.
It is submitted also that there is sufficient intent expressed by the testatrix

in her will to eliminate the third time contingency from further consideration.
The language of the divesting clause of the will is that in the event of a

son's dying "leaving a descendant or descendants, said descendant or de
scendants to take the share his, her or their parent would have taken had
he lived". (Italics supplied.) All of the "taking" that John Pyne could

accomplish must be effected not later than the termination of the life estate

of Caroline Pyne. Upon the death of the testatrix the remainder had vested
in him; when the life estate was ended he was able to gain actual possession
of the property. By no feat of further living could he "take" any greater
share. But, as found by the court, it is not material to the controversy at
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hand to differentiate between contingencies (2) and (3) for the reason that
either will allow the infant-appellant, Jennifer Pyne, to recover.

In the early English case of Edwards v. Edwards, 15 Beav. 357, 21 L. J.
(Ch.) 324 (1852), it was considered that there are four general variations of

provisions in wills which relate to the death of a devisee without specifying
the time of such death. They are:

Variation I�Where a fee simple is devised to A but if A should die, to B ;
Variation II�Where a life estate is devised to A and remainder in fee
to B but if B should die, then to C;

Variation III�Where a fee is devised to A but if A die without issue, to
B; and

Variation IV�Where a life estate is devised to A and the remainder in
fee to B but if B should die without issue, to C.

The will before the court in the instant case presents an example of the
last of these variations, IV, and the field of controversy regarding the other
three need not be investigated. It is sufficient to touch upon each briefly.
A provision typified by variation I imports a contingency. Since death comes

to everyone and its occurrence is not therefore contingent per se, some addi
tional condition must be implied if the contingency is to be given effect. Death
before that of the testator represents such a contingency, and the weight of
authority is that such was the testator's intent. Britton v. Thornton, 112 U. S.

526, 532 (1884); 3 Page, Wills 780. Where the will embodies a gift over

similar to either of variations II, III, or IV, no necessity exists to limit the

gift upon the death of the devisee before that of the testator, as a contingency
exists aside from such death.
The appellate court's holding is in accord with the weight of authority in

this country, altho it is contra to that prevailing in England today. The present
English holding derives from the case of O'Mahoney v. Burdett, L. R. 7 H. L.

388 (1874), in which the House of Lords overruled the rule laid down in

the Edwards case, supra, relative to limitations of the type of variation IV.
It is the holding of the Edwards case rather than its successor which prevails
in the United States. With the exceptions of Alabama, Connecticut, Georgia,
Indiana, and Iowa each state is unequivocally committed to the doctrine that
where a life estate is devised to A and the remainder in fee to B but if B

should die without issue, to C, if the devisee dies without issue prior to the

death of the life tenant, the gift over will be given effect. Orendorf v. Fayette
Farms, 112 F. (2d) 149, 150 (C. C. A. 6th, 1939) cert, denied 310 U. S.

628; Holbrook v. Shepard, 245 N. Y. 618, 157 N. E. 882 (1927); Brown v.

Gardner, 233 N. Y. 261, 135 N. E 325 (1922); Davis v. Scharf, 99 N. J. Eq.
88, 133 Atl. 197 (1926); Freund v. Freund, 91 N. J. Eq. 80, 110 Atl. 449

(1919); Smith v. Shepard, 370 111. 491, 19 N. E. (2d) 368 (1939); Clark v.

Leavitt, 330 111. 350, 161 N. E. 751 (1928); Booth v. Eberly, 124 Md. 22,
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91 Atl. 767 (1914); Engel v. Geiger, 65 Md. 539, 5 Atl. 249 (1886); Harvey
v. Bell, 118 Ky. 512, 81 S. W. 671 (1904); Smith v. Ballard, 117 Ky. 179,
77 S. W. 714 (1903); Harrington v. Cooper, 126 Ark. 53, 189 S. W. 667

(1916); Mayer v. Walker, 214 Pa. 440, 63 Atl. 1011 (1906); In re Mc-

Alpin's Estate, 211 Pa. 26, 60 Atl. 321 (1905); Estate of Briggs, 186 Cal.

351, 199 Pac. 322 (1921) (statute); Ewart v. Dalby, 319 Mo. 108, 5 S. W.

(2d) 428 (1928).
The issue presented by this case was one of first impression in this juris

diction. In approaching the subject of limitations over upon dying without

issue, one writer remarks on "the lack of decisions on the matters above in
the District courts . . . ". Updegraff, Some effects of the District Code pro
visions dispensing with words of inheritance (1926) 14 Georgetown L. J. 229,
247. Cases cited by counsel for the consideration of the court either were not

analogous�Fields v. Gwynn, 19 App. D. C. 99 (1901) ; Richardson v. Penicks,
1 App. D. C. 261 (1893); O'Brien v. Dougherty, 1 App. D. C. 148 (1893)�
or were decided by the courts pursuant to the clearly expressed intent of the

respective testators�Johnson v. Washington Loan & Trust Co., 224 U. S.
224 (1912); McArthur v. Scott, 113 U. S. 340 (1885); Jewell v. Graham,
57 App. D. C. 391, 24 F. (2d) 257 (1928).
It is right and desirable that this jurisdiction have a clear and distinct

rule on the subject for the reasons that much real property devolves by will
and that, due perhaps to technical inefficiency on the part of lawyers or the
habit of testators of trying to tie up their property indefinitely, wills are often

vague. The countrywide volume of cases indicates the frequency with which
this problem arises. This court's exhaustive study and detailed consideration
of the various features of this case should prove very helpful in solving similar
controversies in the District of Columbia in the future.

JOHN T. ELFVIN



BOOK REVIEWS
TRANSPORTATION UNDER TWO MASTERS�by Charles D. Drayton.

National Law Book Co., Washington, D. C, 1946. Pp. xii, 210. $3.00.

Except for the comic relief provided by certain passages of polemic
and invective directed against two prominent Washington attorneys
formerly connected with the Antitrust Division of the Department of
Justice, one of whom (Arne C. Wiprud) is author of a book entitled
Justice in Transportation to which the other (Thurman Arnold) con

tributed a foreword, Mr. Drayton has done little more than repeat the
inaccurate and shopworn arguments which have frequently been ad
vanced by railroad attorneys seeking to support the proposition that
carriers subject to regulation under the Interstate Commerce Act should
not be subject also to the provisions of the Antitrust Laws.
If the reasoning of those who hold that view were pursued to its

logical conclusion, it would prove similarly that, because of regulation,
the carriers should not be subject to the Internal Revenue Laws or re

quired to pay taxes; and that, if the Treasury Department took any
steps to compel such carriers to observe the tax statutes, it would commit
the disservice of adding to the plight of the industry by putting "Trans

portation under Three Masters". Mr. Drayton, however, ignores these

implications of his thesis.
Illustrative of the author's attitude is his comment (p. 18) : "Mark

Twain once gave this sage advice: 'When in doubt tell the truth.' Messrs.
Arnold and Wiprud seem never to be in doubt!" The "extreme dog
matism" which Mr. Drayton ascribes to those gentlemen is a character
istic which pervades his own book. The author has produced a partisan
pamphlet rather than a work of legal or economic scholarship. The
book may have been written (and doubtless has been used) as a timely
piece of propaganda in support of H. R. 2536 (commonly known as

the Bulwinkle bill), a proposal to exempt carriers from the Antitrust
Laws. Mr. Drayton approves that bill and anticipates its enactment.

(p. 123-4).
The unsoundness of Mr. Drayton's thesis is clearly demonstrated by

the testimony of Assistant Attorney General Wendell Berge before the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee on April 11, 1946, in opposition
to the Bulwinkle bill. The basic fallacy which vitiates the position of
Mr. Drayton and those of like view is the assumption that railroads
are now completely regulated, in every respect, by the Interstate Com
merce Commission under the Interstate Commerce Act; that the Anti-

557
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trust Laws do not apply to such a regulated industry; and that when
the Department of Justice undertakes to enforce the Antitrust Laws

against carriers it is seeking to supersede the regulatory functions con

ferred by law upon the Interstate Commerce Commission and/or to

usurp the jurisdiction of that body.
Thus, in the foreword by Bernard M. Baruch it is said (p. ix) : "The

railroads are already regulated as to rates, the issuance of securities and,
indeed, every one of their activities." And Mr. Drayton himself states
the issue thus (p. 3): "Will the public interest best be served by a

continuance of orderly regulation of our transportation system by the
Interstate Commerce Commission? Or shall that veteran and generally
respected administrative tribunal be superseded in its regulatory func
tions by the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice through
the medium of a series of lawsuits under the Sherman Antitrust Act
with the purpose and effect of forcing indiscriminate, helter-skelter
hit-or-miss competition by varying orders of the Federal courts in many
jurisdictions, necessarily producing unjust discriminations and undue

preferences?" Continuing, he characterizes enforcement of the Anti
trust Laws as "interference or molestation" with the Commission's
functions under "a complete system of regulation" (p. 4); and asserts

that if the complainants in two pending major suits against the railroads
under the Antitrust Laws1 are successful, it will "take out of the hands
of the Interstate Commerce Commission a large measure of the authority
vested in that body by the Interstate Commerce Act and throw into
the courts large segments of the rate structure of the country, . . .

requiring the ascertainment and determination of complicated questions
of fact with which an expert administrative body ... is alone competent
to deal." (p. 5).
Such reasoning ignores the fact that under existing law the public is

not required to look for protection to the Interstate Commerce Act alone,
but is entitled to the benefits afforded by the provisions of both the
Antitrust Laws and the Interstate Commerce Act. The Supreme Court
has consistently so held, as early as 1897,2 and as recently as March
26, 1945, in the Georgia case? There is no conflict, between the two
statutes. No advocate of enforcement of the Antitrust Laws against

^tate of Georgia v. Pennsylvania R. R. Co., et al., 324 U. S. 439 (1945) ; United
States v. Association of American Railroads, et al., 4 F. R. D. 510 (D. Neb., 1945).
'"United States v. Trans-Missouri Freight Assn., 166 U. S. 290 (1897).
"324 U. S. 439 (1945).
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carriers has ever proposed that the Interstate Commerce Act be repealed
or that the functions of the Commission be transferred to any other

agency of government.
Effective enforcement of the Antitrust Laws would have no such

consequence, but would merely free the normal rate-making process
from the effect of rate-fixing conspiracies; it could not deprive the Com
mission of any of its statutory powers or confer those administrative
and regulatory functions upon the courts or upon the law-enforcing
agency. The Supreme Court's opinion in the Georgia case makes that

very plain.
The real issue on which Mr. Drayton and other railroad partisans

differ with Messrs. Wiprud, Arnold, and others who believe in the policy
of the Antitrust Laws, is with respect to the propriety of conferring
upon the carriers a status of special privilege, exempting them from
the requirements of law which other industries must obey. The issue
is whether, with respect to such activities of railroads as fall within the
area where carriers are free to exercise their own initiative and dis

cretion, where regulation is inoperative and impotent, the railroads
should remain subject to the Antitrust Laws just like any other business
or should be granted a privileged position of immunity therefrom and
authorized to eliminate competition among themselves by entering into

price-fixing agreements and other restrictive practices which are pro
hibited by the Antitrust Laws.
The reviewer believes that railroads and other carriers should not

be granted a status of special privilege, but should be subject to the
Antitrust Laws to the same extent as any other business with respect
to matters lying within the area of managerial discretion.
It is important to remember that under the regulatory framework

of the Interstate Commerce Act as it now stands, the area of managerial
discretion is very wide. Contrary to the impression which carriers seek
to cultivate (an instance of the popular pastime of blaming everything
on the government when the public complains, rather than assuming
responsibility for their own action), it is not correct to say that carriers
are completely regulated. In particular, it is extremely erroneous to

suppose that all rates are made by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
On the contrary, it is the right and duty of a carrier under existing
law to initiate its own rates. Only if litigation is instituted before the
Commission with respect to rates does the Commission take action;
and even then the Commission may prescribe rates only if, after hearing,
it is able to make a finding that the existing rates or those proposed
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by the carrier are unreasonable, unjustly discriminatory, unduly prefer
ential or prejudicial, or otherwise violative of the Interstate Commerce
Act. The "zone of reasonableness" within which carriers are free to

publish whatever rate they choose is extensive. Litigation before the
Commission is not a speedy remedy.
For example, the producers and shippers of anthracite coal (with

the support of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and of the United
Mine Workers of America) complained to the Commission in 1937 that
rates on that commodity to tidewater were too high; on October 10,
1945, the Commission granted a reduction of 25 cents (which has not

yet gone into effect, as the carriers are contesting it in court). Of the
41 complainants, shipping approximately 70% of the total output of

anthracite, 17 went out of business during the course of the litigation.
One of the Commissioners in a separate opinion favored a 40-cent re

duction. Obviously, if the railroads were voluntarily making a reduction

they would be free to reduce the rate 25 cents, or 30, 35, 40, or perhaps
50, 75, 95 cents, or to adopt any level they chose within a wide range.
Within that range should railroads be free to make price-fixing agree
ments, in disregard of the Antitrust Laws, and artificially hold the rate

at the maximum or ceiling of the zone of reasonableness? Ought not
the public to receive the benefit of rates within that zone at such level
as results in a natural manner from the play of competitive forces?
The claim that carriers maintain their elaborate private rate-fixing

machinery merely for the purpose of conferring with shippers and of

examining whether rate proposals are in conformity with the require
ments of the Interstate Commerce Act will deceive no one. A carrier's
own rate clerks and law department could readily perform that function.
If it were performed collectively (without more) the most timorous par
ticipant in such a conference would have no reasonable ground of
fearing prosecution for violation of the Antitrust Laws. It is obvious
that that function of rate bureaus is emphasized by the proponents of
such organizations merely as a smoke screen, and that the real reason

why carriers cherish the rate bureau mechanism is because it may be
used readily as an instrumentality for price-fixing. Only when so used
does violation of the Antitrust Laws occur. Railroad lawyers, one would
suppose, are as able to read the cases and discern the boundary between
what is permitted and what is forbidden by the Antitrust Laws as

readily as the legal advisers of corporations and trade associations in
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other industries. Hence, it is difficult to see why the transportation
industry should be granted an exempt status of special privilege.

EDWARD DUMBAULD*

FEDERAL RULES OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE�edited by Hon. Alex
ander Holtzoff, New York University School of Law, New York, N. Y.,
1946. Pp. xxi, 335. $4.00.

In the past few years a great deal has been written about the new

Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, and it is unnecessary to make
detailed reference to them at this point. The rules are the product of
the keenest minds of the Bench and Bar of the United States and con

stitute a fine tribute to their draftsmen�the members of the Advisory
Committee appointed by the United States Supreme Court on February
3, 1941.
The present edition is more than a mere compilation of rules. The

compact volume is divided into four parts: (1) Rules and Notes�106

pages; (2) Institute Proceedings�171 pages; (3) Appendices�25

pages; (4) Index�26 pages. There is also a historical foreword by
Tom C. Clark, who amusingly enough, by virtue of a typographical
error, turns out to be Attorney Genera.
Each of the 60 rules is set out in large type immediately followed

by a comprehensive annotation referring to the Constitution, Statutes,
cases and legal periodicals, with constant cross-reference to other rules.
As an additional mechanical aid to the busy user each rule is followed

by a citation to the page of the Institute Proceedings on which a dis
cussion of that rule may be found. Thus a person reading any specific
rule may quickly locate a pertinent case or statute, or turn to an

authoritative discussion of the purpose and effect of the rule with a

minimum of effort.
The Proceedings of the Institute conducted by the New York Uni

versity School of Law, are of sufficient interest to warrant purchase
of the book. In the hands of such men as Dean Vanderbilt, Judge

*A. B., (1926) Princeton; LL. B., (1929), LL. M., (1930) Harvard; Doctor Juris,
(1932) University of Leyden. Member of the Pennsylvania and United States Supreme
Court Bars. Special Assistant to the Attorney General of the United States. Author of
Interim Measures of Protection in International Controversies (1932) ; A National
Court of Appeals (1941) 29 Georgetown L. J. 461; Relief Pendente Lite in the Per
manent Court of International Justice (1945) 39 Am. J. Int. L. 391, and other articles
in legal periodicals.
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Learned Hand, Judge Holtzoff, Judge Medalie, Judge Crane, et al, the
Proceedings could not but be a success. Even so, these informative,
intelligent and critical discussions are notable for the high good humor
and the strong sense of cooperation with which they were conducted.
The reviewer especially recommends pages 148 to 175, the Hon. Learned

Hand, presiding, and the Hon. George Z. Medalie, speaker. One hastens
to point out that all is not humor. There is much real information

presented in a pleasant, readable manner.

The Appendices are three in number. The first is a collection of
27 sample forms suitable for use in the more common criminal actions,
e.g., Indictment for Murder in the First Degree of Federal Officer,
Indictment for Mail Fraud, Indictment for Internal Revenue Violations,
Warrant of Removal, Search Warrant, etc. The second appendix sets

out the six Petty Offense Rules promulgated by the Supreme Court
on January 6, 1941; and the third appendix is a short bibliography of
the applicable literature.
A lengthy and quite complete index fills the last 26 pages of the

book. A commendable feature is that the index cites both page and

rule, making search and reference easier.
The Hon. Alexander Holtzoff, Secretary of the Advisory Committee

and Associate Justice of the United States District Court for the District
of Columbia is listed as the editor. Judge Holtzoff is to be complimented
on the high editorial standards and general attractiveness of this useful
little book. It is an invaluable tool for all lawyers who practice in the
federal criminal courts; all others will find it informative and entertaining.

LEO A. HUARD
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